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The concept of YouTube™ for the Criminal Justice Educator is to provide instructors with dynamic access to supplemental material via video. Nearly 400 videos are categorized and descriptions provided. The videos are classified into twenty-one categories. The links are live from this document. There is some overlap between the categories. The category titles are linked from the Table of Contents. Thus, if you want to view films on Active Shooter, click on Active Shooter in the Table of Contents and you will be taken to that page.

Versions

The Web is a constantly changing place. On YouTube™, videos are added, deleted and the URL modified constantly. You can help keep this document viable. If you find a dead link, think a certain video should not be included, or have a video you would like to be included, or would like to be notified of updated versions, send an email to editor@police-writers.com. You can also check the website www.criminaljusticevideos.com for updates. Lastly, if you click on a link that is dead, use the YouTube™ search function and search for the title of the video, a comma and then the word “long.” As an example, “history of federal courts, long.” With this search, the word “long” after a comma limits your searches to videos over 20 minutes in length.

Advertising

The project is supported by the advertising you will occasionally find throughout the document. The ads are live linked. If you are interested in advertising in YouTube™ for the Criminal Justice Educator, send an email to editor@police-writers.com.
Active Shooter

Title: Norway Massacre: The Killer's Mind
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SiptEDALnM4
Time: 43:30
Description: It's the world's worst spree killing. Discovery Channel Norway Massacre: The Killer's Mind examines the terrible events of that day. In 90 minutes of madness, 32-year-old Anders Behring Breivik killed 69 young people. The film pieces together Breivik's day of terror hour by hour, from the time of the bomb set off in Oslo, to the cold blooded shooting of defenseless youngsters on the remote island spot of Utøya.

Title: Shootout! North Hollywood Shootout
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xw1Intsbm24
Time: 44:52
Description: After a failed bank robbery, two heavily armed men hold the Los Angeles Police Department at bay for 44 minutes.

Title: The Columbine Killers
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bd9DQV2yn58
Time: 46:48
Description: On April 20, 1999, in Littleton, Colorado, two high-school seniors, Eric Harris, 18, and Dylan Klebold, 17, launched an assault on Columbine High School. Armed with guns, knives and bombs, the pair hoped to murder hundreds of students. In a 49-minute rampage, they killed 12 students and one teacher before committing suicide. It was one of the worst school shooting in American history.

Title: The Long Island Railroad Massacre
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8MPoz5DioPE
Time: 21:30
Description: On December 7, 1993, a Jamaican man (Colin Ferguson) opened fire on a Long Island commuter train killing 6 and injuring 19 more in an incident coined the "Long Island Railroad Massacre". This video focuses on the killer representing himself at trial.

Title: True Crime Charles Whitman Documentary
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OON81IJ9yos
Time: 44:06
Description: Charles Whitman served as a Marine before enrolling in the University of Texas. Suffering from mental illness and acute fits of anger, Whitman killed his mother and wife and on August 1, 1966, went atop a 300-foot tower, targeting people in the vicinity. He would kill 16 and injure many others before he was killed by police, who stormed the tower. Perhaps, the first active shooter in modern American history.
Title: Virginia Tech Massacre
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z71wKr9gK_g
Time: 59:09
Description: One year after the United States' worst mass-shooting, This World investigates why the killer carried out the attack. On the morning of 16 April 2007, on the Virginia Tech campus in America, a 23-year-old student called Seung-Hui Cho killed 32 people before turning his gun on himself. The incident became the worst gun rampage in US history. Using extensive access to key witnesses, it delves into the mystery of how Cho, a young man with no criminal history, became a mass murderer.
Title: A Day in the Life of a St. Louis Park Patrol Officer
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GjQtdOjXvH8
Time: 28:50
Description: Ride along with Officer Don Lewis on a hot summer day in St. Louis Park. Presented by the St. Louis Park Police Advisory Commission and Park TV. Officer Lewis issues several tickets and responds to calls including a stolen van, vehicle accident, and parking space road rage.

Title: Arrest and Booking: Behind the Scenes of the Collinsville Police Department
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ApSrKNaPWpI
Time: 22:12
Description: Most people will never know (thankfully) what it's like to be arrested, put into a squad car and taken to a police station. On this episode of City Spotlight, our host experiences just what it's like to get arrested and booked at the Collinsville Police Department.

Title: Hardest Prisons: Extreme Violence Behind Bars
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ynqCvx6YkCU
Time: 58:38
Description: Compilation of the series “Hardest Prisons” focusing on violence in prisons.

Title: Inside the US Secret Service
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BHkvtmEyas8
Time: 1:29:03
Description: This documentary that takes you behind the scenes of the Secret Service, the agency tasked with protecting the President of the United States. The film takes place during the 2004 Bush vs. Kerry campaign, and many of the scenes involve the extensive preparation the Secret Service needs to do to secure a stadium and the surrounding areas for a presidential speech. There are of course the required scenes that walk you through various assassinations and assassination attempts on past presidents like Kennedy, Ford, Reagan, etc. These events are recounted in vivid detail firsthand by the Secret Service agents who were there at the time. The more unusual parts of "Inside the US Secret Service", however, are the forays into the lesser known aspects of the organization. Here you get to see the Secret Service training facilities, complete with explosions and gunfire, including an evasive driving course where agents learn how to do 180 degree turns at 70 miles per hour. You also learn about threat assessment, where agents process death threats against the president and investigate them using voice recognition, handwriting analysis, and DNA/fingerprinting. There is a section on anti-counterfeit money operations, which was actually Secret Service's original role when it was first created.
Title: Inside the Walls: The New York Corrections Officer  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g9SWJXyqfX4  
Time: 1:32:52  
Description: An older look at being a corrections officer in New York Prisons. Well done and thorough.

Title: Lockdown: Newbies  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rsHqFn2QC54  
Time: 50:10  
Description: At the Wyoming State Penitentiary, 30 new correctional officers have one thing in common: none of them have ever worked in a prison before. WSP is chronically and dangerously understaffed—even the inmates know how dire the situation is. To find new officers, the prison went recruiting in states rife with unemployment. The correctional officers moved to Wyoming for a job. Now, NGC follows three rookies, including a recent college graduate, a carpenter and a 27-year-old mother of two.

Title: Lockup: The Wrong Fight Prison  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RukGCZjyeHk  
Time: 59:36  
Description: Just east of Pensacola, on the Florida panhandle, is 84 acres of some of the most dangerous land in the state. This is the Santa Rosa Correctional Institution; a maximum-security prison with more than 2,800 inmates. In this hour, an inmate known for deviant behavior prompts an emergency response, while another turns his fury on two officers. Then, a new arrival raises serious concerns and young correctional officer cadets experience the burn as each one takes a pepper spray shot in the eye.

Title: Los Angeles Police Department SWAT Team  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2EAWpxXq4YQ  
Time: 27:08  
Description: The First Korean American on the LAPD SWAT team takes the viewer through the mission and training of SWAT Members.

Title: National Geographic America's Hardest Prisons (Wabash, Indiana)  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rplGFLcSfBk  
Time: 47:40  
Description: Wabash Valley Correctional Facility in Indiana, USA, is a maximum security prison where the worst criminal offenders are kept. This documentary shadows the prisoners, guards, medical staff and visitors to the facility, capturing violent outbursts, intimate moments, tense situations and the constant struggle for order.
Title: Police Dogs
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oNOgbSAqP9A
Time: 27:08
Description: Learn about the life and training of the working dogs of the Vancouver Police Department Dog Squad! Today, Barbara Arnold is talking to Harley Dvorkin, constable from the Vancouver Police Department. He tells us about the different training methods and much more. The dogs that are being trained for becoming a police dog for the VPD are German Shepherds only. This is because VPD found out that this breed is the best for the job. They begin their training when they are 8 weeks old and build a strong relationship to the police officer who is their partner.
Constitution

Title: Marbury v. Madison
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uLRO5iCWpps
Time: 33:32
Description: Dramatizations of historic decisions from the courtroom of America's great Chief Justice, John Marshall. Who determines what the Constitution means—what is and is not constitutional? In this 1803 case, the Supreme Court established its responsibility to review the constitutionality of acts of Congress. President John Adams appointed Federalist William Marbury as justice of the peace, but failed to deliver Marbury's official commission before President Jefferson and the Democratic-Republicans took over the administration. Marbury asked the Supreme Court to order Jefferson's Secretary of State, James Madison, to deliver the commission. Marbury's demand precipitated a confrontation between Chief Justice Marshall and President Thomas Jefferson. The Supreme Court held that it did not have jurisdiction and declared that the law permitting the Court to hear the case was unconstitutional.

Title: Supreme Court Cases For Dummies
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HTVvZlSdkaw
Time: 34:28
Description: Excellent review of 12 important cases which look at how the Constitution was used to both expand and limit Rights.
Corrections

Title: Aryan Brotherhood - America's Deadliest Prison Gang
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QLEXQ_iODc
Time: 47:71
Description: A look at the Aryan Brotherhood through the lens of the largest prosecution against a prison gang.

Title: Corporal Punishment
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=don5AEV76UQ
Time: 59:09
Description: A British documentary on the use and development of corporal punishment throughout history.

Title: Cuyahoga County Correction Center, Ohio
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kwu5RsGinLw
Time: 44:22
Description: Inside Cuyahoga County Correction Center through the eyes of inmates and corrections officials.

Title: Girlhood
URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UGFNvCUe0oE
Time: 1:22:06
Description: Documentary chronicling America's justice system. Follows two female inmates - victims of horrific violence and tragedy - who are serving time in a Maryland juvenile detention center.

Title: Gladiator Days: Anatomy of a Prison Murder
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qPHANSRjrVk
Time: 55:23
Description: Across the United States, violent crime in prison is an everyday reality with inmates routinely exposed to assault, riot, rape and murder. Gladiator Days: Anatomy of a Prison Murder examines the culture of institutional violence through the events that led to one brutal prison murder. Utah State Prison surveillance cameras capture this disturbing real-life account of the vicious stabbing of black inmate Lonnie Blackmon by convicted murderer, white supremacist Troy Kell and his accomplice Eric Daniels.

Title: Hard Time: Prison Gangs
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GZdmvRQLhn0
Time: 46:00
Description: In prison, every day is a fight for survival. An inmate's most important weapon may not be a shank or a razor, but instead a gang membership. With more than 1,400 classified gangs in the Ohio prison system, inmates are joining up in alarming numbers.
Title: Hard Time: Ross Correctional Center
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HAAEuMd69iM
Time: 45:59
Description: National Geographic follows the life of inmates and correctional officers in Ross Correctional Center, Ohio.

Title: Hardest Prisons: Extreme Violence Behind Bars
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ynqCvx6YkCU
Time: 58:38
Description: Compilation of the series “Hardest Prisons” focusing on violence in prisons.

Title: Inside Maximum Security (Oak Park Heights, Minnesota Supermax)
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7LErbPFLoV4
Time: 46:57
Description: Inmate violence, interviews and corrections official corruption; including a male inmate who had a sexual relationship with a female corrections officer.

Title: Inside the Walls: The New York Corrections Officer
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g9SWJXyqfX4
Time: 1:32:52
Description: An older look at being a corrections officer in New York Prisons. Well done and thorough.

Title: Lockdown: Gang Wars
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SJK4C-mN7H1
Time: 49:57
Description: National Geographic brings you firsthand accounts from inmates and correctional officers in a prison where gang leaders have the upper hand and call the shots. At Salinas Valley State Prison in Soledad, California, there are nearly 200 gang-related attacks each year. An estimated 70% of inmates were gang members on the outside and mergers take place to form racial armies. Mass battles take place in the violent C yard, inhabited by leaders who order assaults, riots and murders to be carried out by 'foot soldiers'.

Title: Lockdown: County Jail (Multnomah, Oregon)
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qx9EUA70yY
Time: 45:45
Description: Inside Multnomah, Oregon, county jail with interviews of inmates and deputies. Meet an attractive mother with a cocaine habit; a heroin addict jailed 32 times; and a charming, but unpredictable bi-polar inmate. How will they manage the harsh conditions in county jail along with their personal challenges?

Title: Lockdown: Women on the Edge
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YWGf6GoZy2g
Time: 46:55
Description: Targeting female offenders and incarcerating them. The documentary goes inside the Wayne County Jail in Detroit, Michigan.
Title: Lockup: The Wrong Fight Prison
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RukGCZjyeHk
Time: 59:36
Description: Just east of Pensacola, on the Florida panhandle, is 84 acres of some of the most dangerous land in the state. This is the Santa Rosa Correctional Institution, a maximum-security prison with more than 2,800 inmates. In this hour, an inmate known for deviant behavior prompts an emergency response, while another turns his fury on two officers. Then, a new arrival raises serious concerns. And young correctional officer cadets experience the burn as each one takes a pepper spray shot in the eye.

Title: Lockup Oakland: Extended Stay - Wait of the World
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JvOTYP4siWE
Time: 44:08
Description: A violent gang member asks to move back to general population; a brother and sister are charged with murdering a high school football star; the jail receives a messy invasion from the sky.

Title: Lockup Tulsa: Extended Stay - The Bad Good Friday
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wlhpa25Y-AM
Time: 44:04
Description: A murderous shooting spree erupts on a major religious holiday; a new inmate catches the staff's attention; a father of five receives haunting news from home.

Title: Lockup: Inside Los Angeles County
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GcHZIb3pqOI
Time: 1:27:43
Description: Los Angeles County is home to one of the largest jail systems in the world.

Title: Lockup: Prison Criminal Minds, Spring Creek Correctional. Seward, Alaska
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PJeYZmIU1vU
Time: 44:27
Description: A maximum-security inmate in an Alaska prison tells how he brutally murdered another prisoner in this scene from MSNBC's Lockup series.

Title: Lockup: Bexar County Jail, Texas
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2vGSGPz3qx4
Time: 44:06
Description: Inside the Bexar County Jail in Texas.

Title: Lockup: Boston: Extended Stay - Blood Brothers
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GrbHYLrZsxw
Time: 44:28
Description: An inmate takes his fights from the street to the halls of the jail, and his boyhood friend follows his example; two brothers turn to crime to support their habits, and now one faces the prospect of hitting the streets again.
Title: Lockup: Extended Stay – Checkmate
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kwu5RsGinLw
Time: 44:22
Description: At Cuyahoga County Correction Center the tenth floor is managed by the Special Response Team, or SERT, a tactical unit trained in the use of riot gear, non-lethal weapons and controlling high-risk inmates.

Title: Lockup: Corcoran State Prison, California
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DGvnkeOHPGI
Time: 42:37
Description: The "Lockup" series goes behind prison walls, this time at Corcoran State Prison in California. Cameras capture a harsh look at life behind bars in one of the toughest prisons in the country.

Title: Lockup: Extended Stay Louisville, KY Tangled Web
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PJeYZmIU1vU
Time: 44:27
Description: A 15-year old Louisville boy is murdered in his home and a young man is taken into custody; the jail finds itself with a multitude of related high profile cases; includes frank and rather disturbing interview of an inmate incarcerated for murder.

Title: Lockup: Inside Folsom
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ytf-g80t78w
Time: 43:45
Description: Folsom State Prison in California is one of America's oldest maximum security prisons where the inmates outnumber the officers by 92 to 1.

Title: Lockup: Maricopa County Jail
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LmzdFsjFPEQ
Time: 44:08
Description: No matter the circumstances that brought them there, Maricopa County Jail in Phoenix, Arizona, will have a profound effect on the inmates. For some, their time in jail will reveal their true nature. Inmates live in tents and wear pink apparel.

Title: National Geographic Americas Hardest Prisons-Stateville
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vncaDpXkoVY
Time: 47:36
Description: Inside Statesville Prison in Illinois, including inmate and guard interviews and interactions.

Title: Orange County Jail System in California
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4s01dlnhqc
Time: 42:26
Description: Inside Orange County jail from inmates to deputies. As the corrections officials states, a look at a mega-jail that can contain over 7,000 inmates.
Title: PrimeTime: Lost Children Behind Bars
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B8c1LahPS1A
Time: 42:07
Description: In our hour-long investigative documentary, PrimeTime Co-Anchor Chris Cuomo goes inside Arizona's facilities and meets an extraordinary group of boys and girls at a critical turning point - they have one last chance to either change their ways or face the prospect of doing time in an adult prison. How did they end up here? How can they be helped? We proudly submit our documentary for your consideration. PrimeTime was granted unprecedented access to Arizona's system for juvenile corrections and spent nearly six months following the teens and their families as they wound their way in and out of the system. Along the way, the locked up youth share their shame, their secrets and their dreams. They show their pride and promise. In the end, they reveal that behind the tough talk and bravado, they are still just kids.

Title: Prison Diaries Til Death Do Us Part
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N2SsxGt-giY
Time: 42:27
Description: Interviews and cases of 3 women in prison, includes interviews of offenders.

Title: Prison Life: Survival In Prison
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z4WREKFJtsw
Time: 42:19
Description: Inside Kern Valley Prison in California. The prison is designed as a model for the State of California and can hold up to 5,000 prisoners.

Title: Prison Life: Workout Tattoos and Food In Prisons
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bvjYscOZkGE
Time: 42:09
Description: MSN's program Lock-up examines the variety of work outs that inmates improvise in prisons and jails; also, looks at tattooing and food in prison

Title: San Quentin Prison
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ML_m551TdTM
Time: 41:25
Description: San Quentin State prison in California: one of the most famous, most notorious penitentiaries in the world.
Courts

Title: Amistad: The Federal Courts and the Challenge to Slavery
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CSx9tjj_jyY
Time: 27:18
Description: The Federal Courts and the Challenge to Slavery. In 1839, the federal courts became the stage for a drama involving enslaved Africans who led a revolt against their captors and sought to return to their homeland in West Africa. The case of the Amistad forced the judiciary to address issues related to the slave trade, the property claims of slaveholders, and the enslaved men's claim of personal liberty. This program uses an extensive selection of historic images and documents to tell the story that culminated with the Supreme Court's decision about the freedom of the Africans from the Amistad.

Title: Breaking The Silence; Children's Stories
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3rShllw2gMk
Time: 57:15
Description: Breaking The Silence: Children's Stories chronicles the impact of domestic violence on children and the recurring failings of family courts across the country to protect them from their abusers. In stark and often poignant interviews, children and battered mothers tell their stories of abuse at home and continued trauma within the courts.

Title: How Criminal Trials Move - Part 1
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T_RVHJf-F4
Time: 50:45
Description: Excellent Introduction into how criminal cases move through Federal District Courts. The Program uses a fictitious narcotics investigation and follows it through all states of a federal criminal prosecution, Part I of 4.

Title: How Criminal Trials Move - Part 2
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pdlK6Sn9Aw
Time: 54:58
Description: Excellent Introduction into how criminal cases move through Federal District Courts. The Program uses a fictitious narcotics investigation and follows it through all states of a federal criminal prosecution, Part 2 of 4.

Title: How Criminal Trials Move - Part 3
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Xr0ladpnFQ
Time: 29:25
Description: Excellent Introduction into how criminal cases move through Federal District Courts. The Program uses a fictitious narcotics investigation and follows it through all states of a federal criminal prosecution, Part 3 of 4.
Title: How Criminal Trials Move - Part 4
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EJab9opJE60
Time: 54:21
Description: Excellent Introduction into how criminal cases move through Federal District Courts. The Program uses a fictitious narcotics investigation and follows it through all states of a federal criminal prosecution, Part 4 of 4.

Title: Juvenile Court Documentary
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ypX1Licb_RA
Time: 35:37
Description: History of juvenile court in Shelby County, excellent look at historical perspective of differences between Juvenile and Adult Court.

Title: Juvenile Dependency Court
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JG4tkkwrkNU
Time: 37:59
Description: Dependency actions involve minors who have allegedly been abused, neglected, or inadequately cared for by one or more parents. The jurisdiction prerequisites for such proceedings are described in Welfare and Institutions Code Section 300. Unlike delinquency or status offender proceedings (where the principal focus is on the conduct of the minor), dependency proceedings are to ensure the safety and well-being of the minor. If Juvenile Court jurisdiction is established, the court will then determine whether the minor should be removed from the parent's custody and, if so, what placement would be most appropriate for the minor's needs.

Title: Murder in Rome
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RUcDdUG22JU
Time: 49:09
Description: One of the best trials in Roman history. This is the story of how Marcus Tullius Cicero became a famous lawyer. Includes historical significance of many of our modern criminal justice concepts.

Title: Orientation to Family Court Mediation and Child Custody Recommending Counseling
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wJOcjP5RikQ
Time: 30:40
Description: Mediation and child custody recommended counseling is a process in which a neutral, specially trained professional will listen to the parents concerns and help them develop a parenting plan that meets the needs of their family in the event of a divorce or when two parents choose to live apart. This video describes the mediation and child custody recommended counseling court process, provides helpful information about parenting plans, and offers tips on how parents can reduce conflict and help their children adjust to the changes happening in their family.
Title: Page of History: The Evolution of Federal Court
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8_R6m5xHE9Y
Time: 14:31
Description: Brief history of development of federal court.

Title: Supreme Court Cases for Dummies
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HTVvZ1Sdkaw
Time: 34:38
Description: 12 cases reviewed, early court cases, cases limiting and expanding Rights
Title: Bike Path Killer - Serial Killer Crime Documentary  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9XNO9XFFF9w  
Time: 43:31  
Description: A University at Buffalo student is found raped and murdered on a Bike Path in upstate New York. Police connect her murder to a series of rapes and later to two more murders. After more than a decade, they manage to connect the evidence and discover the murderer.

Title: Born to Be a Criminal - Gypsies in the Modern World  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IFMIXRERxfc  
Time: 58:30  
Description: This documentary shows Roma immigrants, mostly from Bulgaria and Romania, who use their young children for petty thievery and begging to make their daily living. They are camping illegally on public lands and are stealing whatever is not secured. European law forbids record keeping that reflects racial, ethnic or religious identity, and because many of these latter-day Artful Dodgers are kids, and are let go even if they are caught, there are no accurate statistics to support the conventional wisdom of our modern day gypsies. Sometimes it appears the police take action without making arrests, since they know minors are difficult to prosecute and the adults in their lives most likely put them up to the crime in the first place. The police take measures to try to fight the petty thefts. When security cameras in the subway spot a suspect group, the loudspeakers warn that pickpockets are aboard.

Title: Charles Manson - Documentary  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V0zp2zWuotw  
Time: 52:16  
Description: Charles Manson is a convicted serial killer who has become an icon of evil. In the late 1960s, Manson founded a hippie cult group known as "the Family" whom he manipulated into brutally killing others on his behalf.

Title: Corporal Punishment  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=don5AEV76UQ  
Time: 59:09  
Description: A British documentary on the use and development of corporal punishment

Title: Dead of Night: Death Lies And Videotape  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XfZlyr_qNTE  
Time: 43:21  
Description: A high school student turns up dead in the El Paso desert and the city is stunned. Police focus on a blind date she planned. Then a bombshell piece of evidence changes everything and sends police down a disturbing trail of mystery and murder.
Title: Cuff Me If You Can: No Life of the Party - Crime Documentary
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ES6YXKX8qw0
Time: 43:20
Description: On the night of his birthday, Andre Wood is gunned down by Thomas Lollis during a fight in Akron, Ohio. Lollis tries to hide but after a close-call with cops, he skips town. He changes his identity and makes a life for himself and his girlfriend. After forging fake sales at a car dealership and walking off with $100,000, police begin to do surveillance on him and discover who he is. As cops corner him, he jumps from the second story window to make a break for it and breaks his foot. Lollis has no choice but to run through the pain, but will he be fast enough this time?

Title: Deadly Sins: Killer Dolls - Crime Documentary
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eVmh7rh30sQ
Time: 43:29
Description: A perfect couple hides a secret life of lust; a boy terrorizes a small town beauty queen.

Title: Disappeared 02x10 - Paradise Lost - The Jamison family
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lmJbfVTu2kQ
Time: 43:20
Description: Bobby Jamison, his wife Sheri Lynn and their 6-year-old daughter Madyson have gone missing. They haven't been seen since October 8 near Red Oak, Oklahoma, and police now fear the worst.

Title: Downloading The Devil
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wQlxsjll
Time: 41:17
Description: Michael Blagg's double life is overturned when his wife and daughter disappear, leaving behind a bloody crime scene. His upstanding conservative lifestyle and integrity are questioned when an extensive collection of pornography is discovered on his computer.

Title: Evil In Law: Mama's Boy - Crime Documentary
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FzhH5MdLOqM
Time: 43:33
Description: Mother always knows best... or does she? In Investigation Discovery's new Mother's Day special, EVIL-IN-LAW, it's a battle for the woman of the house when meddlesome mothers-in-law become dead set on driving the decisions in their married sons' lives. While the sons insist that mother means well, their wives find themselves on the defense as they wrestle for control of their own marriages, from how to cook and clean to how to raise their children. The mama's boys face an ultimatum - choose the missus or mommy dearest - but after their wives threaten divorce, turf wars rage into a matter of life or death when the maniacal mothers-in-law enlist hit men instead.
Title: Forensic Investigators: My Partner, My Killer
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CmT7SvYnCkE
Time: 42:14
Description: (Australia) Patricia Byers and her partner of three years, John Asquith, were enjoying a romantic evening for two aboard the luxury cabin cruiser Misty Blue. Moored near Stradbroke Island, they enjoyed a meal together and made love before retiring for the night in April 1993. Hours later, Asquith awoke covered in blood. He'd been shot in the head. When he found Byers lying on the deck, she claimed they'd been attacked by pirates. When police investigated the incident, they discovered Byers stood to gain almost $300,000 from Asquith's death through life insurance policies. Was she telling the truth about the pirate attack or had she pulled the trigger herself?

Title: Forensic Investigators: The Sex Worker Murders
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dmKAR3SycZI
Time: 43:07
Description: (Australia) A semi-naked body of a woman was discovered in August 2002 beside a police station in the Brisbane suburb of Hendra. She'd suffered multiple stab wounds to much of her body. Within hours investigators knew the victim's identity. Her name was Jasmin Crathern, a local prostitute who'd spent many years working the streets of Brisbane's notorious red light district in Fortitude Valley. Although they knew the victim, discovering the identity of her killer would prove far more difficult. The only clues left at the scene were some dusty shoe and tire prints, and initially investigators had no luck tracing this forensic evidence to a suspect.

Title: Hells Angels History
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uQqI_IU7wDI
Time: 41:33
Description: Formed in 1948, the Hells Angels Motorcycle Club (HAMC) is a worldwide one-percenter motorcycle club whose members typically ride Harley-Davidson motorcycles and is considered an organized crime syndicate by the U.S. Department of Justice. In the United States and Canada, the Hells Angels are incorporated as the Hells Angels Motorcycle Corporation.

Title: Inside the FBI's Crime Lab
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SYw8geBuld0
Time: 44:52
Description: Modern Marvels presentation of Inside the FBI Crime Lab.

Title: Kenneth McDuff: Serial Killer Documentary
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6voNKbNNHeI
Time: 41:57
Description: Kenneth Allen McDuff (March 21, 1946 -- November 17, 1998) was an American serial killer suspected of at least 14 murders. He had previously been on death row from 1968 to 1972.
Title: Mob Hitmen
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MddCpBCscfY
Time: 45:33
Description: A 1996 American Justice look at Mafia hitmen.

Title: Morris Solomon Jr: The Sacramento Slayer
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WP-tw9bWDm4
Time: 45:43
Description: Morris Solomon Jr. (born March 15, 1944 in Albany, Georgia) is a convicted serial killer now sitting on death row in San Quentin, California.

Title: Murder In Scottsdale
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GoCUsqCHSdY
Time: 49:53
Description: An overview of the murder of Bob Crane (Star of Hogan’s Heroes) and an assessment of the investigation which was carried out.

Title: My Brother the Serial Killer
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aOpIrzMKUrw
Time: 1:27:31
Description: My Brother the Serial Killer chronicles the background of Rogers and looks into prior assertions that he murdered over 70 people. The documentary also investigates claims by the Rogers family that Glen Rogers was behind the Goldman-Simpson murders. Rogers' family stated that he informed them that he had been working for Nicole in 1994 and that he had made verbal threats about her to them. Rogers would later speak to a criminal profiler about the Goldman-Simpson murders, providing details about the crime and remarking that he had been hired by O. J. Simpson to steal a pair of earrings and potentially murder Nicole.

Title: Our Crime: Speed
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MDHG3jdGpls
Time: 57:05
Description: Boys and their toys - at the heart of this film lies the pursuit of speed and the crimes committed when young drivers get behind the wheel. It follows four very different stories: a gang of car thieves who bring terror to an inner city estate; the story of a drunken prank when a bus is taken on a joyride which ends in an unexpected destination; a terrifying police car chase; and the story of how a life lived online is brought to a tragic end in a real car crash, but how the online aftermath has continued to haunt the victim's family and friends. This film explores the world of car crime and the impact of recording these crimes and posting them online.
Title: Law and Disorder in Philadelphia
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VElPxhM0Bpl
Time: 58:48
Description: British documentary film maker Louis Theroux has a unique style. Like no other, he manages to strike the balance between getting involved with and close to his topics and making sure he keeps enough distance to guarantee his neutrality and independence. His open approach, integrity and diplomacy win people over, even those living in some of the world's most closed communities. Theroux's work method has resulted in quite a few memorable scenes and movies. In his own words and with the aid of video fragments he will shed a light on his style, technique and vision.

Title: Prison Diaries: Til Death Do Us Part
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N2SsxGtiY
Time: 42:27
Description: Interviews and cases of 3 women in prison, includes interviews of offenders.

Title: Psycho Serial Killer: Vlado Taneski
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TeTr3g-fvb4
Time: 40:09
Description: Vlado Taneski (1952 -- June 23, 2008) was a Macedonian crime reporter and serial killer. A career journalist for over 20 years, Taneski was arrested in June 2008 for the murder of two women on whose death he had also written articles. These articles on the murders had aroused the suspicion of the police, since they contained information which was not released to the public. After DNA tests connected Taneski to the murders, he was imprisoned on June 22, 2008 and found dead in his cell the next day after an apparent suicide.

Title: Raoul Moat Manhunt
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GpDxNYezPuA
Time: 46:07
Description: One of the largest manhunt in British Police history.

Title: Robert Hansen: The Butcher Baker
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W4Glam2FjMI
Time: 47:55
Description: Robert Christian Hansen (born February 15, 1939) is an American serial killer. Between 1980 and 1983, Hansen murdered between 17 and 21 women near Anchorage, Alaska. He was convicted in 1983 and is currently serving 461 years in Spring Creek Correctional Center in Seward, Alaska.

Title: Solved: Bully
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GkpVXbTzo9U
Time: 43:40
Description: Human remains found in a sewer are identified as a 14-year-old boy reported missing seven weeks prior. Could another teenager be the prime suspect in one of the most gruesome murders investigators have ever seen?
Title: St. Louis Serial Killer
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p_sTSBXgkw
Time: 41:55
Description: A Map to Murder": A newspaper story about a murdered prostitute prompts a perpetrator's letter, including a map to another body. Police get the home address where the map was downloaded and find evidence of torture and murder in the basement.

Title: The Backpacker Killer
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PlSuGLdwWoU
Time: 43:55
Description: The Backpacker Murders is a name given to serial killings that occurred in New South Wales, Australia during the 1990s. The bodies of seven missing young people aged 19 to 22 were discovered partly buried in the Belanglo State Forest, 15 kilometres (9.3 mi) south west of the New South Wales town of Berrima. Five of the victims were international backpackers visiting Australia (three German, two British), and two were Australian travellers from Melbourne.

Title: The Bega Schoolgirls Murders
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aC_sa1yqwKA
Time: 54:01
Description: The Bega schoolgirl murders refers to the abduction, rape and murder of New South Wales schoolgirls, 14-year-old Lauren Margaret Barry and 16-year-old Nichole Emma Collins of Bega, New South Wales on 6 October 1997.

Title: The Columbine Killers
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bd9DQV2yn58
Time: 46:48
Description: On 20th April 1999, in Littleton, Colorado, two high-school seniors, Eric Harris, 18, and Dylan Klebold, 17, launched an assault on Columbine High School. Armed with guns, knives and bombs, the pair hoped to murder hundreds of students. In a 49-minute rampage, they killed 12 students and one teacher, before committing suicide. It was the worst school shooting in American history.

Title: The Honeymoon Murder
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LZSc--n2PgQ
Time: 58:03
Description: A young bride Anni Dewani was murdered on her honeymoon in South Africa - allegedly on the orders of her husband - a crime that made headlines around the world. Now, a British judge has ordered that Shrien Dewani - still sectioned under the mental health act in the UK - should be extradited to South Africa to stand trial. Jeremy Vine reviews the evidence against the 33-year-old Bristol businessman to see whether the prosecution case holds up.
**Title:** The Pig Farm: Robert Pickton Serial Killer  
**URL:** http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_PV9IDi1_Dg  
**Time:** 1:26:30  
**Description:** The Pig Farm: This is the story about Robert Pickton, Canada's most prolific serial killer. When police showed up at a Port Coquitlam pig farm in February of 2002 to serve a firearm warrant to Robert (Willy) Pickton, they stumbled upon one of the grizzliest discoveries in the history of this country. They uncovered human remains of over 60 women, most of whom worked as sex trade workers in Vancouver's Downtown Eastside. The discovery makes Pickton allegedly the worst serial killer in Canadian history.

**Title:** The Railway Rapists  
**URL:** http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SXL0t_nf3ZU  
**Time:** 46:34  
**Description:** John Duffy and David Mulcahy (born 1959) are two British rapists and serial killers who together attacked numerous women at railway stations in the south of England through the 1980s. They are known as the Railway Rapists and the Railway Killers.

**Title:** The Real Hannibal Lecter  
**URL:** http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SqYWDa9sWOc  
**Time:** 44:44  
**Description:** Meet the deranged serial killers and the determined FBI agents who inspired one of Hollywood's most terrifying thrillers and gave Anthony Hopkins and Jodie Foster the roles of a lifetime. We go behind the scenes at the FBI's Behavioral Science Unit to meet the profilers who became the basis for Harris's characters and to uncover the details of real-life murderers Ed Gein, Ted Bundy, and others.

**Title:** The Real Jack the Ripper  
**URL:** http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZYDwDuKpDO4  
**Time:** 45:03  
**Description:** Slick production on the Jack the Ripper Case from London, England.

**Title:** The Tesco Bomber  
**URL:** http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D9jfURanmg8  
**Time:** 46:24  
**Description:** The Tesco bomb campaign was an attempted extortion against British supermarket chain Tesco which started in Bournemouth, Dorset, in August 2000 and led to one of the largest and most secretive operations ever undertaken by Dorset Police. During the campaign, a blackmailer identified by the pseudonym "Sally" sent letters to Tesco stores threatening to harm customers if his demands—for Clubcards, modified so that the holder could withdraw cash from automated teller machines—were not met.
Title: Unusual Suspects: Bathtub Killer
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hKyh1IWoT1c
Time: 43:32
Description: In 1996, two women are murdered in the same Texas apartment complex. Authorities follow every lead but the case goes cold. Three years later, DNA evidence, and a seemingly unrelated crime lead authorities to the sadistic "Bathtub Killer."

Title: Unusual Suspects: Cop Killer
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BScKu9TTkaE
Time: 43:32
Description: The investigation into the murder of San Diego police officer Kirk Johnson turns up an unlikely killer.
Domestic Violence

Title: Breaking The Silence; Children's Stories
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3rShllw2gMk
Time: 57:15
Description: Breaking The Silence: Children's Stories chronicles the impact of domestic violence on children and the recurring failings of family courts across the country to protect them from their abusers. In stark and often poignant interviews, children and battered mothers tell their stories of abuse at home and continued trauma within the courts.
Drugs

Title: American Gangster
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BogUSABpL08
Time: 44:23
Description: American Gangster is the story of Frank Lucas and Leroy "Nicky" Barnes - their rise from street punks to the top of New York's 1970's high-flying drug market. The two men were considered the drug czars of Harlem at the height of the drug-fueled decade. Lucas and his gang "The Country Boys" claim to have smuggled heroin from Asia in the caskets of fallen American soldiers.

Title: BBC: How Drugs Work – Cocaine
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1etrYEe0T7I
Time: 56:47
Description: Documentary combining compelling real-life stories and stunning computer graphics to explore how cocaine creates its highs and its lows. Cocaine, once a drug exclusively for the rich and famous, is now the most popular class A drug in Britain, with more than 1.2 million people taking it in the UK in 2009. The film follows three users on nights out on coke and uses cutting-edge computer graphics to journey inside their bodies and brains to find out how the drug creates its highs and its lows. For some, cocaine is the ideal addition to a night out, but for others taking it became a life-changing event, including the young man that needed a pacemaker fitted at just 17 after cocaine gave him a heart attack and a patient undergoing surgery to repair a nose torn apart by too many lines of coke. Britain's leading experts help explain the truth behind cocaine's controversial reputation - the perfect pick-me-up or a killer class A?

Title: Cannabis Britain's Secret Farms
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ml2_5YWZdEc
Time: 57:19
Description: In 2002, Britain produced 15 per cent of its own cannabis. In 2010 that figure is 90 per cent, and police around the country raid at least three factories every day. Organised gangs are cashing in on widespread demand for cannabis among Britain's youth by setting up sophisticated factories in suburban homes and disused warehouses. Research shows a third of the UK's 15-year-olds have tried cannabis and a quarter of young people aged 16-24 smoke it regularly. Presenter Rickie Haywood-Williams journeys beyond the scaremongering headlines to find out the true impact of the UK's skunk-smoking habit. Rickie accompanies Avon and Somerset police on raids, and rides in a heat-seeking helicopter as it uncovers cannabis farms with hi-tech thermal imaging equipment. He also meets a landlord who was horrified to find his tenant was in fact part of an organized gang who were farming cannabis in every bedroom of his house. Rickie's journey also includes a trip to Amsterdam and meetings with some of the UK's three million smokers, from those who fiercely defend their habit to others who regret the effect it has had on their lives.
Title: Crazy for party drugs
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=un8-fggGdBQ
Time: 58:15
Description: Britain's drug culture is changing - fast. Cocaine and ecstasy are out and mephedrone, ketamine and GHB are in. Shot in Leeds over the biggest party weekend of the year - Halloween and Bonfire Night - this film gets under the skin of the new party drugs. We follow Holly, Tony and Oliver from the dance floor to the morning after and, with unique access to the first specialist 'club drug clinic' outside London, we find out what happens to those who want to keep going even when the party's over.

Title: Crystal Meth in America
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IOE3fVLRGo8
Time: 1:15:56
Description: With Actor Val Kilmer as your narrator the film explores how Crystal Meth and mental illness plague street youth.

Title: Crystal Meth The Hardest Drug
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YNDFBcDp_88
Time: 56:46
Description: Louis Theroux investigates the immense influence of Methamphetamine addiction on Fresno, one of America's most meth polluted cites. Louis interviews law enforcement, health professionals, addicts, family and many more. He even spends a whole awkward day with small time meth dealers and addicts, probably one of the most interesting Louis Theroux moments so far. Like always, Louis asks a lot of the right questions and puts a human face on meth, one of the most addictive drugs on earth.

Title: Curiosity: Your Body On Drugs
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hWSAsDn60iw
Time: 44:07
Description: Robin Williams, who's experienced both the highs and lows of substance abuse, hosts a groundbreaking TV experiment. 4 heavy users on 4 of America's most abused drugs perform a series of physical tests to show exactly how drugs work.

Title: David Nutt: Decision making about illegal drugs: time for science to take the lead
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mDo09IBVHZw
Time: 51:08
Description: Professor David Nutt, Imperial College London, on how science should be used to assess the dangers of illegal drugs. Held at Nobel Forum, Karolinska Institutet October 23 2013.

Title: Death and Drugs on the Border: Demand and Illegal Immigration in the US
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Kp2OLm0t4c
Time: 1:04:02
Description: C-SPAN video of panel discussion at the Texas Book Festival in Austin, Texas.
Title: Designer Drugs: The New Frontier
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CXgk7ludiBA
Time: 59:57
Description: Panel discussion: There's a new and ever-changing class of drugs out there and their effects are unlike anything we have ever seen. Use of designer drugs, like bath salts and spice, is growing rapidly, even as laws and ordinances take effect to help control their spread. During this hour-long program, Designer Drugs: The New Frontier, we'll take a look at this new and emerging drug threat, hear who is most at risk, and learn what we can do about it. We will travel to Bangor, Maine where some experts are saying this is the worst drug epidemic they have ever seen.

Title: Drugs Inc: Stashville Tennessee
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tNIdyiZUQZE
Time: 43:59
Description: Music and drugs go hand in hand in Nashville. For musicians who don't make it, drugs are the easiest way to make a living. We talk to a user and freelance cook who makes methamphetamine at home to cover his costs and get high. Then, we'll learn how the 19th Judicial District Drug Task Force is faced with cleaning up after meth cooks — operations that are both extremely dangerous and prohibitively expensive.

Title: Drugs Inc: Wasted In Seattle
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=byfIJI2wfQs
Time: 43:59
Description: Nicknamed "Junkie Town", Seattle's liberal laws and demand for drugs are attracting gangsters and dealers looking to get rich.

Title: Drugs Inc: Drug Kings of New York
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s67UhwIBANA
Time: 43:59
Description: New York City is in the grip of a heroin epidemic as a new generation of middle-class suburbanite dealers hooked on prescription pills switch to heroin and venture down the Long Island Expressway, dubbed the Heroin Highway, into urban Brooklyn and Queens to get their fix.

Title: Drugs Inc: Meth Boom Montana
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3uUBL0FWF7M
Time: 45:44
Description: In Montana's wilderness, man poses the greatest threat to drug smugglers crossing the Canadian/American border. Long winters, boredom and isolation, fuel addicts' urgency for drugs.

Title: Drugs Inc: Cartel City Arizona
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eLoPi4e94FM
Time: 43:59
Description: Phoenix, Ariz., is the wholesale drug capital of America, under the control of one of Mexico’s most powerful and ruthless drug organizations — the Sinaloa Cartel.
In Kensington, north Philadelphia, heroin, crack cocaine and PCP are dealt from a hundred different corners. Abandoned homes and factories serve as crash pads, shooting galleries, dope holes and stash houses. For the fiends and dealers born in the neighborhoods, the area is a deadly trap. We'll meet Jerome — an addict for more than 40 years — who sells clean needles, and Matthew an HIV-positive user, who tests heroin for local bosses.

See the underground world of drugs through the eyes of its makers. A former British gangster serves as guide into this illicit underworld, visiting a secret hash-making location nestled in the mountains. Check out growers in Holland who are leading a horticultural revolution in high-grade cannabis. Follow a batch of raw opium from an Afghan poppy field to an Iranian heroin lab. Follow the supply chain of cocaine through the eyes of Colombian peasant farmers producing the drug in a paste.

Every pill popped, pipe smoked and shot injected comes with a price tag. Some dealers focus their efforts on high society users paying top dollar for the best quality stuff, while others focus on quantity selling users just enough to scratch the itch and come back for more. Either way, the smuggling and selling of drugs brings in big money. Some of the people handling it are the best in the business.

The most commonly abused and trafficked illicit drugs in the world are derived from the Cannabis sativa plant.

In the Fifth Ward, a drug hub of Huston, Tex., see firsthand how drugs are dominating the area's economy and populous. We'll talk to a major crack cocaine dealer, a Hispanic street gang member, addicts, a pimp who claims to rule the streets and a full-patch member of the Aryan Brotherhood of Texas white supremacist prison gang. Learn about a prescription cough remedy that abusers call lean named because if you take enough of it, you lean or fall over.
Title: Drugs Inc: Marijuana
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2LCkaMnuGMc
Time: 44:59
Description: Cannabis is the most widely used illicit drug on the planet, and now a quasi-legal industry worth billions of dollars is booming.

Title: Drugs Inc: Miami Vices
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iraIFjzM1UU
Time: 44:10
Description: Modern Miami is a city largely built on the cocaine industry. Over four decades, the city has played an integral role in trafficking drugs from Latin America into the United States which has left the city with an insatiable narcotics appetite. We'll hear from the DEA, U.S. Customs and Border Protection and the U.S. Coastguard, who are all trying to stifle the flow of drugs. We'll also ride along with the city's police departments who are clamping down on dope holes and street dealers.

Title: Drugs Inc: Rocky Mountain High
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BZjYQXm2tjw
Time: 44:10
Description: In Denver, the cannabis industry is booming. With more medical marijuana dispensaries than Starbucks coffee shops, the city is fast becoming the U.S. capital of weed. In November 2012, Colorado went further, voting to allow the recreational use of marijuana, one of only two states to do so. Meet entrepreneurs who have developed the first marijuana-themed package tour in the U.S., which guides visitors through a weekend packed with activities and plenty of weed.

Title: Drugs Inc: Windy City High
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1O5Xweu03TY
Time: 44:10
Description: Chicago, one of the biggest open-air crack and heroin markets in America, is at saturation point. It's an addict's dream as dealers compete with high purity drugs sold in very affordable quantities. The result: record levels of overdoses and homicides as gangs fight over drug turf. Go inside the deeply entrenched and violent world of the city's drug-corner industry.

Title: Drugs Inc: Jamaican Gangs, Guns and Ganja
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I7Dz5YMXzHE
Time: 43:57
Description: Kingston, Jamaica, is in the hands of highly organized and warring drug gangs who manage drug trafficking and distribution at all levels.

Title: Drugs Inc: San Francisco Meth Zombies
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MGHAEuB3M6Y
Time: 43:58
Description: San Francisco, California, the epicenter of the 1960s' psychedelic revolution is notorious for drugs. But in the new millennium, the city, especially the gay community, is struggling to recover from a meth epidemic.
Title: Ecstasy, LSD & the Raves
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kVl5juz8Yuk
Time: 42:15
Description: How did the psychedelic drugs LSD and Ecstasy journey from a scientific discovery to a popular recreation to banned drugs? Mental health professionals once believed that LSD could treat schizophrenia or alcoholism. Meanwhile, Ecstasy, the "penicillin for the soul", was used in marriage counseling. Now, continuing the cycle of the hallucinogen, some of the latest derivatives in this category of drugs, the "rave" drugs such as GHB and Ketamine, are about to be banned.

Title: Heroin - Addicted to the Devil
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pFgNcvxy0Zo
Time: 43:58
Description: Heroin is an opioid drug that is synthesized from morphine, a naturally occurring substance extracted from the seed pod of the Asian opium poppy plant. In 2011, 4.2 million Americans aged 12 or older (or 1.6 percent) had used heroin at least once in their lives. It is estimated that about 23 percent of individuals who use heroin become dependent on it.

Title: Heroin Nation
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uSGYswxHbZE
Time: 42:50
Description: Heroin Nation takes us inside the lives of seemingly normal Americans: the high school art teacher, a former cheerleader and an army veteran, and shows us how heroin has drastically altered their lives. The heroin DVD Narcotic Nation also gives us an inside look at what local narcotics officers and DEA agents are doing to prevent the drug from entering American communities.

Title: History Channel: Ancient Drugs
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pmBVBU7reNg
Time: 43:13
Description: Join Dr. Andrew Weil and other leading physicians and scholars in this often-surprising look at the long history of drug use in different cultures worldwide. Since mankind's beginning, in every civilization, human beings have found ways to alter their consciousness in search of something "greater" than everyday reality. To this end, we have indulged in and experimented with all manner of frightening, toxic, even potentially lethal substances, in many different rituals. Ancient Drugs delves into mankind's psyche in search of the key to our pervasive drive to experience something "beyond." Psychologists and physicians, including Dr. Andrew Weil, world-famous author of the bestselling Spontaneous Healing, offer insight into the physical and mental mechanisms and motivations behind this universal desire. Historians and spiritualists explore the ancient rituals of cultures worldwide that have sought visions and truth through altered consciousness, and illuminate the terrifying, exquisite visions that are revealed to those who journey beyond the constraints of the conscious mind.
Title: Gangs: Barrios Azteca  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0NKiY726V1s  
Time: 44:51  
Description: Gangs and narcotics trafficking in El Paso, Texas

Title: Hooked: Illegal Drugs - Opium, Morphine, and Heroin  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yUq6asvXYbk  
Time: 43:38  
Description: Historical look at Opium, Morphine and Heroin and the use in the US.

Title: How Drugs Work Ecstasy  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-TZOxSSGJL0  
Time: 57:01  
Description: Ecstasy would not be on the street if drugs were legal. No one would have needed to go through the pains of formulating it with all the other drug choices for altering one's state. A legal drug trade ensures safe drugs are available for those who wish to use. Education programs and research would be funded with tax revenue from a legal industry that starts with manufacture and flows through to the consumer purchasing stage.

Title: How Drugs Work: Cannabis  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LshUrO4rwNs  
Time: 56:59  
Description: This series uses visual effects and CGI and, for the first time ever, takes the viewer on an entire trip from start to finish inside the human body. With testimony from people who enjoy using the drug and those who have become addicted, the program reveals how cannabis takes over the inner workings of the brain, creating mind-warping and heart-racing effects. With exclusive access to cutting edge scientific research, it confronts the myths and controversies that surround cannabis, reveals whether it is addictive, if it destroys our memories and finds out if it can even lead to psychosis.

Title: Inside Cocaine Wars: Drug Mules  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wkm_HtImS7A  
Time: 44:58  
Description: Every year, Colombia exports nearly 400,000 tons of cocaine- street value $1.2 billion. Traffickers send drugs by cargo ship, private plane and even submarine but the most common method is human mules. Motivated by violent threats or the promise of fast money, thousands of drug couriers risk their lives and their freedom to bring these drugs to market. Their main goal are Colombia's airports, but it's there that DEA agents "Liam" and "Jack" and an elite group of Colombian National Police work day and night to capture these mules and curb the flow of narcotics.
Title: Inside Cocaine Submarines
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aO3hikt5H3k
Time: 45:58
Description: DEA investigators inspect a semi-submersible designed to transport hundreds of millions of dollars’ worth of cocaine undetected.

Title: Krokodil: Russia's Deadliest Drug
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JsUH8llvTZo
Time: 25:16
Description: A homemade drug called Krokodil is gaining popularity in Siberia and its effects on users are horrific. Krokodil is Russian for Crocodile, because of the way addicts’ skin begins to get turn scaly, dry and eventually rot right off their bodies. Even most heroin users are frightened by Krokodil and want nothing to do with this terrifying drug.

Title: Marijuana Legalization
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sVl-h4sMgoM
Time: 30:42
Description: Pro marijuana legalization video including comments by pro-legalization judges and police officers.

Title: Mexico Drug Cartels
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ESEXqySe2mk
Time: 46:36
Description: In 1994, the DEA, FBI and IRS declare war on Mexico’s most powerful drug cartel. Undercover agents, drug kingpins, journalists and 8,000 Tijuana citizens are slain in the ferocious, ten-year conflict.

Title: Our Drugs War: Episode 2 - The Life and Death of a Dealer
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sttA5kC8qCI
Time: 46:56
Description: Our Drugs War examines the global story of drugs from the estates of Edinburgh to the poppy fields of Afghanistan: from demand and consumption to supply. The series demonstrates that the astonishing cost and harm to society from our war on drugs is now worse than that of the drugs themselves. The Queensbridge Estate in New York lies within sight of the Manhattan skyscrapers, but is seemingly a world away. The largest housing complex in Queens, it is regularly raided by police to break up massive drug operations. Here, award-winning filmmaker Angus Macqueen looks at the social cost of America's war on drugs through the life of 28-year-old Thomas Winston, a small-time drug dealer struggling to stay out of prison and away from the lure of easy money that illegal drugs offer.

Title: Penn And Teller's "Bullshit!" - War On Drugs
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bm7lavNFiTm
Time: 30:56
Description: Penn & Teller reveal why the war on drugs is a waste of time.
Title: Ross Kemp on Gangs in Belize
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M2U7t3x4T5Q
Time: 44:39
Description: Narcotics trafficking and gangs in Belize.

Title: The Abuse of Prescription Drugs
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ILx8Mo0Edac
Time: 59:53
Description: The abuse of prescription drugs is quickly becoming an epidemic. They're easy to get and simple to distribute. Gone are the days when people needed to go to a seedy street corner to get high. Now, they just need to go to a medicine cabinet or visit the doctor. While many communities are just beginning to figure out how to handle this legal drug problem, anti-drug groups in Tennessee have had a head start. For years, Tennessee held the unwanted distinction as the nation’s top state for prescription drug abuse. That is changing, thanks to hard work and cooperation. The people from Tennessee will share their experiences during this hour-long broadcast. There will be no expert panel discussion, just advice from the people in the field. Learn how citizens in Tennessee discovered the problem and took control. Hear from coalition leaders, law enforcement, doctors, pharmacists, insurance executives, and others. See what they did so you can bring it into your own communities.

Title: World's Scariest Drug
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ToQ8PWYnu04
Time: 35:44
Description: VICE's Ryan Duffy went to Colombia to check out a strange and powerful drug called Scopolamine, also known as "The Devil's Breath." It's a substance so intense that it renders a person incapable of exercising free will. The first few days in the country were a harrowing montage of freaked-out dealers and unimaginable horror stories about Scopolamine. After meeting only a few people with firsthand experience, the story took a far darker turn than we ever could have imagined.
Forensic Science

Title: Behind the Yellow Line: Real CSI
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jcypaqcKesU
Time: 23:52
Description: Fingerprints, blood splatter and DNA analysis - life behind the yellow line aka police tape is off-limits to most, but not to the producers of this video. For three months, we followed three members of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police's forensic unit, giving you a gritty inside look at a real CSI team.

Title: Crime Scene Forensics: Hertfordshire and Bedfordshire Police
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H298Qcw5_kQ
Time: 37:46
Description: Documentary following the work of the Hertfordshire and Bedfordshire Police Scene of Crime Officers (SOCO), providing a rare insight into how the experts use the very latest in forensic science techniques to bring some of the most dangerous criminals to justice. The officers use their expertise to gather the clues at the scene of a crime and piece together the puzzle of what happened, using state-of-the-art methods at the forefront of criminal investigation in the UK. The SOCOs are called to an intimidation shotgun shooting on the streets of Luton and, using complicated fingerprint and ballistics analysis, they unearth vital evidence that helps get the suspects behind bars. On the other side of town, the hard work of the Scenes of Crime Unit pays off when the painstaking examination of the scene of a brutal assault allows the team to paint a picture of how this gruesome attack unfolded and leads to the arrest of a gang of attacker.

Title: Crime Scene Investigation and Forensic Anthropology
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1M_Kr1Y9etY
Time: 29:37
Description: In this program, three distinguished University of Maryland professors, Marilyn London, professor of anthropology, Tom Mauriello, professor of criminology and criminal justice, and Andrew Wolvin, professor of communication, come together to discuss how scientists assist in criminal investigations. They take a look at the lives, research, and education of criminal investigators and forensic anthropologists to show how science is being used to solve crimes.

Title: Forensic Investigators: My Partner, My Killer
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CmT7SvYnCkE
Time: 42:14
Description: (Australia) Patricia Byers and her partner of three years, John Asquith, were enjoying a romantic evening for two aboard the luxury cabin cruiser Misty Blue. Moored near Stradbroke Island, they enjoyed a meal together and made love before retiring for the night in April 1993. Hours later, Asquith awoke covered in blood. He'd been shot in the head. When he found Byers lying on the deck, she claimed they'd been attacked by pirates. When police investigated the incident, they discovered Byers stood to gain almost $300,000 from Asquith's death through life insurance policies. Was she telling the truth about the pirate attack or had she pulled the trigger herself?
**Title:** Forensic Factor: The Cover Up  
**URL:** http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oIr-svyUDKo  
**Time:** 46:02  
**Description:** Criminals attempt to cover their trails using fire, water, or by chopping their victims to pieces, but they can't escape modern forensic science.

**Title:** Forensic Investigators: The Sex Worker Murders  
**URL:** http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dmKAR3SycZI  
**Time:** 43:07  
**Description:** (Australia) A semi-naked body of a woman was discovered in August 2002 beside a police station in the Brisbane suburb of Hendra. She'd suffered multiple stab wounds to much of her body. Within hours investigators knew the victim's identity. Her name was Jasmin Crathern, a local prostitute who'd spent many years working the streets of Brisbane's notorious red light district in Fortitude Valley. Although they knew the victim, discovering the identity of her killer would prove far more difficult. The only clues left at the scene were some dusty shoe and tire prints, and initially investigators had no luck tracing this forensic evidence to a suspect.

**Title:** History Channel on the Early Implementation of DNA in Forensic Science  
**URL:** http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gGRyZa8OCbw  
**Time:** 46:49  
**Description:** History Channel on the Early Implementation of DNA in Forensic Science. From its beginnings to today’s CODIS. Includes a look at the Timothy Spencer Case, DNA data banks, Paul B. Ferrara, Innocence Project, and early backlogs, etc.

**Title:** How to Commit the Perfect Murder  
**URL:** http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_DZoZDdIOGc  
**Time:** 49:15  
**Description:** Modern forensic science should make it impossible to commit murder and get away with it. But how easy would it be to outfox the detectives? With the help of top forensic scientists, and real-life murder investigations, we explore whether it's possible to commit a perfect murder. The body is the most important piece of evidence in any murder. Pathologist Dr Richard Shepherd reveals the crucial clues that give away the secrets of a suspicious death. Dr Lee Goff can work out a time of death from just a few maggots on a corpse. To really understand the way a human decomposes he relies on experiments - and dead pigs make ideal human models. And what is the perfect murder weapon? Probably Agatha Christie's favorite - poison. It leaves no marks on the body, and the victim may not even realize what has happened until it's too late. But there still might not be a perfect murder. The world's most notorious poisoner - Harold Shipman - was eventually caught.

**Title:** How to Compare Fingerprints - The Basics  
**URL:** http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lrpTqKkgygA  
**Time:** 5:44  
**Description:** In this first lesson of fingerprint comparison we: Define terms: ridge, core, delta, arch, loop, whorl, ridge ending, bifurcation, dot. Use the ACE process of fingerprint comparison: analysis, comparison, evaluation.
Title: Inside the FBI's Crime Lab
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SYw8geBuld0
Time: 44:52
Description: Modern Marvels presentation of Inside the FBI Crime Lab.

Title: Modern Marvels Forensic Science
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lUVNVkc7luE
Time: 44:20
Description: The history of the development of the use of science in criminal investigations.

Title: The Bone Detective
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KcnGybzFhjM
Time: 53:44
Description: Every skeleton that forensic anthropologist Diane France meets whispers secrets about the life and death of its owner. Bones speak about the life and times of famous people in history, from a Russian royal family to American outlaws and war heroes. Just as important, any person's skeleton reveals secrets about who it once was in life and how that life ended. Meet this bone detective, whose work continues to help law enforcement agencies solve crimes and identify victims of mass disasters. Diane France, Ph. D., D-ABFA is certified as an expert by the American Board of Forensic Anthropology and was the president of that board for several years. She is a fellow of the American Academy of Forensic Sciences, the director of the Laboratory for Human Identification at Colorado State University and is a of NecroSearch, International, a multidisciplinary team dedicated to helping law enforcement search for clandestine graves and recovering evidence from crime scenes. She is published on several topics related to forensic anthropology and frequently lectures around the country and the world.

Title: The Real Hannibal Lecter
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SqYWDa9sWOc
Time: 44:44
Description: Meet the deranged serial killers and the determined FBI agents who inspired one of Hollywood's most terrifying thrillers and gave Anthony Hopkins and Jodie Foster the roles of a lifetime. We go behind the scenes at the FBI's Behavioral Science Unit to meet the profilers who became the basis for Harris's characters and to uncover the details of real-life murderers Ed Gein, Ted Bundy, and others.
**Gangs**

**Title:** 18th Street Gang  
**URL:** [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tr0kgCDZOr0](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tr0kgCDZOr0)  
**Time:** 44:23  
**Description:** 18th Street Hispanic gang in Los Angeles and nationwide.

**Title:** ABT, Aryan Brotherhood of Texas  
**URL:** [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x_fCOel-GJg](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x_fCOel-GJg)  
**Time:** 44:36  
**Description:** ABT, Aryan Brotherhood of Texas.

**Title:** American Gangster  
**URL:** [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BogUSABpL08](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BogUSABpL08)  
**Time:** 44:23  
**Description:** American Gangster is the story of Frank Lucas and Leroy "Nicky" Barnes - their rise from street punks to the top of New York's 1970's high-flying drug market. The two men were considered the drug czars of Harlem at the height of the drug-fueled decade. Lucas and his gang "The Country Boys" claim to have smuggled heroin from Asia in the caskets of fallen American soldiers.

**Title:** Aryan Brotherhood - America's Deadliest Prison Gang  
**URL:** [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QLEXQ_iODc](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QLEXQ_iODc)  
**Time:** 47:71  
**Description:** A look at the Aryan Brotherhood through the lens of the largest prosecution against a prison gang.

**Title:** Asian Crime Gangs  
**URL:** [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nNon3cKgZvE](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nNon3cKgZvE)  
**Time:** 43:47  
**Description:** Asian gangs in Los Angeles.

**Title:** Bandido Army (Motorcycle Gang in Texas)  
**URL:** [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0InUbbjSyQE](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0InUbbjSyQE)  
**Time:** 43:47  
**Description:** Second largest outlaw motorcycle gang in the US.

**Title:** Blood Gangs in Los Angeles  
**URL:** [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FzQ0apXJeZ0](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FzQ0apXJeZ0)  
**Time:** 44:24  
**Description:** Blood gangs in Los Angeles.
Title: Blood Oath (Blood Gang in New York City)
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8VMQ7S4WHak
Time: 44:52
Description: During the late 1990's, the New York Metropolitan area was plagued by the random violence of a new breed of street gang: The United Blood Nation. Created in 1993 by Rikers Island inmate, Omar Portee, the UBN emulated the Bloods street gang on the West Coast, but was more randomly violent.

Title: Bloods - Americas hardest Gangs 2013
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tyBEXKJ25bs
Time: 44:36
Description: Blood gangs on the east coast, particularly New York.

Title: Bloods and Crips: LA Gangs
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zl3QhUHDM90
Time: 45:42
Description: NGC takes viewers to the streets of South Central Los Angeles as it charts the rise of two of the most notorious gangs in America: the Bloods and the Crips. Follow along as an emerging cocaine trade fuels staggering levels of bloodshed and the streets of Los Angeles begin to resemble a war zone. Exclusive interviews include Bloods founder T Rodgers; original Crip Angelo "Barefoot Pookie" White; former LAPD chief Darryl Gates; and LAPD gang unit veteran Tony Moreno.

Title: California Killing Fields (TRG, Cambodian gang in California)
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PYnlu4bsu8I
Time: 44:35
Description: Fierce and brutal, the Tiny Rascals Gangsters dominate the streets of Fresno, California. TRG's roots extend back to the Cambodian Killing Fields of the 1970s. Immigrants looking to flee the violence in their homeland flocked in large numbers to American cities like Long Beach, CA, where they banded together to form what is now one of the largest Asian gangs in the country.

Title: Code of Conduct: The Mexican Mafia
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yJn1zbaOoRE
Time: 44:33
Description: Five bodies, riddled with bullets, found in a small apartment on the East Side of Los Angeles. Among the dead are a five-year-old boy and an infant girl, each shot in the head and chest. The mother and father of the children lay beside them on the floor, also soaked in blood. The target of the hit was the family's patriarch, Anthony "Dido" Moreno.
Title: Crip or Die (Crip gang in Los Angeles)
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=14jYFVxKUi0
Time: 44:24
Description: Crip or Die exposes one of the most infamous and brutal street gangs- The Crips. The gang started as a rag-tag group of youth on LA's Eastside and quickly grew into a terrorizing force in South Central. Today, the Crips are the largest black gang in LA with over 10,000 members. Gang members give an inside look at the lifestyle called Crippin' where it is survive or die--kill or be killed.

Title: Deadly Triangle (Asian gang in San Francisco)
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7oPfQ6MUZks
Time: 44:23
Description: Gangs in San Francisco's China Town.

Title: Death in Dixie (Gangs in Atlanta)
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qX9P0t8eXU4
Time: 44:36
Description: History explores that world of La Gran Familia (LGF), a violent crime syndicate of five Hispanic gangs that terrorized the streets of metro Atlanta. Through interviews with gang members, law enforcement officials, and a confidential informant, this episode reveals the life, history, and current state of Atlanta's most notorious gang, LGF.

Title: Devil's Fire (Outlaw Motorcycle Gang)
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rkluvJD4w1M
Time: 44:37
Description: The Pagans started in Maryland in the 1950s before eventually growing to a membership of over 900 men in 44 chapters spread along the east coast. The Pagans' symbol is the staff wielding Norse fire-god Surtr, who is the inspiration for the gang's own deadly weapon of choice: the axe-handle.

Title: Divide and Conquer (Chicago's Latin Kings)
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c0YghPQSv_E
Time: 44:36
Description: The Latin Kings were formed in the windy city Chicago. They are the largest, and most brutal Latino gang in the country. They are also among the most organized, with a strict code of conduct, outlined in the gang's constitution. Their roots trace back to the 1940's, when Mexican and Puerto Rican immigrants settled in the Chicago area.

Title: DMI, Deadmen Incorporated
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TR03Q1ELa-U
Time: 44:24
Description: DMI is a White gang in Baltimore Maryland.
Title: Documentary on New Zealand Gangs  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jY3asoqHB7w  
Time: 23:12  
Description: Young street gangs in South Auckland New Zealand

Title: Drugs Inc: Jamaican Gangs, Guns and Ganja  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I7Dz5YMXzHE  
Time: 43:57  
Description: Kingston, Jamaica, is in the hands of highly organized and warring drug gangs who manage drug trafficking and distribution at all levels.

Title: Evil Breed (Outlaw Motorcycle Gang)  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gLh_XnPPCoC  
Time: 44:34  
Description: Evil Breed chronicles the rise of the outlaw motorcycle gang The Breed, who earned their violent reputation through beatings and threats of murder. Under the leadership of John "Junior" Napoli, The Breed set their sights on the Philadelphia drug trade, taking over and using violence and intimidation to build a multi-million dollar methamphetamine empire.

Title: From Girl to Gangster (Female Gang Members)  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dm2C5eEZNKo  
Time: 44:44  
Description: They are some of the most overlooked criminals in our country and among the most dangerous: They're girls in gangs. Their reasons for a life of crime may be different but like their male counterparts, these women crave respect and money. In Compton, California these women rule the streets and their crimes range from transporting drugs to murder.

Title: Gang Capitol Los Angeles 2013  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FSwRhr5CFV8  
Time: 44:26  
Description: A look at a variety of gangs in Los Angeles, California.

Title: Gang Wars: Oakland  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qC4wutnqr00  
Time: 43:32  
Description: Gangs in Oakland and Oakland Police Department's gang unit.

Title: Gang World MS-13  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H6kBbGc318I  
Time: 40:45  
Description: MS13 Gang, includes history of gang, interviews and look at gang officers working the problem.
Title: Gangland - Capitol Killers
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qRJILO1ebU
Time: 43:46
Description: Looking at gangs - Mara Salvatrucha MS-13 in Washington D.C. Quotes "To gain control of D.C, Make sure that everybody gets the message, Everybody else is just like little worms for us.”

Title: Gangland: Die Snitch, Die
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qrOHefpU4Vk
Time: 44:36
Description: Focusing on gang and narcotics related murder in New Orleans.

Title: Gangland Salt Lake City
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NH0eSHeSxOY
Time: 44:34
Description: Gangs in Salt Lake City, Utah.

Title: Gangland Vendetta of Blood History Channel
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ehp0TBjPEw
Time: 43:34
Description: Exploring Blood gangs in San Diego, California.

Title: Gangland: All Hell Breaks Loose
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x8b6IuuArQY
Time: 44:38
Description: Zoe Pound is Miami's most notorious Haitian street gang. In the 1980's, many Haitians fled the poverty, disease, and repression of their homeland in search of a better life in the United States. Meeting violent racism in tough Miami neighborhoods, they decided to clique up and fight back

Title: Gangland: Ice Cold Killers (Gangs in Alaska)
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jJYLkTqiONc
Time: 44:23
Description: Gangs in Alaska, focusing on Ancorage.

Title: Gangland: New York's Latin Kings
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vjcfJnJrnuY
Time: 44:33
Description: Gangland takes a look at New York's Puerto Rican street gang The Latin Kings. They originally formed in Chicago but a chapter was formed in New York. This episode covers the history of the gang covering its birth in prisons its spread to the streets and the spread throughout the country. Their leader king blood ordered the killing on dozens of other gang members. They exist in both prisons and on the street today.
Title: Gangs - Crips in New York  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ju5Z6nKjOEI  
Time: 43:48  
Description: Crip gangs in New York.

Title: Gangs Devils Disciples Detroit, Michigan.  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X9jITyz-31U  
Time: 43:54  
Description: The Detroit outlaw motorcycle gang Devil's Disciples.

Title: Gangs in the US Military  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KTq7MV1IM5Y  
Time: 44:50  
Description: Basic Training" takes an inside look at the infiltration of street gangs into the United States military. Gang members in uniform are participating in serious criminal activity on or near U.S. military installations around the world. Our national security may be at risk as these gang members steal advanced weaponry, learn military tactics, distribute drugs and even commit murder.

Title: Gangs of OZ: Eastern European Gangs  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dMCbyRedvSI  
Time: 42:00  
Description: Eastern European immigrants to Australia who turn to street gangs and organized crime.

Title: Gangs: Boys of Destruction (St. Louis)  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LmmPgW72FrI  
Time: 44:43  
Description: Gangs in St. Louis, Missouri.

Title: Gangs: Barrios Azteca  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0NKiY726V1s  
Time: 44:51  
Description: Gangs and narcotics trafficking in El Paseo, Texas.

Title: Gangs: Black Mafia of Atlanta  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hmVpnWv5uqM  
Time: 43:44  
Description: Black street gang in Atlanta, Georgia.

Title: Gangs: Bulldogs (Fresno, California)  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sx8tW9FxRco  
Time: 44:33  
Description: Gangs: Bulldogs (Fresno, California).
Title: Gangs: Four Corner Hustlers (Chicago)  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VnhnD0j6Bug  
Time: 44:23  
Description: Four Corner Hustlers in Chicago, Illinois.

Title: Gangs: Gangster Disciples  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UOakuhc0e7o  
Time: 44:24  
Description: A midwest gang centered in Chicago focused on narcotics dealing.

Title: Gangs: Menace of Destruction (Minneapolis & St. Paul)  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6EWYemf3AQU  
Time: 44:37  
Description: Menace of Destruction is an inside look at one of the most notorious and violent Asian street gangs in the country. Cloaked in secrecy, and bound by their Hmong ancestry, MOD has terrorized the twin cities of Minneapolis and St. Paul.

Title: Gangs: Nuestra Familia  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mj1cdVuLuQ  
Time: 44:47  
Description: A criminal organization of Mexican American prison gangs with origins in Northern California.

Title: Gangs: Outlaw Motorcycle Gangs - Sons of Silence  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IOtNNqQwwM  
Time: 44:11  
Description: Sons of Silence Motorcycle Club (SOSMC) is a one-percenter motorcycle club that was founded in Niwot, Colorado in the United States in 1966.

Title: Gangsta Killers (Haitian Gang)  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=smjG-HjX204  
Time: 44:23  
Description: Their rap music is encrypted with messages of murder. They are Top 6, South Florida's most bloodthirsty gang, who began as a rap group and transformed into a savage crew.

Title: Hard Time: Prison Gangs  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GZdmvRQLhn0  
Time: 46:00  
Description: In prison, every day is a fight for survival. An inmate's most important weapon may not be a shank or a razor, but instead a gang membership. With more than 1,400 classified gangs in the Ohio prison system, inmates are joining up in alarming numbers.
Title: Hate Nation (Skinhead Gang Members)
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LN7GtdJg_D0
Time: 44:36
Description: Called the "shock troops" of the revolution, Skinheads form a particularly brutal element of the white supremacist movement. Violent hate-crimes are their method of intimidation and a preview of the race war they see as inevitable. It's a culture driven by the violent lyrics of racist rock, and fueled by hate.

Title: Hells Angels - Montreal, Canada
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GqDKdgjrhws
Time: 44:24
Description: A look at the Hell's Angeles Outlaw Motorcycle gang on the US/Canada Border.

Title: Hells Angels History
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uQqI_IU7wDI
Time: 41:33
Description: Formed in 1948, the Hells Angels Motorcycle Club (HAMC) is a worldwide one-percenter motorcycle club whose members typically ride Harley-Davidson motorcycles and is considered an organized crime syndicate by the U.S. Department of Justice. In the United States and Canada, the Hells Angels are incorporated as the Hells Angels Motorcycle Corporation.

Title: Highway to Hell (Avenues Gang in Los Angeles)
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ISkcF-BEYrw
Time: 44:37
Description: The Avenues are one of the most powerful Hispanic street gangs in Los Angeles. The gang takes its name from the numbered corridors that intersect with Figueroa Street in the Highland Park neighborhood.

Title: Hunt and Kill (Gangs in Nashville, TN)
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=35l2Dvt2ivU
Time: 42:27
Description: Brown Pride is the newest and most dangerous Hispanic street gang in Nashville, Tennessee. Their love of guns and chaos has struck fear into the hearts of the residents of the Music City and started a brutal turf war with their rivals. The gang freely admits to being "trigger-happy." In less than a decade Brown Pride has grown to become one of Nashville's most lethal criminal organizations.

Title: Inside Bloods and Crips LA Gangs
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zl3QhUHDM90
Time: 45:24
Description: A historical look at the two of the most notorious gangs in Los Angeles.

Title: Jamaican Gangs
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i8AXsJq7S4
Time: 40:46
Description: Jamaican gangs and the US connections.
Title: Kill ‘em All (We Best Friends gang in Detroit)
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yEcM9XE9Vi8
Time: 44:37
Description: The Best Friends," a ruthless gang of contract killers, have stalked the east side of Detroit since 1985. The Feds say the gang was responsible for more than 80 murders. This episode of Gangland chronicles the gang's reign of terror as they went from hit men to the east side's biggest dealers of product, taking down Detroit's old-school kingpins in the process.

Title: Lockdown: Gang Wars
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SJK4C-mN7HI
Time: 49:57
Description: National Geographic brings you firsthand accounts from inmates and correctional officers in a prison where gang leaders have the upper hand and call the shots. At Salinas Valley State Prison in Soledad, California, there are nearly 200 gang-related attacks each year. An estimated 70% of inmates were gang members on the outside and mergers take place to form racial armies. Mass battles take place in the violent C yard, inhabited by leaders who order assaults, riots and murders to be carried out by 'foot soldiers'.

Title: Lords of the Holy City (Vice Lords Gang in Chicago)
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=50Vk7ibIuls
Time: 44:24
Description: Many gangs are organized, and some even incorporated, but not many can claim to have had federal funding, like the Vice Lords. This is just one of the many unique chapters in the 50 year history of this Chicago street gang.

Title: Maniac Latin Disciple Gang in Chicago
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t7fB3lfluGl4
Time: 44:54
Description: Maniac Latin Disciple Gang in Chicago.

Title: Gangs of OZ: Eastern European Gangs
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dMCbyRedvSI
Time: 42:00
Description: Eastern European immigrants to Australia who turn to street gangs and organized crime.

Title: Motorcycle Crime Gangs - Breed MC
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1ESjvtpJ0js
Time: 44:34
Description: The Breed Motorcycle Club is a one-percenter motorcycle gang that was formed 65 miles northeast of Philadelphia in Asbury Park, New Jersey in 1966.
Title: MS13 - America's Deadliest Gang  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uFGvPnvhXUU  
Time: 42:21  
Description: Mara Salvatrucha (commonly abbreviated as MS, Mara, and MS-13) is a transnational criminal gang that originated in Los Angeles and has spread to other parts of the United States, Canada, Mexico, and Central America. The majority of the gang is ethnically composed of Central Americans and active in urban and suburban areas.

Title: Organized Crime - Vietnamese Gangs  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JNsHwuxm6j7E  
Time: 45:18  
Description: Robert Stack narrated, a little old, but history and production value are excellent.

Title: Organized Crime - Yak'Uz'A  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LE__XVnOlKM  
Time: 45:08  
Description: Robert Stack narrated, a little old, but history and production value excellent. The Yakuza are notorious for their strict codes of conduct and very organized nature. They have a large presence in the Japanese media and operate internationally with an estimated 103,000 members. Yakuza is the world's largest criminal organization.

Title: Outlaw Motorcycle Gang: The Banditos  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0lnUbbjSyQE  
Time: 44:37  
Description: The Bandidos Motorcycle Club, also known as the Bandido Nation, is a "one-percenter" motorcycle gang and organized crime syndicate with a worldwide membership. The club was formed in 1966 by Don Chambers in Texas. Its motto is "We are the people our parents warned us about."

Title: Outlaw Motorcycle Gang: The Mongols  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WPvLebK73fI  
Time: 44:24  
Description: The Mongols Motorcycle Club, sometimes called the Mongol Nation or Mongol Brotherhood, is a "one-percenter" outlaw motorcycle club and alleged organized crime syndicate. The club is headquartered in southern California and was originally formed in Montebello, California, in 1969.

Title: Outlaw Motorcycle Gang: The Outlaws  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yiqxyBxjG0k  
Time: 44:22  
Description: The Outlaws Motorcycle Club, incorporated as the American Outlaws Association or its acronym, A.O.A., is a one-percenter motorcycle club that was formed in McCook, Illinois in 1935.
Title: Paid in Blood (Warlock Motorcycle Gang)
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-vjWM74-Ge8
Time: 44:36
Description: The Warlocks Motorcycle Club was founded in 1967 in Florida, USA by ex-US naval servicemen serving on the USS Shangri-La aircraft carrier. It is a "one-percenter" motorcycle club with chapters in various parts of the United States, UK and Germany.

Title: Rage Against Society (FSU White gang )
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=emxsdmQlaGE
Time: 44:36
Description: FSU has two meanings: Friends Stand United or F**k S**t Up. The gang claims no turf. Their domain is the hardcore music scene. Their path traces back almost twenty years to the streets of Boston. It was there that Elgin James, a mixed-race homeless kid, founded the gang and they made their presence known with brutal force.

Title: Ross Kemp on Gangs in Belize
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M2U7t3x4T5Q
Time: 44:39
Description: Narcotics trafficking and gangs in Belize.

Title: Sex, Money, Murder in Trenton, New Jersey
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WJ-Hg2jut68
Time: 43:45
Description: Street gang in Trenton, New Jersey.

Title: Sin City (Gangs in Las Vegas)
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4WzQSr11x0o
Time: 44:22
Description: Sin City gives a firsthand account of the violent rise of street gangs in Las Vegas. Through interviews with the founder of the GQ's - the first bona fide West Coast - style street gang to take hold in Las Vegas - law enforcement, historians, victim's family members, and former gang members; the program examines the life, history, and future of Sin City's gang culture.

Title: Stone to the Bone (Black P-Stone Nation in Chicago)
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mYFUiN3fkCg
Time: 44:50
Description: Graffiti reading: "Terror Town," "Cold Stone Soldier" and "Stones Run It" litters Chicago's Southside neighborhoods. It's the work of BPS, Chicago's second largest street gang. The gang has a long and colorful history with their founder - Jeff Fort - convicted in 1987 of plotting to carry out terrorist acts against the US government with the support of the Libyan government.
Title: Street Gangs of Chicago
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ttgj-Twf2Bo
Time: 46:05
Description: Street gangs in Chicago, focusing on their beginnings in the housing projects.

Title: Street Gangs of Pine Ridge
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a0O0GDnvWBA
Time: 43:48
Description: Gangs in the Native American community in South Dakota.

Title: Tango Blast (Hispanic Gang in Houston, TX)
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_Co3B0t_WLw
Time: 42:01
Description: Puro Tango Blast, or Tango Blast, is a term used to collectively describe various regionally based gangs of generally Hispanic men from major Texas cities.

Title: The Aryan Circle of Texas - White Supremacist Gang
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aUTL7brlv68
Time: 44:33
Description: The Aryan Circle is a violent white supremacy prison gang that operates under a paramilitary structure of presidents, commanders, generals and soldiers. The ruthless criminal organization is involved in manufacturing of methamphetamines, murder, robbery and extortion, and has over 7,000 members nationwide. Members of the gang include both men and women of the white race.

Title: The Devil's Playground (Satan Disciples in Chicago)
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5-XIDNz6AJg
Time: 44:36
Description: The Devil's Playground delves into the history and current activities of one of Chicago's most intriguing street gangs, the Satan Disciples. The SD's claim they are the only gang in the country that practices free enterprise, meaning that individual members can make money however they choose, legally or illegally.

Title: The Ñetas Gang
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rsvRk4ywG0
Time: 43:47
Description: The Ñeta Association (Spanish language Asociación Ñeta, or simply Ñeta) is the name of a Puerto Rican gang that began in the Puerto Rico prison system and spread to the United States. Although Puerto Rico has hundreds of small street gangs claiming its poorer neighborhoods, Netas is by far the largest and most dominant, controlling the illegal drug trade on the island. This video focuses on gang members in Trenton, New Jersey.
Title: The Subway Gangs of Mexico City
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wYqtawNtsVg
Time: 24:26
Description: It's Saturday morning in a Mexico City subway station, and the members of the Panamiiur gang are headed to a party. English Subtitles.

Title: Who are the Most Cold Blooded Gangs & Gangsters
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JtkhEiZoJ1I
Time: 44:50
Description: Rating gangsters on a 22 point scale in order to determine the most "evil."

Title: You Rat, You Die (MS13 in Washington, DC)
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H_heqcKvj7w
Time: 44:21
Description: In 2003, the body of a pregnant, teenaged informant was found along the banks of the bucolic Shenandoah River. She'd been repeatedly stabbed - her head nearly severed. Brenda Paz had been supplying the authorities with first-hand accounts of MS-13's operations. Paz had been one of 3,000 MS-13 members in the Washington, DC area.
History

Title: Amistad: The Federal Courts and the Challenge to Slavery  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CSx9ijyY  
Time: 27:18  
Description: The Federal Courts and the Challenge to Slavery. February 7, 2002. In 1839 the federal courts became the stage for a drama involving enslaved Africans who led a revolt against their captors and sought to return to their homeland in West Africa. The case of the Amistad forced the judiciary to address issues related to the slave trade, the property claims of slaveholders, and the enslaved men's claim of personal liberty. This program uses an extensive selection of historic images and documents to tell the story that culminated with the Supreme Court's decision about the freedom of the Africans from the Amistad.

Title: Corporal Punishment  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=don5AEV76UQ  
Time: 59:09  
Description: A British documentary on the use and development of corporal punishment

Title: Domestic Disturbance - 1976 Police Officer Training  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Eozo0uWUf8g  
Time: 20:37  
Description: Domestic Disturbance "Officer Safety And Calming Techniques" is a police officer training film which aims to reduce police fatalities when responding to domestic disturbance calls.

Title: History Alive Presents - Military Police  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uGXAYhV5-J8  
Time: 45:55  
Description: The police force of the U.S. military protects justice in both peacetime and war. From the Continental Army to today's NATO peacekeeping missions, MPs serve those who serve. Decorated veterans and current MP commanders shed light on the unique dangers faced by the MPs every day and how they adapt to meet the challenges posed by the modern military and today's international conflicts.

Title: History Channel Modern Marvels Torture Devices  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eaW1vUr0wEY  
Time: 44:55  
Description: For more than 3,000 years, emperors and generals, dictators and police, criminals, clerics, and even medical doctors have created and used a vast array of torture devices--everything from the ancient Greeks' Brazen Bull, which slowly barbecued the victim, to the elaborate mechanical apparatuses of the Spanish Inquisition. A medical doctor who specializes in victims of torture reveals how the human body responds to their use--from the earliest excruciating contrivances to the more modern.
Title: History Channel: Ancient Drugs
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pmBVBU7reNg
Time: 43:13
Description: Join Dr. Andrew Weil and other leading physicians and scholars in this often-surprising look at the long history of drug use in different cultures worldwide. Since mankind's beginning, in every civilization, human beings have found ways to alter their consciousness in search of something "greater" than everyday reality. To this end, we have indulged in and experimented with all manner of frightening, toxic, even potentially lethal substances, in many different rituals. Ancient Drugs delves into mankind's psyche in search of the key to our pervasive drive to experience something "beyond." Psychologists and physicians, including Dr. Andrew Weil, world-famous author of the best-selling Spontaneous Healing, offer insight into the physical and mental mechanisms and motivations behind this universal desire. Historians and spiritualists explore the ancient rituals of cultures worldwide that have sought visions and truth through altered consciousness, and illuminate the terrifying, exquisite visions that are revealed to those who journey beyond the constraints of the conscious mind.

Title: History of Black Police Officers in the St. Louis Metropolitan Police Department
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4xGUbvF45Lk
Time: 23:46
Description: History of Black Police Officers in the St. Louis Metropolitan Police Department, produce and edited by Allan Green, Tracy Thibeau, and Barbara Miksicek.

Title: History of Policing in the U.S. - Part One
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3vgh-r_pPxQ
Time: 10:23
Description: This video offers a brief History of Policing in the United States from the earliest beginnings through Reconstruction. It is designed to encourage conversation between police and their communities, as well as serve as a resource for police education and training.

Title: Modern Marvels Police guns
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8OxULQypps8
Time: 44:32
Description: They are the weapons used to preserve the law. For over 150 years, the latest and best guns have been tested by the nation's police, and some have become essential tools in the ongoing fight against crime. TALES OF THE GUN visits with the boys in blue to see what guns they are using, why they have been selected and how they perform in real-life situations. We'll go on the road with Massachusetts State Police Troopers and hear about the times where they have had to rely on their weapons. We'll visit the New York Police Department Museum, where weapons from nearly two centuries ago share space with the latest creations of the world's great gunsmiths, and we'll see how different guns and new features have been favored by the law over the years. And we'll meet with the men who train the police in how to use "deadly force" in the safest and most effective manner possible. From six-shooters to laser sights, this is a comprehensive look at police guns.
Title: Hooked: Illegal Drugs - Opium, Morphine, and Heroin
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yUq6asvXYbk
Time: 43:38
Description: Historical look at Opium, Morphine and Heroin and the its use in the US.

Title: History of the British Police Force
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9P48YT61zII
Time: 1:31:00
Description: First 45 minutes is very applicable to the creation of American Policing.

Title: Murder in Rome
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RUcDdUG22JU
Time: 49:09
Description: One of the best trials in Roman history. This is the story of how Marcus Tullius Cicero became a famous lawyer.

Title: National Geographic - Taboo Drugs
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8rDt2xaAzBk
Time: 45:28
Description: Find out why mind-altering drugs commonly used in ancient cultures banned in modern ones. Join Peruvian healers who battle demons with San Pedro, a drug they say transports them to another realm and gives them the power to mend broken lives.

Title: The Hidden World of the Las Vegas Police
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1ToVxpq7NTg
Time: 44:10
Description: A day-to-day ride along with the Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department.

Title: Whistling Smith
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rYWtWXHEV3U
Time: 27:26
Description: In 1975, the National Film Board shot a controversial documentary in the Downtown Eastside that made a star out of a tough, foul-mouthed beat cop named Bernie "Whistling" Smith. The film, which appeared on 60 Minutes and received an Academy Award nomination, gave viewers an insight into the life of the 52-year-old sergeant as he harassed prostitutes, johns, drunks, drug dealers and addicts to get off his beat. Smith's no-nonsense approach didn't win him many friends. Even some of his fellow cops questioned his unorthodox methods. In one scene, shot in the now-closed Blue Eagle cafe, on Hastings, Smith tells an addict that he's bigger and stronger than him, and that he should think twice about challenging the sturdy cop. "Just don't let me catch you down a back alley with a gun pointed at me, because I'll take it off you and shove it right up your ass," says Smith, before the owner of the cafe, asks him to leave because of the disruption to customers. Almost 30 years since the release of Whistling Smith-named for the burly lawman's penchant for whistling on the beat-the cameras are still rolling in the Downtown Eastside.
Title: The Real Jack the Ripper
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZYDwDuKpDO4
Time: 45:03
Description: Slick production on the Jack the Ripper Case from London, England.

Title: The Story of the American Mafia
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bTlgaCTCZ9I
Time: 1:31:50
Description: From Al Capone and Meyer Lansky to the Mob of the late 1980s.
International

Title: 60 Hours of 26/11 Mumbai terror attack  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lkfeUKUuz5M  
Time: 50:06  
Description: A special CNN-IBN shown on the third anniversary of the 26/11 Mumbai attacks, in which 166 people lost their lives.

Title: Andrei Chikatilo - the Butcher of Rostov  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5LaRnffC_SU  
Time: 44:05  
Description: Andrei Chikatilo was born on October 16, 1936, in the Ukraine state of the USSR. Chikatilo had a difficult childhood and the only sexual experience as an adolescent ended quickly and led to much ridicule, leading to later sexually violent acts. When the police caught him, he confessed to the gruesome murder of 56 people and was found guilty in 1990 and executed in 1994.

Title: The Backpacker Killer  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PlSuGLdwWoU  
Time: 43:55  
Description: The Backpacker Murders is a name given to serial killings that occurred in New South Wales, Australia during the 1990s. The bodies of seven missing young people aged 19 to 22 were discovered partly buried in the Belanglo State Forest, 15 kilometres (9.3 mi) south west of the New South Wales town of Berrima. Five of the victims were international backpackers visiting Australia (three German, two British), and two were Australian travellers from Melbourne.

Title: Anthony Hardy: The Camden Ripper  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7NUG7JZ9I3w  
Time: 39:38  
Description: BBC production of Anthony Hardy, killer of 3 women who wanted to be the modern day Jack the Ripper.

Title: BBC: How Drugs Work – Cocaine  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1etrYEe0T7I  
Time: 56:47  
Description: Documentary combining compelling real-life stories and stunning computer graphics to explore how cocaine creates its highs and its lows. Cocaine, once a drug exclusively for the rich and famous, is now the most popular class A drug in Britain, with more than 1.2 million people taking it in the UK in 2009. The film follows three users on nights out on coke and uses cutting-edge computer graphics to journey inside their bodies and brains to find out how the drug creates its highs and its lows. For some cocaine is the ideal addition to a night out, but for others, taking it became a life-changing event, including the young man that needed a pacemaker fitted at just 17 after cocaine gave him a heart attack and a patient undergoing surgery to repair a nose torn apart by too many lines of coke. Britain's leading experts help explain the truth behind cocaine's controversial reputation - the perfect pick-me-up or a killer class A?
Title: Born to Be a Criminal - Gypsies in the Modern World
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IFMIXRERxfc
Time: 58:30
Description: This documentary shows Roma immigrants, mostly from Bulgaria and Romania, who use their young children for petty thievery and begging to make they daily living. They are camping illegally on public lands and are stealing whatever is not secured. European law forbids record keeping that reflects racial, ethnic or religious identity, and because many of these latter-day Artful Dodgers are kids, and are let go even if they are caught, there are no accurate statistics to support the conventional wisdom of our modern day gypsies. Sometimes it appears the police take action without making arrests, since they know minors are difficult to prosecute and the adults in their lives most likely put them up to the crime in the first place. The police take measures to try to fight the petty thefts. When security cameras in the subway spot a suspect group, the loudspeakers warn that pickpockets are aboard.

Title: Cannabis Britain's Secret Farms
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ml2_5YWZdEc
Time: 57:19
Description: In 2002, Britain produced 15 per cent of its own cannabis. In 2010, that figure is 90 per cent, and police around the country raid at least three factories every day. Organized gangs are cashing in on widespread demand for cannabis among Britain's youth by setting up sophisticated factories in suburban homes and disused warehouses. Research shows a third of the UK's 15-year-olds have tried cannabis and a quarter of young people aged 16-24 smoke it regularly. Presenter Rickie Haywood-Williams journeys beyond the scaremongering headlines to find out the true impact of the UK's skunk-smoking habit. Rickie accompanies Avon and Somerset police on raids, and rides in a heat-seeking helicopter as it uncovers cannabis farms with hi-tech thermal imaging equipment. He also meets a landlord who was horrified to find his tenant was in fact part of an organized gang who was farming cannabis in every bedroom of his house. Rickie's journey also includes a trip to Amsterdam and meetings with some of the UK's three million smokers, from those who fiercely defend their habit to others who regret the effect it has had on their lives.

Title: Charles Sobhraj: The Bikini Killer
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lFI5GaxUtfw
Time: 46:58
Description: Bharat Rajpurohit (born April 6, 1944), better known as Charles Sobhraj, is a serial killer of Indian and Vietnamese origin, who preyed on Western tourists throughout Southeast Asia during the 1970s. Nicknamed "the Bikini Killer" and "the Serpent", due to his skill at deception and evasion, Sobhraj allegedly committed at least 12 murders.

Title: Death and Drugs on the Border: Demand and Illegal Immigration in the US
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Kp2Olm0t4c
Time: 1:04:02
Description: C-SPAN video of panel discussion at the Texas Book Festival in Austin, Texas.

© High Priority Targeting, Inc
Title: Crazy for party drugs
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=un8-fggGdBQ
Time: 58:15
Description: Britain's drug culture is changing - fast. Cocaine and ecstasy are out and mephedrone, ketamine and GHB are in. Shot in Leeds over the biggest party weekend of the year - Halloween and Bonfire Night - this film gets under the skin of the new party drugs. We follow Holly, Tony and Oliver from the dance floor to the morning after and, with unique access to the first specialist 'club drug clinic' outside London, we find out what happens to those who want to keep going even when the party's over.

Title: Dennis Nilsen - Serial Killer - Born To Kill?
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jPlH4nWdxrI
Time: 45:41
Description: Dennis Nilsen was born November 23, 1945 in Fraserburgh, Scotland. Though Nilsen recognized his homosexual desires, he was never comfortable with them and began acting on them through murder and dismemberment. Nilsen's first victim was in 1978, he went on to kill, upon his confession, twelve young men and dissect their bodies.

Title: Discovery Extreme Smuggling Weapons
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NHJOr79oM8c
Time: 43:53
Description: Documentary on gun smuggling.

Title: Documentary on New Zealand Gangs
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jY3asoqHB7w
Time: 23:12
Description: Young street gangs in South Auckland New Zealand.

Title: Drugs Inc: Cartel City Arizona
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eLoPi4e94FM
Time: 43:59
Description: Phoenix, Ariz., is the wholesale drug capital of America, under the control of one of Mexico’s most powerful and ruthless drug organizations — the Sinaloa Cartel.

Title: Drugs Inc: Hash
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N41hVv3oHef
Time: 44:51
Description: The most commonly abused and trafficked illicit drugs in the world are derived from the Cannabis sativa plant.

Title: Elite World Cops - BOPE (Brasil)
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BAGljlQjmlI
Time: 44:08
Description: BOPE, short for Batalhão de Operações Policiais Especiais, Rio de Janeiro's special weapons and tactics team. The operation involves a visit to some of the town's favelas where the police are trying to take back the streets from drug dealers and gangs.
Title: Elite World Cops - Junglas (Colombia)
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aHwpHlyDMXI
Time: 44:48
Description: Chris Ryan joins a special police unit in Colombia who are trained to operate in the jungle. After training he is invited to take part in operations locating and destroying a cocaine drug lab in the jungle and supervising civilians destroying coca plantations and providing them with protection.

Title: Elite World Cops - Mexican Policía Federal
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WEjg3PaBqN8
Time: 41:19
Description: This is the full episode of the Mexican Policía Federal in the Elite World Cops series, by Chris Ryan.

Title: Forensic Investigators: My Partner, My Killer
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CmT7SvYnCkE
Time: 42:14
Description: (Australia) Patricia Byers and her partner of three years, John Asquith, were enjoying a romantic evening for two aboard the luxury cabin cruiser Misty Blue. Moored near Stradbroke Island, they enjoyed a meal together and made love before retiring for the night in April 1993. Hours later, Asquith awoke covered in blood. He'd been shot in the head. When he found Byers lying on the deck, she claimed they'd been attacked by pirates. When police investigated the incident, they discovered Byers stood to gain almost $300,000 from Asquith's death through life insurance policies. Was she telling the truth about the pirate attack or had she pulled the trigger herself?

Title: Gangs of OZ: Eastern European Gangs
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dMCbyRedvSI
Time: 42:00
Description: Eastern European immigrants to Australia who turn to street gangs and organized crime.

Title: Hells Angels - Montreal, Canada
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GqDKdgjrhws
Time: 44:24
Description: A look at the Hell's Angeles Outlaw Motorcycle gang on the US/Canada Border.

Title: Inside Cocaine Submarines
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aO3hikt5H3k
Time: 45:58
Description: DEA investigators inspect a semi-submersible designed to transport hundreds of millions of dollars’ worth of cocaine undetected.
The Mafia (also known as Cosa Nostra, in English "Our Concern") is a criminal syndicate in Sicily, Italy. It is a loose association of criminal groups that share a common organizational structure and code of conduct, and whose common enterprise is protection racketeering. Each group, known as a "family", "clan", or "cosca", claims sovereignty over a territory, usually a town or village or a neighbourhood (borgata) of a larger city, in which it operates its rackets. Its members call themselves "men of honour", although the public often refers to them as "mafiosi".

Ecstasy would not be on the street if drugs were legal. No one would have needed to go through the pains of formulating it with all the other drug choices for altering one's state. A legal drug trade ensures safe drugs are available for those who wish to use. Education programs and research would be funded with tax revenue from a legal industry that starts with manufacture and flows through to the consumer purchasing stage.

Compares John Gotti and a Mafia crime boss in Italy and the law enforcement efforts to arrest them.

Documentary investigating international gun smuggling

Jamaican gangs and the US connections.

An English serial killer in the 1940s. Commonly known as the "Acid Bath Murderer", was an English serial killer during the 1940s. He was convicted of the murders of six people, although he claimed to have killed nine. He used acid not to kill his victims, but in what he believed to be a foolproof method of body disposal: he would dissolve their bodies in concentrated sulphuric acid before forging papers in order to sell their possessions and collect substantial sums of money.
**Title:** Krokodil: Russia's Deadliest Drug  
**URL:** http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JsUH8llvTZo  
**Time:** 25:16  
**Description:** A homemade drug called Krokodil is gaining popularity in Siberia and its effects on users are horrific. Krokodil is Russian for Crocodile, because of the way addicts’ skin begins to get turn scaly, dry and eventually rot right off their bodies. Even most heroin users are frightened by Krokodil and want nothing to do with this terrifying drug.

**Title:** Levi Bellfield: The Bus Stop Killer  
**URL:** http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G_G7lYBENUs  
**Time:** 39:23  
**Description:** Levi Bellfield is an English serial killer. A former nightclub bouncer and manager of a car clamping business, he was convicted on February 25, 2008 of murdering Marsha McDonnell and Amelie Delagrange. He was also convicted of the attempted murder of Kate Sheedy. On June 23, 2011, Bellfield was found guilty of the murder of Milly Dowler, and sentenced to life imprisonment.

**Title:** Mexico Drug Cartels  
**URL:** http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ESEXqySe2mk  
**Time:** 46:36  
**Description:** In 1994 the DEA, FBI and IRS declare war on Mexico’s most powerful drug cartel. Undercover agents, drug kingpins, journalists and 8,000 Tijuana citizens are slain in the ferocious, ten-year conflict.

**Title:** Gangs of OZ: Eastern European Gangs  
**URL:** http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dMCbyRedvSI  
**Time:** 42:00  
**Description:** Eastern European immigrants to Australia who turn to street gangs and organized crime.

**Title:** Motorway Cops: Excuses, Excuses  
**URL:** http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FQc7fGHyhzo  
**Time:** 58:57  
**Description:** Traffic policing in England.

**Title:** Norway Massacre: The Killer's Mind  
**URL:** http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SiptEDALnM4  
**Time:** 43:30  
**Description:** It's the world's worst spree killing. Discovery Channel Norway Massacre: The Killer's Mind examines the terrible events of that day. In 90 minutes of madness, 32-year-old Anders Behring Breivik killed 69 young people. The film pieces together Breivik's day of terror hour by hour, from the time of the bomb he set off in Oslo, to the cold blooded shooting of defenseless youngsters on the remote island beauty spot of Utøya.
Title: Our Crime: Speed  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MDHG3jdGpls  
Time: 57:05  
Description: Boys and their toys - at the heart of this film lies the pursuit of speed and the crimes committed when young drivers get behind the wheel. It follows four very different stories: a gang of car thieves who bring terror to an inner city estate; the story of a drunken prank when a bus is taken on a joyride which ends in an unexpected destination; a terrifying police car chase; and the story of how a life lived online is brought to a tragic end in a real car crash, but how the online aftermath has continued to haunt the victim's family and friends. This film explores the world of car crime and the impact of recording these crimes and posting them online.

Title: Peter Dupas: The Torture Doctor  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zTa7q5jP8C8  
Time: 43:46  
Description: Peter Norris Dupas is an Australian serial killer, currently serving three consecutive life sentences for murder. His violent criminal history spans more than three decades, and with every release from prison has been known to commit further crimes against women with increasing levels of violence. His criminal signature is to remove the breasts of his female victims.

Title: Raoul Moat Manhunt  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GpDxNYezPuA  
Time: 46:07  
Description: One of the largest manhunt in British Police history.

Title: The Game Show Killer  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TrXlLm1y0Dk  
Time: 45:38  
Description: John William Cooper is a serial killer from Milford Haven, Pembrokeshire. On May 26, 2011 he was given four life sentences for the 1985 double murder of brother and sister Richard and Helen Thomas, and the 1989 double murder of Peter and Gwenda Dixon. Cooper was also sentenced for the rape of a 16-year old girl and a sexual assault on a 15-year-old girl, both carried out at gun point, in March 1996, in woodland behind the Mount Estate, Milford Haven.

Title: The Jigsaw Murder: Jeffrey Howe  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U8kA7S0jUu8  
Time: 45:43  
Description: Jeffrey Howe, a businessman from North London, was murdered in March 2009. His dismembered body parts were scattered across Hertfordshire and Leicestershire, leading to him being known in the press as Jigsaw Man. Stephen Marshall, who killed Howe, became known as the Jigsaw Killer. He initially pleaded "not guilty" to murder, but changed his plea to "guilty" and was sentenced to life imprisonment in February 2010.
Title: Serial Killers: John Justin Bunting
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3_YJ8OlpqnI
Time: 44:06
Description: The Snowtown murders (also known as the Bodies-in-Barrels murders) were a series of homicides that took place in South Australia between August 1992 and May 1999. The crimes were uncovered on May 20, 1999, when the remains of eight victims were found in barrels of acid in a rented former bank building. Snowtown was the town where the bodies were found.

Title: History of Organized Crime in Sicily
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_gIfLvY55rE
Time: 43:23
Description: The Sicilian Mafia - History of Cosa Nostra (Crime Documentary)
The Mafia (also known as Cosa Nostra, in English "Our Concern") is a criminal syndicate in Sicily, Italy. It is a loose association of criminal groups that share a common organizational structure and code of conduct, and whose common enterprise is protection racketeering. Each group, known as a "family", "clan", or "cosca", claims sovereignty over a territory, usually a town or village or a neighbourhood (borgata) of a larger city, in which it operates its rackets. Its members call themselves "men of honour", although the public often refers to them as "mafiosi".

Title: Terror in the Desert
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4kNuhRBFOx4
Time: 58:35
Description: British survivors of January 2013's terrorist attack on a gas plant in Algeria tell their dramatic and harrowing stories. Thirty nine people died and dozens of foreign workers were taken hostage after al Qaeda terrorists stormed the sprawling facility in the Sahara desert and the Algerian army responded with overwhelming force. For the first time survivors tell the inside story of their miraculous escape playing cat and mouse with their captors, being forced to wear a necklace of explosives and coming under fire from Algerian army helicopter gunships. BBC2's award winning This World strand asks why it was seemingly so easy for the terrorists to enter the plant and why the Algerians reacted in the way they did.

Title: Terrorism and Drug Trafficking
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wG-WgSyG7xg
Time: 1:00:05
Description: Explores the connection between terrorism, organized crime and drugs.

Title: The Age of Terror: State Sponsored Terrorism
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AQ69V4BqhKs
Time: 49:58
Description: Discovery channel production examining state sponsored terrorism. This is part 4 of a 4 part series.
Title: Terrorism in Singapore
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XxNo9SnpmAU
Time: 48:47
Description: Delve into the dark, secretive world of Jemaah Islamiyah, one of Asia's most deadly and dangerous terrorist cells, which you'll see is far too close to home for comfort in Terrorist Target: Singapore. Discover how Ibrahmin Maidin recruited scores of willing zealots and planned to detonate ammonium nitrate across embassies in Singapore, and how he was stopped just in time. Find out why the threat of Jemaah Islamiyah was not known until just days before the planned attacks and how a tip-off from a Singaporean alerted the Internal Security Department to the existence of Jemaah Islamiyah in Singapore. Malaysian subtitles.

Title: The Bali Bombing, 2002 - Zero Hour
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kU9gdNInWI4
Time: 46:50
Description: A docu-drama, Discovery Channel (2005). As hundreds of revellers enjoyed a night out in a popular nightclub in Kuta Beach, Bali, members of a Malaysian Al-Qaeda cell (Jemaah Islamiah) were preparing to unleash a devastating attack. Dual explosions ripped through the Sari Club, killing more than 200 innocent holidaymakers and maimed many more. The existence of a truly global terrorist network instantly became a terrifying reality.

Title: The Bega Schoolgirls Murders
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aCsa1yqwKA
Time: 54:01
Description: The Bega schoolgirl murders refers to the abduction, rape and murder of New South Wales schoolgirls, 14-year-old Lauren Margaret Barry and 16-year-old Nichole Emma Collins of Bega, New South Wales on October 6, 1997.

Title: The Honeymoon Murder
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LZSc--n2PgQ
Time: 58:03
Description: A young bride Anni Dewani was murdered on her honeymoon in South Africa - allegedly on the orders of her husband - a crime that made headlines around the world. Now, a British judge has ordered that Shrien Dewani - still sectioned under the mental health act in the UK - should be extradited to South Africa to stand trial. Jeremy Vine reviews the evidence against the 33-year-old Bristol businessman to see whether the prosecution case holds up.

Title: The Italian Mafia (The Camorra)
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=16IVqRlkz8
Time: 59:11
Description: Organized crime in Naples and the gang the Camorra.

Title: The Subway Gangs of Mexico City
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wYqta[wNtsVg
Time: 24:26
Description: It's Saturday morning in a Mexico City subway station, and the members of the Panamiur gang are headed to a party. English Subtitles.
Title: The Pig Farm: Robert Pickton Serial Killer
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_PV9IDi1_Dg
Time: 1:26:30
Description: The Pig Farm: This is the story about Robert Pickton, Canada's most prolific serial killer. When police showed up at a Port Coquitlam pig farm in February of 2002 to serve a firearm warrant to Robert (Willy) Pickton, they stumbled upon one of the grizzliest discoveries in the history of this country. They uncovered human remains of over 60 women, most of whom worked as sex trade workers in Vancouver's Downtown Eastside. The discovery makes Pickton allegedly the worst serial killer in Canadian history.

Title: The Last Days of Osama Bin Laden
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9nF6cBfbZmk
Time: 44:51
Description: After the United States successfully mounted a covert mission to eliminate America's number one terrorist target, celebration turned to mounting questions. How did the terrorist mastermind elude capture for nearly a decade, only to be discovered hiding in plain sight just yards away from Pakistan's most prestigious military academy? Peter Bergen, the famed journalist and author on Islamist terrorism who also produced bin Laden's first television interview, obtains rare access to interview former CIA agents, Navy SEAL operatives and a Black Hawk pilot who reveal how the U.S. gathered the intelligence needed to pull off the surprise attack. He'll talk to White House and Pakistani intelligence officials as well as neighbors of the Pakistani compound and eyewitnesses to the raid.

Title: World's Scariest Drug
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ToQ8PWYnu04
Time: 35:44
Description: VICE's Ryan Duffy went to Colombia to check out a strange and powerful drug called Scopolamine, also known as "The Devil's Breath." It's a substance so intense that it renders a person incapable of exercising free will. The first few days in the country were a harrowing montage of freaked-out dealers and unimaginable horror stories about Scopolamine. After meeting only a few people with firsthand experience, the story took a far darker turn than we ever could have imagined.

Title: World’s Toughest Cops – Philippines
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qLNCB5L3VhA
Time: 44:30
Description: Murder, political unrest, armed robbery, drugs and terrorism - just part of everyday life in the Philippines. At the heart of the country lies Manila, a teeming metropolis of crime. Cameras follow the front line officers who police the dangerous slums of the city, and SWAT cops tell how they hunted down and killed the country's most wanted terrorist. Also, Manila's homicide unit hunts the killers of two of their team.
Investigations

**Title:** Behind the Yellow Line: Real CSI  
**URL:** [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jcypaqcKesU](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jcypaqcKesU)  
**Time:** 23:52  
**Description:** Fingerprints, blood splatter and DNA analysis - life behind the yellow line (aka police tape) is off-limits to most, but not to producers of this video. For three months, we followed three members of the RCMP's forensic unit, giving you a gritty inside look at a real CSI team.

**Title:** Catch My Killer: The Dearly Departed  
**URL:** [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=My4Nhti3QPw](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=My4Nhti3QPw)  
**Time:** 43:33  
**Description:** When 65-year-old Marilyn Kananen suddenly disappears, her three children fear their abusive father has returned home after 15 years to do her harm. Detectives cannot find Richard Sr., but discover evidence that turns Marilyn's case upside down.

**Title:** Crime Scene Forensics: Hertfordshire and Bedfordshire Police  
**URL:** [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H298Qcw5_kQ](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H298Qcw5_kQ)  
**Time:** 37:46  
**Description:** Documentary following the work of the Hertfordshire and Bedfordshire Police Scene of Crime Officers, providing a rare insight into how the experts use the very latest in forensic science techniques to bring to justice some of the most dangerous criminals. The officers use their expertise to gather the clues at the scene of a crime and piece together the puzzle of what happened, using state-of-the-art methods at the forefront of criminal investigation in the UK. The SOCOs are called to an intimidation shotgun shooting on the streets of Luton and, using complicated fingerprint and ballistics analysis, they unearth vital evidence that helps get the suspects behind bars. On the other side of town, the hard work of the Scenes of Crime Unit pays off when the painstaking examination of the scene of a brutal assault allows the team to paint a picture of how this gruesome attack unfolded and leads to the arrest of a gang of attackers.

**Title:** Crime Scene Investigation and Forensic Anthropology  
**URL:** [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I1M_Kr1Y9etY](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I1M_Kr1Y9etY)  
**Time:** 29:37  
**Description:** In this program, three distinguished University of Maryland professors, Marilyn London, professor of anthropology, Tom Mauriello, professor of criminology and criminal justice, and Andrew Wolvin, professor of communication, come together to discuss how scientists assist in criminal investigations. They take a look at the lives, research, and education of criminal investigators and forensic anthropologists to show how science is being used to solve crimes.
Title: Dead of Night: Death Lies And Videotape  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XfZlyr_qNTE  
Time: 43:21  
Description: A high school student turns up dead in the El Paso desert and the city is stunned. Police focus on a blind date she had planned, then a bombshell piece of evidence changes everything and sends police down a disturbing trail of mystery and murder.

Title: Dead of Night: The Manson Tunnel Murder  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=twcdUMmnygg  
Time: 43:32  
Description: A 1990 murder involving a 21-year-old UCLA student may be cult-related.

Title: Disappeared: Innocence Lost  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0NKvuQ6iVGg  
Time: 43:33  
Description: Jamie Fraley vanished from her North Carolina apartment with no signs of foul play. Detectives learn that her boyfriend's father developed an obsession with Jamie while his son was in prison, but a grim discovery changes the course of the investigation.

Title: Downloading The Devil  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wQIxwsjIjlI  
Time: 41:17  
Description: Michael Blagg's double life is overturned when his wife and daughter disappear, leaving behind a bloody crime scene. His upstanding conservative lifestyle and integrity are questioned when an extensive collection of pornography is discovered on his computer.

Title: Evil Twins  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J1zKriRXbgI  
Time:  
Description: Overly competitive from the start, Robert and Stephen Spahalski were considered two parts of an evil whole. As teenagers, the two used their superlative athletic abilities to commit petty crimes in order to finance their escalating drug habits. When a murder put Stephen in jail, Robert went on to lead a life of crime alone. Leaving at least four bodies in his wake, Robert solidified himself as a dangerous serial killer and eventually turned himself in to the police to join his brother behind bars. Featuring an extensive prison interview with Robert, the violent journey of these brothers from simply identical twins to disturbingly identical killers raises difficult questions about the very nature of evil itself: is it born or is it?

Title: Forensic Factor: The Cover Up  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oIr-svyUDKo  
Time: 46:02  
Description: Criminals attempt to cover their trails using fire, water, or by chopping their victims to pieces, but they can't escape modern forensic science.
Title: Forensic Investigators: The Sex Worker Murders  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dmKAR3SycZI  
Time: 43:07  
Description: (Australia) A semi-naked body of a woman was discovered in August 2002 beside a police station in the Brisbane suburb of Hendra. She'd suffered multiple stab wounds to much of her body. Within hours investigators knew the victim's identity. Her name was Jasmin Crathern, a local prostitute who'd spent many years working the streets of Brisbane's notorious red light district in Fortitude Valley. Although they knew the victim, discovering the identity of her killer would prove far more difficult. The only clues left at the scene were some dusty shoe and tire prints, and initially investigators had no luck tracing this forensic evidence to a suspect.

Title: History Channel on the Early Implementation of DNA in Forensic Science  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gGRyZa8OCbw  
Time: 46:49  
Description: History Channel on the Early Implementation of DNA in Forensic Science. From its beginnings to today’s CODIS. Includes a look at the Timothy Spencer Case, DNA data banks, Paul B. Ferrara, Innocence Project, and early backlogs, etc.

Title: How to Commit the Perfect Murder  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_DZoZDdIOGc  
Time: 49:15  
Description: Modern forensic science should make it impossible to commit murder and get away with it. But how easy would it be to outfox the detectives? With the help of top forensic scientists, and real-life murder investigations, we explore whether it's possible to commit a perfect murder. The body is the most important piece of evidence in any murder. Pathologist Dr Richard Shepherd reveals the crucial clues that give away the secrets of a suspicious death. Dr Lee Goff can work out a time of death from just a few maggots on a corpse. To really understand the way a human decomposes he relies on experiments - and dead pigs make ideal human models. And what is the perfect murder weapon? Probably Agatha Christie's favorite - poison. It leaves no marks on the body, and the victim may not even realize what has happened until it's too late. But there still might not be a perfect murder. The world's most notorious poisoner - Harold Shipman - was eventually caught.

Title: Leonard Lake & Charles Ng Torture Murders  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IttNjW9qIGE  
Time: 1:32:52  
Description: Leonard Lake (October 29, 1945 -- June 6, 1985) was an American serial killer. He often used the alias Leonard Hill. The crimes he committed with Charles Ng became known when Lake committed suicide by taking a cyanide pill shortly after being arrested for a firearms offense.
Title: Modern Marvels Forensic Science
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lUVNVkc7luE
Time: 44:20
Description: The history of the development of the use of science in criminal investigations.

Title: Nightmare Next Door - The Truett Street Massacre
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r-sizn4KrBw
Time: 42:06
Description: When Austin York, Matt Self, Mark Barbosa, and Rosa Barbosa are found dead in a McKinney, Texas home, detectives embark on a three year investigation. And just when it seems like the murders may never be solved, an eyewitness breaks the case wide open.

Title: Psycho Serial Killer: Vlado Taneski
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TeTr3gf-vb4
Time: 40:09
Description: Vlado Taneski was a Macedonian crime reporter and serial killer. A career journalist for over 20 years, Taneski was arrested in June 2008 for the murder of two women on whose death he had also written articles. These articles on the murders aroused the suspicion of the police, since they contained information which was not released to the public. After DNA tests connected Taneski to the murders, he was imprisoned on June 22, 2008 and was found dead in his cell the next day after an apparent suicide.

Title: The Jigsaw Murder: Jeffrey Howe
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U8kA7S0jUu8
Time: 45:43
Description: Jeffrey Howe, a businessman from North London, was murdered in March 2009. His dismembered body parts were scattered across Hertfordshire and Leicestershire, leading to him being known in the press as Jigsaw Man. Stephen Marshall, who killed Howe, became known as the Jigsaw Killer. He initially pleaded "not guilty" to murder, but changed his plea to "guilty" and was sentenced to life imprisonment in February 2010.

Title: Sins and Secrets - Palm Beach Florida
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xI10d2N1W-U
Time: 43:07
Description: Dalia Dippolito was just another trophy wife on the path to Palm Beach high society... until police broke the news that she'd become a trophy widow. Only a surprise confession can reveal the truth about the murder - a deadly game of deception.

Title: Bike Path Killer - Serial Killer Crime Documentary
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9XNO9XFFF9w
Time: 43:31
Description: A University at Buffalo student is found raped and murdered on a Bike Path in upstate New York. Police connect her murder to a series of rapes and later to two more murders. After more than a decade, they manage to connect the evidence and discover the murderer.
Title: Solved: The Rivalry
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_eRDvFuBOoQ
Time: 43:36
Description: 25-year-old waitress Corey Parker is found dead in her apartment bedroom with over 100 stab wounds to her body. After two long years of intense investigation, detectives finally zero in on a suspect.

Title: Solved: The Watcher
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WdDm5vp3y9c
Time: 43:31
Description: When Gary Larson is murdered and his girlfriend raped, the police suspect that the perpetrator may be a Peeping Tom but the case soon grows cold. Fourteen years later, the police use a bloody footprint found at the crime scene to find the man responsible.

Title: Solved: The Prodigy
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e7O5mKEjEok
Time: 43:44
Description: Teenager Meghan Landowski is discovered by her stepfather raped and murdered from repeated stab wounds. Using DNA, the investigation eventually leads to Robert Barnes one of Meghan's friends who was also a talented violinist and top student.

Title: Solved: A Test of Time
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ca7SvMlRV0U
Time: 43:34
Description: The body of Dana Satterfield is found in her beauty salon shaking the small town of Roebuck, South Carolina. Police attempt to reconstruct the crime with evidence pointing to her husband, but they don't get a real break in the case until the get the help of DNA testing.

Title: Solved: Betrayal
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sOQendpuj2c
Time: 43:39
Description: Ronald Whitehead is shot in the back of the head and kicked out of a car in an apparent carjacking. When police investigate the crime, a trail of clues leads right back to the family's home.

Title: Solved: Gone But Not Forgotten
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f0iowQaxzyg
Time: 43:34
Description: A dead woman is found in a suitcase at a Texas landfill and is later identified as Summer Baldwin. By tracking the suitcase and interviewing witnesses, police discover the man responsible and possible links to other murders.
Title: Solved: Impediment To Riches
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qg7_T3Em7e8
Time: 43:36
Description: A millionaire Ewell family is shot to death in Fresno California. There are several suspects, but eventually the police focus in on the only surviving son.

Title: Solved: Lost Decades
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I8FJ3Gym4z4
Time: 43:32
Description: Karin Strom is found strangled to death in her home. Twenty-six years later, DNA from the crime scene leads to her killer.

Title: Solved: No Way Out
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6g7i_9Wa0K1
Time: 43:39
Description: Rhonda Ward is abducted in the parking lot of the store she manages. Police examine the surveillance footage of the crime and attempt to bring the perpetrator to justice.

Title: Solved: Truth In Shadows
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6cbjkRPQGEU
Time: 43:46
Description: Jennifer Myers is shot dead in an art gallery in Pennsylvania. Police attempt to reconstruct the crime to find out who is responsible. Ultimately they need the help of an astronomy professor to undermine the perpetrator's alibi.

Title: Solved: Written In Blood
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=--v4xITVv53I
Time: 43:36
Description: Solved examines the murder of Karen Pannell who was stabbed to death in her Florida home leaving a crime scene with initials written in blood on the wall. Other evidence, however, points in a different direction.

Title: The First 48: The Good Son - Jacked Up
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UA9oXM Ub0
Time: 44:54
Description: When a 16-year-old boy is murdered at his family's roadside taco stand, Harris County investigator Sergeant Henry Palacios is faced with one of the most tragic cases he has ever seen. Palacios is hot on the trail of his suspect, when another shooting turns the case on its head.

Title: The First 48: A Simple Plan, The Rip Off
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7x0KH65PY0
Time: 42:44
Description: A home invasion in Harris County, TX turns deadly when a woman is murdered in front of her daughter. In Dallas, a teenager trying to sell his gun pays the ultimate price.
Title: The First 48: 20 Bucks Family Friends
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=STzsswABCjI
Time: 44:40
Description: In Cincinnati, a teenager watching a street fight is killed by a stray bullet. With little to go on, veteran homicide Detective Bob Randolph must piece together the truth behind who pulled the trigger. In Dallas, Det. Rick Duggan and his team find a victim shot and left behind a vacant house. With no leads, Det. Duggan must turn to the victim's best friend for help.

Title: The First 48: A Serial Killer Calls
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eqYVZDUOq1A
Time: 44:40
Description: A serial killer of prostitutes based Kansas City taunts the police by calling several times to give them the locations of women he's killed. The police have to do a lot of old fashion detective work with lack of physical evidence over a period of 10 to 12 days.

Title: The First 48: A Simple Plan, The Rip Off
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7x0KHR65PY0
Time: 42:44
Description: A home invasion in Harris County, TX turns deadly when a woman is murdered in front of her daughter. In Dallas, a teenager trying to sell his gun pays the ultimate price.

Title: The First 48: About Face Backyard Murder
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qWhp02uabwM
Time: 44:38
Description: On a rainy night in Detroit, Sgt. Mike Martel finds a young man shot to death in a neighborhood yard. Martel finds he must rely on a friend of the victim's to help him close the case. In Miami, Detectives Castillo and Castellanos work the murder of a young man brutally shot in broad daylight.

Title: The First 48: After the First 48 Fool for Love Crash
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=seEoTIFvzo8
Time: 44:44
Description: As the First 48 ran out on Phoenix detectives, 16-year-old Lonny Bassett stood accused of brutally killing his two friends with a shotgun. Would his claim to self-defense hold water or would the evidence detectives collected in the first 48 hours be enough to convince jurors of his guilt? In Miami, a minor altercation on the highway ended with a shooting that took the life of an innocent young man.

Title: The First 48: Bad Call Ricochet
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FasP7F8hwbs
Time: 44:57
Description: In Miami, FL, Detective Freddy Ponce and Sgt. Louis Melancon unravel the mystery of a man found shot dead in his car. The key to the case could be the victim's cell phone, which was stolen shortly after the murder. In Memphis, TN, Sgts. Caroline Mason, Tony Mullins and JT Max investigate the murder of a man found shot dead in a backyard.
Title: The First 48: Bad Connection Heartbreak
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o9iozeLC5V0
Time: 44:47
Description: In Birmingham, Det. Jerry Williams and his team investigate the murder of a young man shot dead in an abandoned apartment. With little physical evidence, Williams must rely on witnesses to help him piece together the puzzle and find the killer. In Louisville, Det. Brenda Wescott investigates the unusual death of a woman shot dead on a residential street.

Title: The First 48: Bail Out Seeing Red
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8z-TOsOV1BM
Time: 43:26
Description: In Dallas, Detectives Scott Sayers and Ken Penrod are investigating a home invasion that left a young man dead. Is their suspect just a young suburban mom, or a criminal mastermind? In Cincinnati, a brutal stabbing ends the life of a hard-working grandfather. After interviewing a series of family members, Det. Jenny Luke finds out that her suspect may be closer than she initially thought.

Title: The First 48: Best Laid Plans Burned Alive
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qXtvDaNspYo
Time: 42:58
Description: In Harris County, a young woman set on fire clings to life as deputies race to find who left her for dead. In Cleveland, when a teenager is shot down in the street, detectives discover his best friends may have something to do with the murder.

Title: The First 48: Better Days Wildflower
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mo5ergXjFno
Time: 44:59
Description: In Memphis, Sgt. Terry Max takes on the murder case of a 78-year-old man shot outside his home. The outraged community quickly helps apprehend the two young suspects, but getting them to talk proves more difficult. In Dallas, Det. Bob Ermatinger investigates the difficult case of a woman found shot to death while collecting wildflowers. Each new lead just deepens the mystery.

Title: The First 48: Bicycle Bandits First Shot
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vwcOt-7udlg
Time: 42:29
Description: In Miami, a recent high-school graduate is gunned down and left to die in his father's arms. It's up to Sgt. Eunice Cooper and her team to track down the suspects, two teens who fled the scene on bicycles. And in Cincinnati, Detective Jenny Luke is on the trail of a man who may have taken revenge on a childhood friend he thought snitched on him.
Title: The First 48: Blind Rage Those Closest To Us  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_-oxGxyeNUw  
Time: 44:50  
Description: In Birmingham, Det. Marcel Walker works to unravel the mystery of a 28-year-old man shot in his home. After calling 911 from inside the victim's home, a woman suspiciously flees the scene. When detectives track her down, she finally leads detectives to the possible shooter whose testimony reveals a shocking twist.

Title: The First 48: Blood Money Fifteen  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3zMg1bkppDg  
Time: 44:49  
Description: When Tucson Detectives John Dorer and Kathi Kelley arrive at the murder scene of a young man gunned down behind an apartment complex, their investigation is hampered by hostility from the victim’s friends. Detectives think the friends know more than they are telling, but will they be able to get the friends to cooperate in order to find the killer?

Title: The First 48: Caught Up  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zqjt6yQN8Mc  
Time: 44:47  
Description: In Miami, two men are found beaten and shot behind an abandoned house. As Det. T.C. Cepero digs deeper into the case he unearths more than one reason the men could have been killed.

Title: The First 48: Cold as Ice  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9oRjXObIbdU  
Time: 44:25  
Description: In Louisville, a 45-year-old man is found gunned down in the snow. Det. Rick Arnold and his team track down a key witness who is forced to chose between her friendship with the suspect and her own freedom.

Title: The First 48: Collateral Driven to Kill  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M3DfD8MeSng  
Time: 44:41  
Description: In Detroit, Sgt. Gary Diaz and Officer Kelly Mullins investigate a triple shooting that left a young mother and her friend dead. The third victim, a critically injured 18-year-old girl, is the only one who can tell them what happened. And in Dallas, a man is intentionally run down and killed by someone in a car.

Title: The First 48: Deadly Gamble Inside Job  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RAmiaQLj0rY  
Time: 44:54  
Description: In Harris County, Dep. Mario Quintanilla investigates the murder of a woman shot during a robbery of her illegal game room. Acting on a tip that his suspects are from Central America, Quintanilla races to find them before they can flee the country.
Title: The First 48: Deadly Obsession, The Killer You Know  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BKEmrWcnYdE  
Time: 42:56  
Description: A young Dallas couple murdered in cold blood on their doorstep sends detectives on a manhunt across three states. Then, Cleveland Homicide finds a man shot dead in his own backyard and learns the killer might be closer than they think.

Title: The First 48: Desert Bones Party's Over  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Fg9wKWHI9I  
Time: 44:04  
Description: Detectives Dillian and Jewell join forensic anthropologist Laura Fulginiti to determine the identity of a female skeleton found in the desert. And the shooting of a teenager at a high school party puts Detectives Rodriguez and Kulesa on the trail of a shooter wearing a ski mask.

Title: The First 48: Double Life  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aYHHh76tKpk  
Time: 45:00  
Description: In Miami, Detective Ricardo John discovers a man stabbed to death behind an abandoned church. With no identification, the investigation hinges on identifying the victim through his fingerprints. When John finally gets a name for his victim, he is running out of time.

Title: The First 48: Easy Money Ambushed  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rXrIwb4hPc0  
Time: 42:56  
Description: In Dallas, a young father is shot in the back, but no one wants to talk. Then in Cleveland a brazen corner store stick-up leaves an innocent clerk dead.

Title: The First 48: Eye For An Eye Dead End  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KxJp5CZ4OQg  
Time: 44:56  
Description: In Louisville, Det. Carl Payne and the homicide team investigate the murder of a young man shot to death in the middle of the street in broad daylight. When a witness leads Payne to a suspect with one eye, he is surprised to learn what may have triggered the homicide.

Title: The First 48: Family Secrets Clipped  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xQkJndPKQtc  
Time: 45:01  
Description: In Memphis, a young couple goes missing. Fearing the worst, family members contact authorities for help. The Memphis Homicide team finds themselves in an unusual situation: instead of investigating the loss of a life, they may be able to save one. In Miami, detectives are faced with the puzzling case of a young man shot behind a barbershop.
Title: The First 48: Far From Home, Object of Desire  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c5VsaN_rHzE  
Time: 43:16  
Description: In Dekalb County, Georgia, an out-of-state truck driver is found shot to death in the cab of his truck. Detectives working the case trace the victim's missing cell phone hoping it will lead them to the shooter. And in Harris County, TX, investigators work the case of an exotic dancer found murdered in her house. They need to find out if the killer could be someone she knew and trusted.

Title: The First 48: Fire In The Rain, Family Feud  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hplmzp7JqJ8  
Time: 44:56  
Description: When a partially torched body of a prostitute is discovered, police must work quickly to determine the Jane Doe's identity. Sergeant Joann Kinney races against time to find two shooting victims who may still be alive.

Title: The First 48: Fish Out of Water, Good Samaritan  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q-xPazwpdpmc  
Time: 44:55  
Description: In Miami, FL, homicide detective Fernando Bosch is faced with what appears to be the murder of an innocent tourist from Ohio, but the discovery of thousands of counterfeit dollars under the victim's bed leads him to believe the phony bills may have cost him his life.

Title: The First 48: Floated Away, Tagged  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=62Eu_VByxm8  
Time: 44:56  
Description: In Dallas, Det. Dan Lusty and the homicide squad find a man with his throat slashed floating in a creek. The mystery deepens when they dig deeper into the victim's personal life. In Memphis, Sgt. Kevin Lundy and his team investigate the murder of a 19-year-old man gunned down in the middle of a street. They soon find a witness whose story turns the investigation on its head.

Title: The First 48: Frenzy, Hard Truth  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=St6eqonL7to  
Time: 44:39  
Description: In Miami, Sgt. Louis Melancon and Det. Carlos Castellanos investigate the murder of two men savagely gunned down in the middle of a residential street. Detectives learn that a roommate of the two victim's is missing. Now they need to track him down to find out what he knows about the murders.

Title: The First 48: Friend or Foe, Code of Silence  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZV-07woLshM  
Time: 44:35  
Description: Homicide investigation in Cincinnati, Ohio.
Title: The First 48: Gangs of Little Havana, Execution In Coconut Grove
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dtyHAQJSkd4
Time: 44:59
Description: A wall of silence from a frightened community hampers efforts to solve a brutal murder; and a mother of two is shot execution-style in her kitchen in an affluent neighborhood. In a visual style more like drama than reality show, we tail Miami homicide investigators as they race time to solve these murders.

Title: The First 48: Gimme, Shelter Misstep
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pH_8PI7yeQc
Time: 40:54
Description: In Birmingham, lead Detective Mike Allison is working the murder of a man found shot in the basement stairwell of a house. Allison and his team quickly find an eyewitness and then the suspect. The case seems closed, when suddenly it unravels after the eyewitness disappears and Allison is forced to set his suspect free. A year passes, when out of the blue, the case takes a surprising turn.

Title: The First 48: Girl Fight Blink of an Eye
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RksrkTvSkAg
Time: 44:50
Description: In Birmingham, Detectives Mike Allison and Cynthia Morrow investigate the tragic case of a mother shot in her car while her three young children sat in the back seat. As detectives close in on a suspect, they are stunned to learn what triggered the shooting.

Title: The First 48: Hale Storm
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=diA-8XrT4JI
Time: 44:54
Description: In Louisville, a sleeping family awakens to a barrage of bullets from a machine gun, leaving two young boys injured and a teenager dead. With no eyewitnesses, Detective Mickey Cohn must resort to old-fashioned detective work to solve one of the most brazen acts of violence he has ever seen.

Title: The First 48: Hard Fall
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qsaJtTs1OMo
Time: 44:59
Description: In Miami, a former airline executive is stabbed to death in his car. Rookie detective Mario De Los Santos tracks two suspects and finds out that both the suspect and his victim shared promising futures and a deadly vice.

Title: The First 48: In Harm's Way, Jealous Rage
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XU1dd5fflXQ
Time: 44:53
Description: In Harris County, Sgt. Craig Clopton and his team investigate the murder of man killed by a single gunshot while being robbed. With little evidence on the scene, they must rely on an eyewitness to help them identify their suspects.
Title: The First 48: Into the Graveyard
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3OQfrjMHSQ
Time: 42:57
Description: In Miami, a family is shattered when two teenage brothers are gunned down in their own backyard. Two surviving friends point Detective T.C. Cepero and his team in the direction of two desperate and dangerous gunmen on the run.

Title: The First 48: John Doe, Night Of The Dead
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L3oN-jtXqcQ
Time: 44:53
Description: In Louisville, Det. Brenda Wescott and partner Det. Collin King are hoping to solve the murder of a man whose identity is a mystery. After following all her leads to dead ends, Wescott is afraid the case will go unsolved–but then things take an unexpected turn. In Birmingham, Det. Jerry Williams and his team are trying to piece together what happened to two men found dead in a strange house.

Title: The First 48: Last Birthday
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-MuOegt35kQ
Time: 42:47
Description: In Cincinnati, a well-loved 58-year-old man is found shot dead in a hallway, still clutching a five dollar bill. Detectives Matt Thompson and Doug Lindle visit the grief-stricken wife and learn the victim was murdered a day before his birthday. Thompson and Lindle rely on the help of the community to track down the suspects last seen with the victim moments before he was murdered.

Title: The First 48: Last Dance, Deadly Deal
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hSl6NIo1tE
Time: 45:00
Description: Dallas Detective Robert Quirk is investigating a gang shooting that left two dead and four with gunshot wounds. When surveillance tapes fail to identify the shooter, detectives must rely on witnesses for information. In Kansas City, Detective Robert Blehm is working the murder of a suburban man found dead in his pickup truck with a fist full of dollars and drugs.

Title: The First 48: Left to Burn, Trigger Happy
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=THjVZVRUojM
Time: 43:59
Description: When fire fighters in Detroit respond to a house fire and discover a 63-year-old woman stabbed and bound, Sergeant Kenny Gardner and Investigator Barbara Simon must investigate the brutal murder. With no witnesses, they have to rely on the local community to help them find her killer.

Title: The First 48: Less Than Zero, Friends For Life
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D3h5aNtSg3Y
Time: 42:44
Description: In Miami, an unarmed man is shot in the back, but no one will give up the shooter. In Cleveland, three best friends head home from party, but one of them ends up dead.
Title: The First 48: Lost Highway, Out for Murda
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TvQfIVQLF1Q
Time: 44:45
Description: In Harris County, Sgt. Roger Wedgeworth investigates the gruesome murder of a homeless man found stabbed to death along Interstate 45. Without any witnesses or a motive, investigators race to find a suspect before the case goes cold.

Title: The First 48: Marked for Death
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gr5BLnidsJg
Time: 45:00
Description: In Harris County, Dep. Abraham Alanis and his team investigate the murder of a man, married with four young children, who was found robbed and shot to death outside an abandoned house. With no other leads to go on, investigators discover that their victim held a secret that could lead to his killer.

Title: The First 48: Missing Witness, Who's Knocking
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1DAqesVDJWM
Time: 45:01
Description: In Miami, a man is gunned down at close range in broad daylight. Det. Freddie Ponce and his team follow a blood trail at the scene to an apartment complex, where they believe the suspect is hiding out. In Cincinnati, Detectives Doug Lindle and Matthew Thompson investigate the murder of a man shot outside his apartment.

Title: The First 48: Motel No Tell, Brotherly Love
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OCN3sA-yJeg
Time: 43:18
Description: In Dallas, Detective Phil Harding investigates a brutal shooting in a motel parking lot that killed a 22-year-old and injured two of his friends. The surviving victims are the only ones who can identify the suspects. Detectives just have to convince them to talk. Then, in Memphis, Sergeants Ron Collins and Kevin Lundy must track down a murder suspect who may have fled the state.

Title: The First 48: New Year Terror, Deadly Friends
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lA2bZ0uBkPQ
Time: 42:58
Description: In Cleveland a man is gunned down defending his home on New Year's Eve. With no eyewitnesses, Det. Melvin Smith must rely on DNA evidence to track down the killers.

Title: The First 48: No Escape, Trail Of Evidence
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c1V0yb4-49M
Time: 44:49
Description: In Miami Sgt. Altarr Williams and detective Frankie Sanchez investigate the murder of Darrell Harrell, gunned down for trying to push a group of drug dealers out of Overtown. Months pass without a lead as the team tries everything they can to keep the case from going cold.
Title: The First 48: Off the tracks
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LwC7glEZSBQ
Time: 44:59
Description: The series follows detectives during the hours immediately following a homicide.

Title: The First 48: Schoolyard Revenge
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AcdNHzQXxyY
Time: 44:52
Description: When a 29-year-old man and his paralyzed mother are shot to death in their apartment, Louisville detective Kyle Willett is called to the west side of town to lead the case. As the investigation unfolds, Willett and his team are shocked to learn what initiated the double homicide - a schoolyard fight between two teenaged classmates.

Title: The First 48: Shell Shocked, Cradle to Grave
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d0njBnRBH0c
Time: 44:43
Description: In Memphis, Sergeants Mundy Quinn and Kevin Lundy set up a sting to catch the victim's killer. In Miami, Detective Manny Castillo and Sgt. Juan Herrera are called to a brazen execution in the middle of a bustling neighborhood in Coconut Grove.

Title: The First: 48 Silenced
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u1JR0xgPB8Y
Time: 44:35
Description: In Dallas, Detectives Bob Ermatinger and Ken Penrod investigate the murder of an unidentified young woman found shot to death at White Rock Lake. In order to identify the victim and begin tracking down her killer, the detectives must rely on the few leads they have, from a cell phone found at the crime scene to the clothes the victim was wearing.

Title: The First 48: Smokescreen, The Last Goodbye
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PrlZCHBFc8E
Time: 44:52
Description: In Louisville, Det. Corey Cadwell and his team investigate the murder of a 28-year-old father stabbed to death while working his shift in a smoke shop. Detectives cross the Kentucky state border into Tennessee in search of three potential suspects who mysteriously fled just after the murder.

Title: The First 48: Snapped, Fallen Angel
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l8jqBjtm4fs
Time: 44:48
Description: In Cincinnati, Detectives Jenny Luke and Terry McGuffey investigate the murder of a 56-year-old man brutally beaten to death in the stairwell of his apartment building. Luke tracks down two teenage suspects and is surprised to learn what triggered the deadly fight.
**Title:** The First 48: Stray Bullet, Payback  
**URL:** [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UOs-fpp1A_0](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UOs-fpp1A_0)  
**Time:** 45:00  
**Description:** In Dallas, Texas, a family man is shot dead inside his apartment. Detective Kim Sanders and Paul Ellzey believe that the shooter killed the wrong man. They must find the intended target before the killer does. In Miami, FL, rookie Detective Mario De Los Santos gets his first big case: a triple homicide. He finds himself in the middle of a cycle of violence that threatens to spin out of control.

**Title:** The First 48: The Cover Up, Bad Seed  
**URL:** [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6jbop0csOH4](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6jbop0csOH4)  
**Time:** 42:56  
**Description:** In Cleveland, a man is shot dead in an empty courtyard. A mysterious 911 call leads Detectives Ignatius Sowa and Raymond Diaz on the hunt for an elusive killer. Then in Dallas, a 72-year-old grandmother is found beaten to death inside her home.

**Title:** The First 48: The Girl Who Knew Too Much  
**URL:** [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=urvl8seerU](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=urvl8seerU)  
**Time:** 42:56  
**Description:** In Dallas, an unidentified girl is found brutally shot in a field. Detectives Scott Sayers and Esteban Montenegro discover that she may have been killed for her silence. In Cleveland, a young father is shot in the head trying to break up a fight.

**Title:** The First 48: Thicker Than Water  
**URL:** [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TK62QSwkZC8](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TK62QSwkZC8)  
**Time:** 43:58  
**Description:** In Harris County, TX a young man is days away from testifying as a witness in an aggravated assault case when he is suddenly gunned down near his home. As Sgt. Ron Hunter and the homicide team investigates, they learn the murder may have been part of an elaborate plan to keep the victim from getting on the stand.

**Title:** The First 48: Thrown Away, Crimson Trail  
**URL:** [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MDNCRsJV_cQ](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MDNCRsJV_cQ)  
**Time:** 44:59  
**Description:** In Miami, Det. Armando Aguilar may be working his last case in homicide. He must unravel the sad and mysterious death of a 14-year-old boy found decomposing in a dumpster. In Dallas, Det. Randy Loboda investigates the stabbing death of a Honduran immigrant found in an alley. The suspect goes on the run, and Loboda needs to bring him in before he can flee the country.
Title: The First 48: To Die For, Highway Revenge  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-gcGta6VGYg  
Time: 44:40  
Description: In Memphis, Tennessee, Sgt. Caroline Mason takes it personally when a 75-year-old man is shot dead in her old neighborhood. In Detroit, a man is found dead behind the wheel on Interstate 96 and Sgt. Mike Russell tracks a notorious gang to find the killer.

Title: The First 48: Underworld  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LOUJj0aGF-0  
Time: 43:59  
Description: In Miami, Detective Anthony Reyes and the homicide team are investigating the murder of a man found brutally beaten to death below a major interstate. Reyes must navigate through false leads and dead ends, until an eyewitness comes forward and ignites the case. When detectives discover that their eyewitness is leaving out one major detail in his story, the case is turned on its head.

Title: The Real Crime Story - Selena Gun Downed  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hCT_oLgXFvk  
Time: 43:31  
Description: Lovingly nicknamed the "Mexican Madonna," Selena was just 23 years old when her fan club president, Yolanda Saldivar, gunned her down in a cheap motel room in Corpus Christi, Texas. What could drive Yolanda to kill the rising star?

Title: Wicked Attraction: No Place To Hide  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1hJEdvme4EM  
Time: 43:26  
Description: In the fall of 2004, police officers rescue Jennifer Hitchcock from the Wisconsin hotel room where her abusive and obsessive boyfriend, Maurice Mason, has been holding her. Mason refuses to let her go. He recruits his nephew Bennie Frier as an accomplice and follows Jennifer to Nebraska, where he intends to get her back - no matter what. Mason tracks down his one time lover, savagely beats her, and kidnaps her. He and Frier then begin the trip back to Wisconsin. It's a trip that will find one man bound and left for dead in the wilderness, a cab driver gunned down, and Jennifer herself brutally murdered.
Issues

Title: After Newtown - Guns in America
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w4UugLF7S8M
Time: 56:02
Description: After Newtown: Guns in America is an unprecedented exploration of America's enduring relationship with firearms. From the first European settlements in the New World to frontier justice; from 19th Century immigrant riots to gangland violence in the Roaring Twenties; from the Civil War to Civil Rights, guns have been at center of our national narrative for 400 years. Americans have relied on guns to sustain communities, challenge authority, and keep the peace. Efforts to curtail their distribution and ownership have triggered epic political battles. On one side, the cry for gun control gets louder with each mass shooting; On the other, Charlton Heston's 2000 rallying cry, "From my cold, dead hands," still resonates across the land. Featuring the personal reflections of Bill Cosby, Frank Serpico, and NRA President David Keene, among other experts and advocates, this unique documentary will examine the evolution of guns in America, their frequent link to violence, and the clash of cultures that reflect competing visions of our national identity.

Title: David Nutt: Decision making about illegal drugs: time for science to take the lead
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mDo09IBVHZw
Time: 51:08
Description: Professor David Nutt, Imperial College London, on how science should be used to assess the dangers of illegal drugs. Held at Nobel Forum, Karolinska Institutet October 23, 2013.

Title: Death Row Portrait - James Barnes
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gQIEese9k2o
Time: 45:13
Description: Death Row Confessions and the look into the crimes of serial killer James Barnes.

Title: Discovery Channel Watchmen Militia Rising
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jwNfbBtsECQ
Time: 42:32
Description: Discovery Channel production on Group "Watchmen of Arizona."

Title: History Channel Modern Marvels Torture Devices
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eaW1vUr0wEU
Time: 44:55
Description: For more than 3,000 years, emperors and generals, dictators and police, criminals, clerics, and even medical doctors have created and used a vast array of torture devices--everything from the ancient Greeks' Brazen Bull, which slowly barbecued the victim, to the elaborate mechanical apparatuses of the Spanish Inquisition. A medical doctor who specializes in victims of torture reveals how the human body responds to their use--from the earliest excruciating contrivances to the more modern
Title: Marijuana Legalization
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sVl-h4sMgoM
Time: 30:42
Description: Pro-marijuana legalization video including comments by pro-legalization judges and police officers.

Title: Nuclear Terrorist: Devil's own - Pakistan's Abdul Qadeer Khan
URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iby6Z1tvzpI
Time: 43:24
Description: A Canadian production tracing the development of Pakistan's nuclear weapon in the early 1970s through the exportation of the technology.

Title: Penn And Teller's "Bullshit!" - War On Drugs
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bm7lavNFiTM
Time: 30:56
Description: Penn & Teller reveal why the war on drugs is a waste of time.

Title: Street Racing and Police
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3kLTUOVlGzg
Time: 44:40
Description: American law enforcement and the street racing culture, involves undercover work as well as typical street enforcement.
Juvenile

Title: Breaking the Silence: Children's Stories
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3rShlw2gMk
Time: 57:15
Description: Breaking The Silence: Children's Stories chronicles the impact of domestic violence on children and the recurring failings of family courts across the country to protect them from their abusers. In stark and often poignant interviews, children and battered mothers tell their stories of abuse at home and continued trauma within the courts.

Title: Girlhood
URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UGFNvCUe0oE
Time: 1:22:06
Description: Documentary chronicling America's justice system. Follows two female inmates - victims of horrific violence and tragedy - who are serving time in a Maryland juvenile detention center.

Title: Juvenile Dependency Court
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JG4tkkwrkNU
Time: 37:59
Description: Dependency actions involve minors who have allegedly been abused, neglected, or inadequately cared for by one or more parents. The jurisdiction prerequisites for such proceedings are described in Welfare and Institutions Code Section 300. Unlike delinquency or status offender proceedings (where the principal focus is on the conduct of the minor), dependency proceedings are to ensure the safety and well-being of the minor. If Juvenile Court jurisdiction is established, the court will then determine whether the minor should be removed from the parent's custody and, if so, what placement would be most appropriate for the minor's needs.

Title: PrimeTime: Lost Children Behind Bars
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B8c1LahPS1A
Time: 42:07
Description: In our hour-long investigative documentary, PrimeTime Co-Anchor Chris Cuomo goes inside Arizona's facilities and meets an extraordinary group of boys and girls at a critical turning point - they have one last chance to either change their ways or face the prospect of doing time in an adult prison. How did they end up here? How can they be helped? Along the way, the locked up youth share their shame, their secrets and their dreams. They show their pride and promise. And in the end, they reveal that behind the tough talk and bravado, they are still just kids.
Title: Juvenile Court Documentary
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ypX1Licb_RA
Time: 35:37
Description: History of juvenile court in Shelby County, excellent look at historical perspective of differences between Juvenile and Adult Court

Title: Orientation to Family Court Mediation and Child Custody Recommending Counseling
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wJOcjP5RikQ
Time: 30:40
Description: Mediation and child custody recommending counseling is a process in which a neutral, specially trained professional will listen to the parents concerns and help them develop a parenting plan that meets the needs of their family in the event of a divorce or when two parents choose to live apart. This video describes the mediation and child custody recommending counseling court process, provides helpful information about parenting plans, and offers tips on how parents can reduce conflict and help their children adjust to the changes happening in their family.

Title: Teen Murder: The story of 16-year-old Micaela Costanzo killed by 17-year-old lovers
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2sFbLEqqySM
Time: 1:21:45
Description: Toni Fratto and Kody Patten were both 17 when they took Micaela Costanzo out to a grave in the Nevada desert & beat her up, hit her over the head with a shovel and slit her throat. At one point, Micaela sat up in the grave and asked if she was still alive and if she could go home. This story resonates sharply with us for the glaring similarities of senseless teens killing other teens in sickening, horrible, void of empathy fashion. We want to share our article series on the murder of 16-year-old Skylar Neese at the hands of Shelia Eddy & Rachel Shoaf.

Title: The 16 Year Old Killer Cyntoia's Story
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TLyenhWOwg8
Time: 57:00
Description: In 2004, Cyntoia Brown was arrested for the murder of a 43-year-old man. Cyntoia was a prostitute and he was her client. Film-maker Daniel Birman was granted unique access to Cyntoia from the week of her arrest, throughout her trial and over a period of six years. His documentary explores the tragic events in her life that led up to the murder, and Cyntoia's biological mother meets her daughter for the first time since giving her up for adoption 14 years earlier. The film explores the history of abuse, violence, drugs and prostitution back through three generations. As Cyntoia faces a lifetime in prison, the program asks difficult questions about her treatment by the American justice system.
Leadership

Title: Introduction to Coaching and Feedback
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0PZf9I_pH-8
Time: 54:36
Description: Produced by US Air Force.
Organized Crime

Title: BBC The Mafia's Secret Bunkers
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ISxDmsuJUEk
Time: 58:53
Description: Mafia historian John Dickie joins an elite Italian special forces unit, the Cacciatori or Hunters, as they discover a series of underground tunnels built by the mafia. This sophisticated labyrinthine network is hidden under villages in Italy's southern region of Calabria and allows criminals to escape at a moment's notice. Fully furnished bunker rooms and even apartments are built under ordinary family homes, enabling fugitives to spend months in safe hiding, protected by their communities through the Mafia code of silence.

Title: Deadly Triangle (Asian gang in San Francisco)
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7oPfQ6MUZks
Time: 44:24
Description: Gangs in San Francisco's China Town.

Title: Discovery Extreme Smuggling Weapons
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NHJOr79oM8c
Time: 43:53
Description: Documentary on gun smuggling.

Title: History of Organized Crime in Sicily
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_glfLvY55rE
Time: 43:23
Description: The Sicilian Mafia - History of Cosa Nostra (Crime Documentary)
The Mafia (also known as Cosa Nostra, in English "Our Concern") is a criminal syndicate in Sicily, Italy. It is a loose association of criminal groups that share a common organizational structure and code of conduct, and whose common enterprise is protection racketeering. Each group, known as a "family", "clan", or "cosca", claims sovereignty over a territory, usually a town or village or a neighbourhood (borgata) of a larger city, in which it operates its rackets. Its members call themselves "men of honour", although the public often refers to them as "mafiosi".

Title: Inside the Mafia - The truth about Italian Mafia episode 1
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HdfmWUYsm-g
Time: 47:02
Description: Part I begins with the 1957 meetings of the families in upstate New York.

Title: Inside the Mafia - The truth about Italian Mafia episode 2
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wkL2Nodioto
Time: 46:05
Description: Part II Looks at the Heroin Trade.
Title: Inside the Mafia - The truth about Italian Mafia episode 3
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RDO4DWnr3FI
Time: 46:58
Description: Part III explores international heroin trafficking, defection of a Mafia kingpin and an internal Mafia war.

Title: Inside the Mafia - The truth about Italian Mafia episode 4
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r-08uMIYwR8
Time: 46:32
Description: Compares John Gotti and a Mafia crime boss in Italy and the law enforcement efforts to arrest them.

Title: Inside the DEA
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=naU5tyLZImQ
Time: 45:40
Description: Documentary investigating international gun smuggling

Title: Mob Hitmen
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MddCpBCscfY
Time: 45:33
Description: A 1996 American Justice look at Mafia hitmen.

Title: Organized Crime - Vietnamese Gangs
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JNsHwxm6j7E
Time: 45:18
Description: Robert Stack narrated, a little old, but history and production value excellent.

Title: Organized Crime - Yak'Uz'A
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LE_XVnOlKM
Time: 45:08
Description: Robert Stack narrated, a little old, but history and production value excellent. The yakuza are notorious for their strict codes of conduct and very organized nature. They have a large presence in the Japanese media and operate internationally with an estimated 103,000 members. Yakuza is the world's largest criminal organization.

Title: The Italian Mafia (The Camorra)
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=16jIVqRlkz8
Time: 59:11
Description: Organized crime in Naples and the gang the Camorra.

Title: The Life of Charles "Lucky" Luciano
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nwm5FTk89B4
Time: 43:50
Description: Biography of mobster Lucky Luciano.
Title: The Philadelphia Mafia: Documentary on Organized Crime in Philadelphia
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s01Vo6HoH8w
Time: 46:05
Description: Focuses on the "mob wars" of the 1980s and 1990s.

Title: The Story of the American Mafia
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bTlgaCTCZ9I
Time: 1:31:50
Description: From Al Capone and Meyer Lansky to the Mob of the late 1980s.
Police

Title: A Day in the Life of a St. Louis Park Patrol Officer
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GjQtdOjXvH8
Time: 28:50
Description: Ride along with Officer Don Lewis on a hot summer day in St. Louis Park. Presented by the St. Louis Park Police Advisory Commission and Park TV. Officer Lewis issues several tickets and responds to calls including a stolen van, vehicle accident, and parking space road rage.

Title: America's Largest Street Gang
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jd2QkIqdya4
Time: 56:54
Description: This video documents incidents of alleged police misconduct. While a one-sided look at Law Enforcement use of force, generates good discussion points.

Title: Arrest and Booking: Behind the Scenes of the Collinsville Police Department
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ApSrKNaPWpI
Time: 22:12
Description: Most people will never know (thankfully) what it's like to be arrested, put into a squad car and taken to a police station. On this episode of City Spotlight, our host experiences just what it's like to get arrested and booked at the Collinsville Police Department.

Title: Dead of Night: Death Lies And Videotape
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XfZlyr_qNTE
Time: 43:21
Description: A high school student turns up dead in the El Paso desert and the city is stunned. Police focus on a blind date she had planned, then a bombshell piece of evidence changes everything and sends police down a disturbing trail of mystery and murder.

Title: Disappeared: Paradise Lost - The Jamison family
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lmJbfVTu2kQ
Time: 43:20
Description: Bobby Jamison, his wife Sherilynn, and their 6-year-old daughter Madyson have gone missing. They haven't been seen since October, near Red Oak, Oklahoma, and police now fear the worst.

Title: Documentary World's Scariest Police Shootouts Crime
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vg5udAnig7U
Time: 41:30
Description: A montage of gunfights.
Title: Domestic Disturbance - 1976 Police Officer Training
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Eozo0uWUF8g
Time: 20:37
Description: Domestic Disturbance "Officer Safety and Calming Techniques" is a police officer training film which aims to reduce police fatalities when responding to domestic disturbance calls.

Title: Elite World Cops - BOPE (Brasil)
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BAGIjQklkml
Time: 44:08
Description: BOPE, short for Batalhão de Operações Policiais Especiais, Rio de Janeiro's special weapons and tactics team. The operation involves a visit to some of the town's favelas where the police are trying to take back the streets from drug dealers and gangs.

Title: Elite World Cops - Junglas (Colombia)
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aHwpHlVDMlI
Time: 44:48
Description: Ryan joins a special police unit in Colombia who are trained to operate in the jungle. After training he is invited to take part in operations locating and destroying a cocaine drug lab in the jungle and supervising civilians destroying coca plantations and providing them with protection.

Title: Elite World Cops - Mexican Policía Federal
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WEjg3PaBqN8
Time: 41:19
Description: This is the full episode of the Mexican Policía Federal in the Elite World Cops series, by Chris Ryan.

Title: History Alive Presents - Military Police
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uGXAYhV5-J8
Time: 45:55
Description: The police force of the U.S. military protects justice in both peacetime and war. From the Continental Army to today's NATO peacekeeping missions, MPs serve those who serve. Decorated veterans and current MP commanders shed light on the unique dangers faced by the MPs every day and how they adapt to meet the challenges posed by the modern military and today's international conflicts.

Title: History of Black Police Officers in the St. Louis Metropolitan Police Department
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4xGUvbF45Lk
Time: 23:46
Description: History of Black Police Officers in the St. Louis Metropolitan Police Department, produced and edited by Allan Green, Tracy Thibeau, and Barbara Miksicek.
Title: History of Policing in the U.S. - Part One
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3vgh-r_pPxQ
Time: 10:23
Description: This video offers a brief History of Policing in the United States from the earliest beginnings through Reconstruction. It is designed to encourage conversation between police and their communities, as well as serve as a resource for police education and training.

Title: History of the British Police Force
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9P48YT61zII
Time: 1:31:00
Description: First 45 minutes is very applicable to the creation of American Policing.

Title: Inside the US Secret Service
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BHkvtmEyas8
Time: 1:29:03
Description: This documentary that takes you behind the scenes of the Secret Service, the agency tasked with protecting the President of the United States. The film takes place during the 2004 Bush vs. Kerry campaign, and many of the scenes involve the extensive preparation the Secret Service needs to do to secure a stadium and the surrounding areas for a presidential speech. There are of course the required scenes that walk you through various assassinations and assassination attempts on past presidents like Kennedy, Ford, Reagan, etc. These events are recounted in vivid detail firsthand by the Secret Service agents who were there at the time. The more unusual parts of "Inside the US Secret Service", however, are the forays into the lesser known aspects of the organization. Here you get to see the Secret Service training facilities, complete with explosions and gunfire, including an evasive driving course where agents learn how to do 180 degree turns at 70 miles per hour. You also learn about threat assessment, where agents process death threats against the president and investigate them using voice recognition, handwriting analysis, and DNA/fingerprinting. There is a section on anti-counterfeit money operations, which was actually Secret Service's original role when it was first created, and still comprises about half of all Secret Service personnel. You even get to meet the guy that cleans the armored cars of the president's fleet!

Title: Los Angeles Police Department SWAT Team
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2EAWpxXq4YQ
Time: 27:08
Description: The First Korean American on the LAPD SWAT team takes the viewer through the mission and training of SWAT Members.

Title: Motorway Cops: Excuses, Excuses
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FQc7fGHvhzo
Time: 58:57
Description: Traffic policing in England.
Title: Modern Marvels Police guns
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8OxULQypps8
Time: 44:32
Description: They are the weapons used to preserve the law. For over 150 years, the latest and best guns have been tested by the nation's police, and some have become essential tools in the ongoing fight against crime. TALES OF THE GUN visits with the boys in blue to see what guns they are using, why they have been selected and how they perform in real-life situations. We'll go on the road with Massachusetts State Police Troopers and hear about the times where they have had to rely on their weapons. We'll visit the New York Police Department Museum, where weapons from nearly two centuries ago share space with the latest creations of the world's great gunsmiths, and we'll see how different guns and new features have been favored by the law over the years. And we'll meet with the men who train the police in how to use "deadly force" in the safest and most effective manner possible. From six-shooters to laser sights, this is a comprehensive look at police guns.

Title: Law and Disorder in Philadelphia
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VEIpXhM0BpI
Time: 58:48
Description: British documentary film maker Louis Theroux has a unique style. Like no other, he manages to strike the balance between getting involved with and close to his topics and making sure he keeps enough distance to guarantee his neutrality and independence. His open approach, integrity and diplomacy win people over; even those living in some of the world's most closed communities. Theroux's work method has resulted in quite a few memorable scenes and movies. In his own words and with the aid of video fragments, he will shed a light on his style, technique and vision. Award-winning documentary filmmaker Louis Theroux signs up for his most dangerous assignment - patrolling the crime-ridden streets of Philadelphia (nicknamed Killadelphia) with the local law enforcement.

Title: Police Dogs
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oNOghSAq9A
Time: 27:08
Description: Learn about the life and training of the working dogs of the Vancouver Police Department Dog Squad! Today, Barbara Arnold is talking to Harley Dvorkin, constable from the Vancouver Police Department. He tells us about the different training methods and much more. The dogs that are being trained for becoming a police dog for the VPD are German Shepherds only. This is because VPD found out that this breed is the best for the job. The dogs begin their training when they are 8 weeks old and build a strong relationship to the police officer who is their partner.

Title: Street Racing and Police
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3kLTUOViGzg
Time: 44:40
Description: American law enforcement and the street racing culture, involves undercover work as well as typical street enforcement.
Title: The First 48: Cold as Ice
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9oRjXOblbdU
Time: 44:25
Description: In Louisville, a 45-year-old man is found gunned down in the snow. Det. Rick Arnold and his team track down a key witness who is forced to chose between her friendship with the suspect and her own freedom.

Title: The First: 48 Silenced
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u1JR0xgPB8Y
Time: 44:35
Description: In Dallas, Detectives Bob Ermatinger and Ken Penrod investigate the murder of an unidentified young woman found shot to death at White Rock Lake. In order to identify the victim and begin tracking down her killer, the detectives must rely on the few leads they have, from a cell phone found at the crime scene to the clothes the victim was wearing.

Title: The First 48: 20 Bucks Family Friends
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=STzswABCjI
Time: 44:40
Description: In Cincinnati, a teenager watching a street fight is killed by a stray bullet. With little to go on, veteran homicide Detective Bob Randolph must piece together the truth behind who pulled the trigger. In Dallas, TX Det. Rick Duggan and his team find a victim shot and left behind a vacant house. With no leads, Det. Duggan must turn to the victim's best friend for help.

Title: The First 48: A Serial Killer Calls
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eqYVZDUOq1A
Time: 44:40
Description: A serial killer of prostitutes based Kansas City taunts the police by calling several times to give them the locations of women he's killed. The police have to do a lot of old fashion detective work with lack of physical evidence over a period of 10 to 12 days.

Title: The First 48: A Simple Plan, The Rip Off
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7x0KHR65PY0
Time: 42:44
Description: A home invasion in Harris County, Texas turns deadly when a woman is murdered in front of her daughter. In Dallas, a teenager trying to sell his gun pays the ultimate price.

Title: The First 48: About Face Backyard Murder
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qWhp02uabwM
Time: 44:38
Description: On a rainy night in Detroit, Sgt. Mike Martel finds a young man shot to death in a neighborhood yard. Martel finds he must rely on a friend of the victim's to help him close the case. In Miami, Detectives Castillo and Castellanos work the murder of a young man brutally shot in broad daylight.
Title: The First 48: After the First 48 Fool for Love Crash
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=seEoTlFvzo8
Time: 44:44
Description: As the first 48 hours ran out on Phoenix detectives, 16-year-old Lonny Bassett stood accused of brutally killing his two friends with a shotgun. Would his claim to self-defense hold water or would the evidence detectives collected in the first 48 hours be enough to convince jurors of his guilt? In Miami, a minor altercation on the highway ended with a shooting that took the life of an innocent young man.

Title: The First 48: Bad Call Ricochet
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FasP7F8hwbs
Time: 44:57
Description: In Miami, Detective Freddy Ponce and Sgt. Louis Melancon unravel the mystery of a man found shot dead in his car. The key to the case could be the victim's cell phone, which was stolen shortly after the murder. In Memphis, Sergeants Caroline Mason, Tony Mullins and JT Max investigate the murder of a man found shot dead in a backyard.

Title: The First 48: Bail Out Seeing Red
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8z-TOsOV1BM
Time: 43:26
Description: In Dallas, Detectives Scott Sayers and Ken Penrod are investigating a home invasion that left a young man dead. Is their suspect just a young suburban mom, or a criminal mastermind? In Cincinnati, a brutal stabbing ends the life of a hard-working grandfather. After interviewing a series of family members, Det. Jenny Luke finds out that her suspect may be closer than she initially thought.

Title: The First 48: Best Laid Plans Burned Alive
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qXtvDaNspYo
Time: 42:58
Description: In Harris County, a young woman set on fire clings to life as deputies race to find who left her for dead. In Cleveland, when a teenager is shot down in the street, detectives discover his best friends may have something to do with the murder.

Title: The First 48: Better Days Wildflower
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mo5ergXjFno
Time: 44:59
Description: In Memphis, Sgt. Terry Max takes on the murder case of a 78-year-old man shot outside his home. The outraged community quickly helps apprehends the two young suspects, but getting them to talk proves more difficult. In Dallas, Det. Bob Ermatinger investigates the difficult case of a woman found shot to death while collecting wildflowers. Each new lead just deepens the mystery.
Title: The First 48: Bicycle Bandits First Shot
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vwcOt-7udlg
Time: 42:29
Description: In Miami, a recent high-school graduate is gunned down and left to die in his father's arms. It's up to Sgt. Eunice Cooper and her team to track down the suspects; two teens who fled the scene on bicycles. In Cincinnati, Detective Jenny Luke is on the trail of a man who may have taken revenge on a childhood friend he thought snitched on him.

Title: The First 48: Blind Rage Those Closest To Us
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-_oxGxyeNUw
Time: 44:50
Description: In Birmingham, Det. Marcel Walker works to unravel the mystery of a 28-year-old man shot in his home. After calling 911 from inside the victim's home, a woman suspiciously flees the scene. When detectives track her down, she finally leads detectives to the possible shooter whose testimony reveals a shocking twist.

Title: The First 48: Blood Money Fifteen
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3zMg1bkppDg
Time: 44:49
Description: When Tucson Detectives John Dorer and Kathi Kelley arrive at the murder scene of a young man gunned down behind an apartment complex, their investigation is hampered by hostility from the victim's friends. Detectives think the friends know more than they are telling, but will they be able to get the friends to cooperate in order to find the killer?

Title: The First 48: Caught Up
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zqjt6yQN8Mc
Time: 44:47
Description: In Miami, two men are found beaten and shot behind an abandoned house. As Det. T.C. Cepero digs deeper into the case, he unearths more than one reason the men could have been killed.

Title: The First 48: Collateral, Driven to Kill
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M3DfD8MeSng
Time: 44:41
Description: In Detroit, Sgt. Gary Diaz and Officer Kelly Mullins investigate a triple shooting that left a young mother and her friend dead. The third victim, a critically injured 18-year-old girl, is the only one who can tell them what happened. And in Dallas, a man is intentionally run down and killed by someone in a car.

Title: The First 48: Deadly Obsession, The Killer You Know
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BKEmrWcnYdE
Time: 42:56
Description: A young Dallas couple murdered in cold blood on their doorstep sends detectives on a manhunt across three states. Then, Cleveland homicide finds a man shot dead in his own backyard and learns the killer might be closer than they think.
Title: The First 48: Desert Bones Party's Over
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Fg9wKWH9I
Time: 44:04
Description: Detectives Dillian and Jewell join forensic anthropologist Laura Fulginiti to determine the identity of a female skeleton found in the desert. The shooting of a teenager at a high-school party puts Detectives Rodriguez and Kulesa on the trail of a shooter wearing a ski mask.

Title: The First 48: Double Life
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aYHHh76tKpk
Time: 45:00
Description: In Miami, Detective Ricardo John discovers a man stabbed to death behind an abandoned church. With no identification, the investigation hinges on identifying the victim through his fingerprints. When John finally gets a name for his victim, he is running out of time.

Title: The First 48: Easy Money Ambushed
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rXrIwb4hPc0
Time: 42:56
Description: In Dallas a young father is shot in the back, but no one wants to talk. In Cleveland, a brazen corner store stickup leaves an innocent clerk dead.

Title: The First 48: Family Secrets Clipped
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xQkJndPKQtc
Time: 45:01
Description: In Memphis, a young couple goes missing. Fearing the worst, family members contact authorities for help. The Memphis Homicide team finds themselves in an unusual situation: instead of investigating the loss of a life, they may be able to save one. In Miami, detectives are faced with the puzzling case of a young man shot behind a barbershop.

Title: The First 48: Far From Home, Object Of Desire
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c5VsaN_rHzE
Time: 43:16
Description: In Dekalb County Georgia, an out-of-state truck driver is found shot to death in the cab of his truck. Detectives working the case trace the victim's missing cell phone hoping it will lead them to the shooter. In Harris County, Texas, investigators work the case of an exotic dancer found murdered in her house. They need to find out if the killer could be someone she knew and trusted.

Title: The First 48: Fire In The Rain, Family Feud
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hplmzp7JqJ8
Time: 44:56
Description: When a partially torched body of a prostitute is discovered, police must work quickly to determine the Jane Doe's identity. Sergeant Joann Kinney races against time to find two shooting victims who may still be alive.
Title: The First 48: Fish Out of Water, Good Samaritan
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q-xPazwpdmc
Time: 44:55
Description: In Miami, homicide detective Fernando Bosch is faced with what appears to be the murder of an innocent tourist from Ohio. The discovery of thousands of counterfeit dollars under the victim's bed leads him to believe the phony bills may have cost him his life.

Title: The First 48: Floated Away, Tagged
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=62Eu_VByxm8
Time: 44:56
Description: In Dallas, Det. Dan Lusty and the homicide squad find a man with his throat slashed floating in a creek. The mystery deepens when they dig deeper into the victim's personal life. In Memphis, Sgt. Kevin Lundy and his team investigate the murder of a 19-year-old man gunned down in the middle of a street. They soon find a witness whose story turns the investigation on its head.

Title: The First 48: Frenzy, Hard Truth
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=St6eqonL7to
Time: 44:39
Description: In Miami, Sgt. Louis Melancon and Det. Carlos Castellanos investigate the murder of two men savagely gunned down in the middle of a residential street. Detectives learn that a roommate of the two victim's is missing. Now, they need to track him down to find out what he knows about the murders.

Title: The First 48: Friend or Foe, Code of Silence
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZV-07woLshM
Time: 44:35
Description: Homicide investigation in Cincinnati, Ohio.

Title: The First 48 Girl Fight Blink of an Eye
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RksrkTvSkAg
Time: 44:50
Description: In Birmingham, Detectives Mike Allison and Cynthia Morrow investigate the tragic case of a mother shot in her car while her three young children sat in the back seat. As detectives close in on a suspect, they are stunned to learn what triggered the shooting.

Title: The First 48 Hard Fall
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gsaJtTs1OMo
Time: 44:59
Description: In Miami, a former airline executive is stabbed to death in his car. Rookie detective Mario De Los Santos tracks two suspects and finds out that both the suspect and his victim shared promising futures and a deadly vice.
Title: The First 48: Bad Connection Heartbreak
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o9iozeLC5V0
Time: 44:47
Description: In Birmingham, Det. Jerry Williams and his team investigate the murder of a young man shot dead in an abandoned apartment. With little physical evidence, Williams must rely on witnesses to help him piece together the puzzle and find the killer. In Louisville, Det. Brenda Wescott investigates the unusual death of a woman shot dead on a residential street.

Title: The First 48: Deadly Gamble Inside Job
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RAmiaQLj0rY
Time: 44:54
Description: In Harris County, Dep. Mario Quintanilla investigates the murder of a woman shot during a robbery of her illegal game room. Acting on a tip that his suspects are from Central America, Quintanilla races to find them before they can flee the country.

Title: The First 48: Eye For an Eye Dead End
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KxJp5CZ4OQg
Time: 44:56
Description: In Louisville, Det. Carl Payne and the homicide team investigate the murder of a young man shot to death in the middle of the street in broad daylight. When a witness leads Payne to a suspect with one eye, he is surprised to learn what may have triggered the homicide.

Title: The First 48: Gangs of Little Havana, Execution In Coconut Grove
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dtyHAQJSkd4
Time: 44:59
Description: A wall of silence from a frightened community hampers efforts to solve a brutal murder; and a mother of two is shot execution-style in her kitchen in an affluent neighborhood. In a visual style more like drama than reality show, we tail Miami homicide investigators as they race time to solve these murders.

Title: The First 48: Gimme, Shelter Misstep
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pH_8Pl7yeQc
Time: 40:54
Description: In Birmingham, lead Detective Mike Allison is working the murder of a man found shot in the basement stairwell of a house. Allison and his team quickly find an eyewitness and then the suspect. The case seems closed, when suddenly it unravels after the eyewitness disappears and Allison is forced to set his suspect free. A year passes, when out of the blue, the case takes a surprising turn.

Title: The First 48: Hale Storm
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=diA-8XrT4JI
Time: 44:54
Description: In Louisville, a sleeping family awakens to a barrage of bullets from a machine gun leaving two young boys injured and a teenager dead. With no eyewitnesses, Detective Mickey Cohn must resort to old-fashioned detective work to solve one of the most brazen acts of violence he has ever seen.
Title: The First 48: In Harm's Way, Jealous Rage
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XU1dd5f1XQ
Time: 44:53
Description: In Harris County, Sgt. Craig Clopton and his team investigate the murder of a man killed by a single gunshot while being robbed. With little evidence on the scene, they must rely on an eyewitness to help them identify their suspects.

Title: The First 48: John Doe, Night Of The Dead
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L3oN-jfXqcQ
Time: 44:53
Description: In Louisville, Det. Brenda Wescott and partner Det. Collin King are hoping to solve the murder of a man whose identity is a mystery. After following all her leads to dead ends, Wescott is afraid the case will go unsolved--but then things take an unexpected turn. In Birmingham, Det. Jerry Williams and his team are trying to piece together what happened to two men found dead in a strange house.

Title: The First 48: Left to Burn, Trigger Happy
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=THjVZVRUojM
Time: 43:59
Description: When fire fighters in Detroit respond to a house fire and discover a 63-year-old woman stabbed and bound, Sergeant Kenny Gardner and Investigator Barbara Simon must investigate the brutal murder. With no witnesses, they have to rely on the local community to help them find her killer.

Title: The First 48: Marked for Death
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gr5BLnidsJg
Time: 45:00
Description: In Harris County, Dep. Abraham Alanis and his team investigate the murder of a man, married with four young children, who was found robbed and shot to death outside an abandoned house. With no other leads to go on, investigators discover that their victim held a secret that could lead to his killer.

Title: The First 48: No Escape, Trail Of Evidence
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c1V0yb4-49M
Time: 44:49
Description: In Miami, Sgt. Altarr Williams and detective Frankie Sanchez investigate the murder of Darrell Harrell, gunned down for trying to push a group of drug dealers out of Overtown. Months pass without a lead as the team tries everything they can to keep the case from going cold.

Title: The First 48: Off the tracks
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LwC7glEZSBQ
Time: 44:59
Description: The series follows detectives during the hours immediately following a homicide.
Title: The First 48: Schoolyard Revenge  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AcdNHzQXxyY  
Time: 44:52  
Description: When a 29-year-old man and his paralyzed mother are shot to death in their apartment, Louisville Detective Kyle Willett is called to the west side of town to lead the case. As the investigation unfolds, Willett and his team are shocked to learn what initiated the double homicide: a schoolyard fight between two teenaged classmates.

Title: The First 48: Smokescreen, The Last Goodbye  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PrlZCHBFc8E  
Time: 44:52  
Description: In Louisville, Detective Corey Cadwell and his team investigate the murder of a 28-year-old father stabbed to death while working his shift in a smoke shop. Detectives cross the Kentucky state border into Tennessee in search of three potential suspects who mysteriously fled just after the murder.

Title: The First 48: Thicker Than Water  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TK62QSwkZC8  
Time: 43:58  
Description: In Harris County, Texas, a young man is days away from testifying as a witness in an aggravated assault case when he is suddenly gunned down near his home. As Sgt. Ron Hunter and the homicide team investigates, they learn the murder may have been part of an elaborate plan to keep the victim from getting on the stand.

Title: The First 48: Underworld  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LOUJj0aGF-0  
Time: 43:59  
Description: In Miami, Detective Anthony Reyes and the homicide team are investigating the murder of a man found brutally beaten to death below a major interstate. Reyes must navigate through false leads and dead ends until an eyewitness comes forward and ignites the case. When detectives discover that their eyewitness is leaving out one major detail in his story, the case is turned on its head.

Title: The First 48: Into the Graveyard  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3OOqbrjMHSQ  
Time: 42:57  
Description: In Miami, a family is shattered when two teenage brothers are gunned down in their own backyard. Two surviving friends point Detective T.C. Cepero and his team in the direction of two desperate and dangerous gunmen on the run.

Title: The First 48: Less Than Zero, Friends For Life  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D3h5aNtSg3Y  
Time: 42:44  
Description: In Miami, an unarmed man is shot in the back, but no one will give up the shooter. In Cleveland, three best friends head home from party, but one of them ends up dead.
Title: The First 48: Last Birthday
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-MuOegt35kQ
Time: 42:47
Description: In Cincinnati, a well-loved 58-year-old man is found shot dead in a hallway still clutching a five-dollar bill. Detectives Matt Thompson and Doug Lindle visit the grief-stricken wife and learn the victim was murdered a day before his birthday. Thompson and Lindle rely on the help of the community to track down the suspects last seen with the victim moments before he was murdered.

Title: The First 48: Last Dance, Deadly Deal
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hSlt6NlO1tE
Time: 45:00
Description: Dallas Detective Robert Quirk is investigating a gang shooting that left two dead and four with gunshot wounds. When surveillance tapes fail to identify the shooter, detectives must rely on witnesses for information. In Kansas City, Detective Robert Blehm is working the murder of a suburban man found dead in his pickup truck with a fist full of dollars and drugs.

Title: The First 48: Less Than Zero, Friends For Life
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D3h5aNtSg3Y
Time: 42:44
Description: In Miami, an unarmed man is shot in the back but no one will give up the shooter. In Cleveland, three best friends head home from party but one of them ends up dead.

Title: The First 48: Lost Highway, Out for Murda
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TvQfIVQLF1Q
Time: 44:45
Description: In Harris County, Sgt. Roger Wedgeworth investigates the gruesome murder of a homeless man found stabbed to death along Interstate 45. Without any witnesses or a motive, investigators race to find a suspect before the case goes cold.

Title: The First 48: Missing Witness, Who's Knocking
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1DAqesVDJWM
Time: 45:01
Description: In Miami, a man is gunned down at close range in broad daylight. Det. Freddie Ponce and his team follow a blood trail at the scene to an apartment complex, where they believe the suspect is hiding out. In Cincinnati, Dets. Doug Lindle and Matthew Thompson investigate the murder of a man shot outside his apartment.

Title: The First 48: New Year Terror, Deadly Friends
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lA2bZ0uBkPQ
Time: 42:58
Description: In Cleveland a man is gunned down defending his home on New Year's Eve. With no eyewitnesses, Det. Melvin Smith must rely on DNA evidence to track down the killers.
**Title:** The First 48: Motel No Tell, Brotherly Love  
**URL:** [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OCN3sA-yJeg](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OCN3sA-yJeg)  
**Time:** 43:18  
**Description:** In Dallas, Detective Phil Harding investigates a brutal shooting in a motel parking lot that killed a 22-year-old and injured two of his friends. The surviving victims are the only ones who can identify the suspects. Detectives just have to convince them to talk. Then, in Memphis, Sergeants Ron Collins and Kevin Lundy must track down a murder suspect who may have fled the state.

**Title:** The First 48: Shell Shocked, Cradle to Grave  
**URL:** [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d0njBnRBH0c](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d0njBnRBH0c)  
**Time:** 44:43  
**Description:** In Memphis, Sergeants Mundy Quinn and Kevin Lundy set up a sting to catch the victim's killer. In Miami, Detective Manny Castillo and Sgt. Juan Herrera are called to a brazen execution in the middle of a bustling neighborhood in Coconut Grove.

**Title:** The First 48: Snapped, Fallen Angel  
**URL:** [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l8jqBjtm4fs](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l8jqBjtm4fs)  
**Time:** 44:48  
**Description:** In Cincinnati, Detectives Jenny Luke and Terry McGuffey investigate the murder of a 56-year-old man brutally beaten to death in the stairwell of his apartment building. Luke tracks down two teenage suspects and is surprised to learn what triggered the deadly fight.

**Title:** The First 48: Stray Bullet, Payback  
**URL:** [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UOs-fpp1A_0](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UOs-fpp1A_0)  
**Time:** 45:00  
**Description:** In Dallas, Texas, a family man is shot dead inside his apartment. Detective Kim Sanders and Paul Ellzey believe that the shooter killed the wrong man. They must find the intended target before the killer does. In Miami, rookie Detective Mario De Los Santos gets his first big case: a triple homicide. He finds himself in the middle of a cycle of violence that threatens to spin out of control.

**Title:** The First 48: The Cover Up, Bad Seed  
**URL:** [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6jbop0csOH4](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6jbop0csOH4)  
**Time:** 42:56  
**Description:** In Cleveland, a man is shot dead in an empty courtyard. A mysterious 911 call leads Detectives Ignatius Sowa and Raymond Diaz on the hunt for an elusive killer. In Dallas, a 72-year-old grandmother is found beaten to death inside her home.

**Title:** The First 48: The Girl Who Knew Too Much  
**URL:** [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u-rvl8seerU](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u-rvl8seerU)  
**Time:** 42:56  
**Description:** In Dallas, an unidentified girl is found brutally shot in a field. Detectives Scott Sayers and Esteban Montenegro discover that she may have been killed for her silence. In Cleveland, a young father is shot in the head trying to break up a fight.
Title: The First 48: The Good Son, Jacked Up
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UA9oXM UBn0
Time: 44:54
Description: When a 16-year-old boy is murdered at his family's roadside taco stand, Harris County investigator Sergeant Henry Palacios is faced with one of the most tragic cases he has ever seen. Palacios is hot on the trail of his suspect, when another shooting turns the case on its head.

Title: The First 48: Thrown Away, Crimson Trail
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MDNCRsJV_cQ
Time: 44:59
Description: In Miami, Det. Armando Aguilar may be working his last case in homicide. He must unravel the sad and mysterious death of a 14-year-old boy found decomposing in a dumpster. In Dallas, Det. Randy Loboda investigates the stabbing death of a Honduran immigrant found in an alley. The suspect goes on the run and Loboda needs to bring him in before he can flee the country.

Title: The First 48: To Die For, Highway Revenge
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v= gcGta6VGYg
Time: 44:40
Description: In Memphis, Sergeant Caroline Mason takes it personally when a 75-year-old man is shot dead in her old neighborhood. In Detroit, a man is found dead behind the wheel on Interstate 96 and Sgt. Mike Russell tracks a notorious gang to find the killer.

Title: The Hidden World of the Las Vegas Police
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v= lToVxpq7NTg
Time: 44:10
Description: A day-to-day ride along with the Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department.

Title: The Pig Farm: Robert Pickton Serial Killer
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v= PV9IDi1 Dg
Time: 1:26:30
Description: The Pig Farm: This is the story about Robert Pickton, Canada's most prolific serial killer. When police showed up at a Port Coquitlam pig farm in February of 2002 to serve a firearm warrant to Robert (Willy) Pickton, they stumbled upon one of the grizzliest discoveries in the history of this country. They uncovered human remains of over 60 women, most of whom worked as sex trade workers in Vancouver's Downtown Eastside. The discovery makes Pickton allegedly the worst serial killer in Canadian history.

Title: Unusual Suspects: Cop Killer
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BScKu9TTkaE
Time: 43:32
Description: The investigation into the murder of San Diego police officer Kirk Johnson turns up an unlikely killer.
Title: Top Gear - Police Vehicles
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2rCCEn_IHUs
Time: 42:52
Description: It's the battle of The Big 3 as the guys compete over which is the best new police car to replace the Crown Vic in a series of madcap challenges around Detroit, Michigan. The winner gets to race the fastest police car in the country -- the Corvette ZO6 - in an action film-style chase through the docks of Long Beach as he tries to catch a 'perp' wheeling the ultimate escape vehicle.

Title: Whistling Smith
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rYWeWXHEV3U
Time: 27:26
Description: In 1975, the National Film Board shot a controversial documentary in the Downtown Eastside that made a star out of a tough, foul-mouthed beat cop named Bernie "Whistling" Smith. The film, which appeared on 60 Minutes and received an Academy Award nomination, gave viewers an insight into the life of the 52-year-old sergeant as he harassed prostitutes, johns, drunks, drug dealers and addicts to get off his beat. Smith's no-nonsense approach didn't win him many friends. Even some of his fellow cops questioned his unorthodox methods. In one scene, shot in the now-closed Blue Eagle cafe' on Hastings, Smith tells an addict that he's bigger and stronger than him, and that he should think twice about challenging the sturdy cop. "Just don't let me catch you down a back alley with a gun pointed at me, because I'll take it off you and shove it right up your ass," says Smith, before the owner of the cafe', asks him to leave because of the disruption to customers. Almost 30 years since the release of Whistling Smith-named for the burly lawman's penchant for whistling on the beat-the cameras are still rolling in the Downtown Eastside.

Title: World’s Toughest Cops – Philippines
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qLNCB5L3VhA
Time: 44:30
Description: Murder, political unrest, armed robbery, drugs and terrorism - just part of everyday life in the Philippines. At the heart of the country lies Manila, a teeming metropolis of crime. Cameras follow the front line officers who police the dangerous slums of the city, and SWAT cops tell how they hunted down and killed the country's most wanted terrorist. Also, Manila's homicide unit hunts the killers of two of their team.
Serial Killers

Title: Albert Desalvo the Boston Strangler
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jd2QkIqdya4
Time: 41:01
Description: Born on September 3, 1931, in Chelsea, Massachusetts, Albert DeSalvo was in and out of trouble with the police from an early age, but nothing as gruesome as the "Boston Strangler" case. DeSalvo admitted to murdering 13 women in Boston between 1962 and '64, most of whom were elderly and alone. He was killed in prison in 1973 after being sentenced to life.

Title: Andrei Chikatilo - the Butcher of Rostov
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5LaRnffCSU
Time: 44:05
Description: Andrei Chikatilo was born on October 16, 1936, in the Ukraine state of the USSR. Chikatilo had a difficult childhood and the only sexual experience as an adolescent ended quickly and led to much ridicule leading to later sexually violent acts. When the police caught him, he confessed to the gruesome murder of 56 people and was found guilty in 1990 and executed in 1994.

Title: Andrew Cunanan: Versace and his Victims
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nom8d8SuDYY
Time: 44:48
Description: Andrew Cunanan was born on August 31, 1969 in San Diego, California. He settled in San Francisco’s Castro district and socialized with older, wealthy gay men while indulging heavily in drugs. It's unclear what set him off but he began a cross-country killing spree of five known murders - the last of which was fashion designer Gianni Versace. Cunanan killed himself on a Miami houseboat in 1997.

Title: Anthony Hardy: The Camden Ripper
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7NUG7JZ9I3w
Time: 39:38
Description: BBC production of Anthony Hardy, killer of three women who wanted to be the modern day Jack the Ripper.

Title: Arthur Shawcross
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z0QBoQymKdo
Time: 44:26
Description: The Genessee River Strangler. Released after serving a relative short period of time on a murder charge (plea bargined) and went on to kill again, and again.
Title: Charles Manson - Documentary  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V0zp2zWuotw  
Time: 52:16  
Description: Charles Manson is a convicted serial killer who has become an icon of evil. In the late 1960s, Manson founded a hippie cult group known as "the Family" whom he manipulated into brutally killing others on his behalf.

Title: Charles Sobhraj: The Bikini Killer  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lFI5GaxUtfw  
Time: 46:58  
Description: Bharat Rajpurohit better known as Charles Sobhraj, is a serial killer of Indian and Vietnamese origin who preyed on Western tourists throughout Southeast Asia during the 1970s. Nicknamed "the Bikini Killer" and "the Serpent" due to his skill at deception and evasion. Sobhraj allegedly committed at least 12 murders.

Title: Cold Cases: The Zodiac Killer  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pFrdeg9jDck  
Time: 44:15  
Description: The Zodiac Killer was a serial killer who operated in northern California in the late 1960s and early 1970s. The killer's identity remains unknown. The Zodiac murdered victims in Benicia, Vallejo, Lake Berryessa, and San Francisco between December 1968 and October 1969. Four men and three women between the ages of 16 and 29 were targeted. The killer originated the name "Zodiac" in a series of taunting letters sent to the local Bay Area press. These letters included four cryptograms (or ciphers). Of the four cryptograms sent, only one has been definitively solved.

Title: Coral Eugene Watts The Sunday Morning Slasher  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kgmlRFqNXco  
Time: 42:54  
Description: Watts' time as a serial killer began when he was 20 years old in 1974, by kidnapping his victims from their homes, torturing them, and then murdering them. On October 30, 1974, Watts tortured and brutally murdered 20-year-old Gloria Steele, who was believed to be his second victim. Watts killed females between the ages of 14 and 44 using methods such as strangulation, stabbing, bludgeoning, and drowning. Watts had murdered dozens of women between 1974 and 1982, and despite the many women he murdered, Watts was not discovered as a serial killer for almost eight years.

Title: Dennis Nilsen - Serial Killer - Born To Kill?  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jPlH4nWdxrl  
Time: 45:41  
Description: Dennis Nilsen was born November 23, 1945 in Fraserburgh, Scotland. Though Nilsen recognized his homosexual desires, he was never comfortable with them and began acting on them through murder and dismemberment. Nilsen's first victim was in 1978. He went on to kill, upon his confession, twelve young men and dissect their bodies.
### David Berkowitz Son of Sam Killer

**Title:** David Berkowitz Son of Sam Killer  
**URL:** [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q98oVN_xjng](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q98oVN_xjng)  
**Time:** 44:52  
**Description:** David Richard Berkowitz, also known as the Son of Sam and the .44 Caliber Killer, is an American serial killer convicted of a series of shooting attacks that began in the summer of 1976. Perpetrated with a .44 caliber Bulldog revolver, the shootings continued for over a year leaving six victims dead and seven others wounded. As the toll mounted, Berkowitz eluded a massive police manhunt while leaving brazen letters which promised further murders. Highly publicized in the press, the killings terrorized New York City and achieved worldwide notoriety.

### Dennis Nilsen - Serial Killer - Born To Kill?

**Title:** Dennis Nilsen - Serial Killer - Born To Kill?  
**URL:** [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jPlH4nWdxrI](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jPlH4nWdxrI)  
**Time:** 45:41  
**Description:** Dennis Nilsen was born November 23, 1945 in Fraserburgh, Scotland. Though Nilsen recognized his homosexual desires, he was never comfortable with them and began acting on them through murder and dismemberment. Nilsen's first victim was in 1978. He went on to kill, upon his confession, 12 young men and dissect their bodies.

### Donald "Pee Wee" Gaskins

**Title:** Donald "Pee Wee" Gaskins  
**URL:** [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y2D0LT2LrEQ](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y2D0LT2LrEQ)  
**Time:** 44:25  
**Description:** Donald Gaskins had all the makings of a serial killer as a child. When he became an adult, he earned the title as the most prolific serial killer in the history of South Carolina. Gaskins tortured, killed, and at times ate his victims. His crimes were horrific.

### Edmund Kemper the Coed Butcher

**Title:** Edmund Kemper the Coed Butcher  
**URL:** [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EE7TWv-nHo0](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EE7TWv-nHo0)  
**Time:** 44:38  
**Description:** A serial killer, Edmund Kemper killed six young college-age women in the Santa Cruz, California, area and several members of his own family.

### Forensic Investigators: The Sex Worker Murders

**Title:** Forensic Investigators: The Sex Worker Murders  
**URL:** [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dmKAR3SycZI](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dmKAR3SycZI)  
**Time:** 43:07  
**Description:** (Australia) A semi-naked body of a woman was discovered in August 2002 beside a police station in the Brisbane suburb of Hendra. She'd suffered multiple stab wounds to much of her body. Within hours investigators knew the victim's identity. Her name was Jasmin Crathern, a local prostitute who'd spent many years working the streets of Brisbane's notorious red light district in Fortitude Valley. Although they knew the victim, discovering the identity of her killer would prove far more difficult. The only clues left at the scene were some dusty shoe and tire prints. Initially investigators had no luck tracing this forensic evidence to a suspect.
Title: John Edward Robinson First Internet Serial Killer
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SCaWFF7L8jQ
Time: 46:06
Description: John Edward Robinson is a convicted serial killer, con man, embezzler, kidnapper, and forger who was found guilty in 2003 of three murders and received the death sentence for two of them. He subsequently admitted responsibility for five additional homicides, and investigators fear that there might be other, undiscovered victims as well.

Title: John George Haigh: The Acid Bath Murderer
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MQcvORfJVwc
Time: 45:58
Description: An English serial killer in the 1940s. Commonly known as the "Acid Bath Murderer" was an English serial killer during the 1940s. He was convicted of the murders of six people, although he claimed to have killed nine. He used acid not to kill his victims, but in what he believed to be a foolproof method of body disposal. He would dissolve their bodies in concentrated sulphuric acid before forging papers in order to sell their possessions and collect substantial sums of money.

Title: John Wayne Gacy "The Killer Clown"
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A7_En0NmKo4
Time: 45:31
Description: John Wayne Gacy, Jr. was an American serial killer and rapist, also known as the Killer Clown, who was convicted of the sexual assault and murder of a minimum of 33 teenage boys and young men in a series of killings committed between 1972 and 1978 in Chicago, Illinois.

Title: Joseph Edward Duncan III
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ozLe7ODoF8o
Time: 43:20
Description: Duncan has been convicted in the state of Idaho for kidnapping and murdering the three victims in Coeur d'Alene, for which he was given six life sentences: in federal court for kidnapping Shasta and Dylan Groene and murdering Dylan; for which he was given three death sentences; and in the state of California for kidnapping and murdering Martinez, for which he is scheduled to be given another life sentence.

Title: Kenneth McDuff: Serial Killer Documentary
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6voNKbNNHeI
Time: 41:57
Description: Kenneth Allen McDuff (March 21, 1946 -- November 17, 1998) was an American serial killer suspected of at least 14 murders. He had previously been on death row from 1968 to 1972.
Title: Leonard Lake & Charles Ng Torture Murders
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IttNjW9qIGE
Time: 1:32:52
Description: Leonard Lake (October 29, 1945 -- June 6, 1985) was an American serial killer. He often used the alias Leonard Hill. The crimes he committed with Charles Ng became known when Lake committed suicide by taking a cyanide pill shortly after being arrested for a firearms offense.

Title: Levi Bellfield: The Bus Stop Killer
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G_G7lYBENUs
Time: 39:23
Description: Levi Bellfield is an English serial killer. A former nightclub bouncer and manager of a car clamping business, he was convicted on February 25, 2008 of murdering Marsha McDonnell and Amelie Delagrange. He was also convicted of the attempted murder of Kate Sheedy. On June 23, 2011, Bellfield was found guilty of the murder of Milly Dowler and sentenced to life imprisonment.

Title: Morris Solomon Jr: The Sacramento Slayer
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WP-tw9bWDM4
Time: 45:43
Description: Morris Solomon Jr. (born March 15, 1944 in Albany, Georgia) is a convicted serial killer now sitting on death row in San Quentin, California.

Title: Most Evil Delusional
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DUeatcAWw2A
Time: 44:41
Description: Dr. Michael Stone looks at criminals who suffered from extreme delusions and schizophrenia, including Herbert Mullin, who murdered 13 people, believing he had heard voices telling him to kill to prevent earthquakes, and Diana Dial, whose visions of being stalked by Nazis prompted her to kill her flatmate. Plus, the case of Eric Bieshline whose psychotic condition was exacerbated by drug abuse.

Title: My Brother the Serial Killer
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aOpIrzMKUr
Time: 1:27:31
Description: My Brother the Serial Killer chronicles the background of Rogers and looks into prior assertions that he murdered over 70 people. The documentary also investigates claims by the Rogers family that Glen Rogers was behind the Goldman-Simpson murders. Rogers' family stated that he had informed them that he had been working for Nicole in 1994 and that he had made verbal threats about her to them. Rogers would later speak to a criminal profiler about the Goldman-Simpson murders, providing details about the crime and remarking that he had been hired by O. J. Simpson to steal a pair of earrings and potentially murder Nicole.
**Title:** Peter Dupas: The Torture Doctor  
**URL:** http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zTa7q5jP8C8  
**Time:** 43:46  
**Description:** Peter Norris Dupas is an Australian serial killer currently serving three consecutive life sentences for murder. His violent criminal history spans more than three decades, and with every release from prison has been known to commit further crimes against women with increasing levels of violence. His criminal signature is to remove the breasts of his female victims.

**Title:** The Game Show Killer  
**URL:** http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TrXlLm1y0Dk  
**Time:** 45:38  
**Description:** John William Cooper is a serial killer from Milford Haven, Pembrokeshire. On May 26, 2011 he was given four life sentences for the 1985 double murder of brother and sister Richard and Helen Thomas, and the 1989 double murder of Peter and Gwenda Dixon. Cooper was also sentenced for the rape of a 16-year old girl and a sexual assault on a 15-year-old girl, both carried out at gun point in March 1996, in woodland behind the Mount Estate, Milford Haven.

**Title:** Richard Ramirez: Serial Killer  
**URL:** http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9REKqW_l0Kw  
**Time:** 42:46  
**Description:** On September 29, 1985, Richard Rameriz was charged with, among other felonies, 14 murder and 22 sexual assault charges. When Ramirez appeared in court, he had a pentagram drawn on his palm that he proudly displayed and proclaimed, "Hail Satan!" Jury selection began on by July 22, and he went on trial. On September 20, 1989, he was found guilty of 13 murders and 30 felonies. He was sentenced to death.

**Title:** Robert Hansen: The Butcher Baker  
**URL:** http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W4Glam2FjMI  
**Time:** 47:55  
**Description:** Robert Christian Hansen is an American serial killer. Between 1980 and 1983, Hansen murdered between 17 and 21 women near Anchorage, Alaska. He was convicted in 1983 and is currently serving 461 years in Spring Creek Correctional Center in Seward, Alaska.

**Title:** Serial Killers: John Justin Bunting  
**URL:** http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3_YJ8Olpqnl  
**Time:** 44:06  
**Description:** The Snowtown murders (also known as the Bodies-in-Barrels murders) were a series of homicides that took place in South Australia between August 1992 and May 1999. The crimes were uncovered on May 20, 1999, when the remains of eight victims were found in barrels of acid in a rented former bank building. Snowtown was the town where the bodies were found.
Title: St. Louis Serial Killer
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p_sTSBXgkw
Time: 41:55
Description: A newspaper story about a murdered prostitute prompts a perpetrator's letter, including a map to another body. Police get the home address where the map was downloaded and find evidence of torture and murder in the basement.

Title: Ted Bundy
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZQfSE42y6Dc
Time: 47:26
Description: Ted Bundy was a killer, rapist, kidnapper, and necrophile who assaulted and murdered numerous young women and girls during the 1970s and possibly earlier. After more than a decade of denials, he confessed shortly before his execution to 30 homicides committed in seven states between 1974 and 1978; the true total remains unknown and could be much higher.

Title: The Backpacker Killer
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PlSuGLdwWoU
Time: 43:55
Description: The Backpacker Murders is a name given to serial killings that occurred in New South Wales, Australia during the 1990s. The bodies of seven missing young people aged 19 to 22 were discovered partly buried in the Belanglo State Forest, 15 kilometers (9.3 mi) south west of the New South Wales town of Berrima. Five of the victims were international backpackers visiting Australia (three German, two British), and two were Australian travelers from Melbourne.

Title: The Craigslist Killer: Seven Days of Rage
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nfHLnXW1trk
Time: 42:31
Description: In spring 2009, Boston was a city at peace. On April 10, everything changed. The "Craigslist Killer" began his seven-day crime spree. His first victim was a woman from Las Vegas who was fleeing that city's crackdown on vice. "I just picked a city and went to it. I've been doing it for the past two years," Leffler said of choosing Boston. Her line of work? "I was escorting."

Title: The Green River Killer: Gary Ridgway
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hUvAwcST8Z0
Time: 42:24
Description: Gary Leon Ridgway (born February 18, 1949), an American serial killer known as the Green River Killer, was initially convicted of 48 separate murders and later confessed to nearly twice that number. As part of his plea bargain, an additional conviction was added, bringing the total number of convictions to 49. He murdered numerous women and girls in Washington state during the 1980s and 1990s. Most of his victims were alleged to be prostitutes. The press gave him his nickname after the first five victims were found in the Green River; his identity was not known. He strangled the women, usually with his arm but sometimes using ligatures. After strangling them, he would dump their bodies throughout forested and overgrown areas in King County, often returning to the dead bodies to have sexual intercourse with them.
Title: The Railway Rapists
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SXL0t_nf3ZU
Time: 46:34
Description: John Duffy and David Mulcahy (born 1959) are two British rapists and serial killers who together attacked numerous women at railway stations in the south of England through the 1980s. They are known as the Railway Rapists and the Railway Killers.

Title: The Real Jack the Ripper
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZYDwDuKpDO4
Time: 45:03
Description: Slick production on the Jack the Ripper Case from London, England.
Technology

**Title:** Casino Wars  
**URL:** [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NexmEvCocLY](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NexmEvCocLY)  
**Time:** 44:46  
**Description:** Cheating and security in casinos.

**Title:** Top Gear - Police Vehicles  
**URL:** [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2rCCEn_lHUs](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2rCCEn_lHUs)  
**Time:** 42:52  
**Description:** It's the battle of The Big 3 as the guys compete over which is the best new police car to replace the Crown Vic in a series of madcap challenges around Detroit, Michigan. The winner gets to race the fastest police car in the country -- the Corvette ZO6 - in an action film-style chase through the docks of Long Beach as he tries to catch a 'perp' wheeling the ultimate escape vehicle.
Terrorism

Title: 60 Hours of 26/11 Mumbai terror attack
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IkfeUKUUz5M
Time: 50:06
Description: A special CNN-IBN shown on the third anniversary of the 26/11 Mumbai attacks, in which 166 people lost their lives.

Title: Air Terrorism - Airplane Hijackings throughout History
URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pHjYqlvtbY
Time: 59:08
Description: From multiple airline hijacking in 1971 to Lockerbie.

Title: BBC The Quran and The Kalashnikov
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f5CKO400_7M
Time: 47:33
Description: BBC Documentary on the History of Islam and the armed conflicts it has fought around the world initially with the backing of the western countries around the world to the situation we are in now where Islam is demonized throughout the world.

Title: Behind the Terror: Understanding the Enemy
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ySgl8pNE7A
Time: 1:05:23
Description: Discovery and BBC special on history of terrorism, in particular Al Qaeda, is a 2002 video.

Title: Discovery Channel The Age of Terror: In The Name of God
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gbvlKyd6mYo
Time: 50:14
Description: Discovery channel production, examining terror from 1970 to 2001. This is part I of a four part series on history of terrorism.

Title: Homeland Security in Israel - Module I - Terrorism Threats and the Legal Environment
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hPVY4xp17HU
Time: 36:45
Description: This first module on Homeland Security in Israel focuses on the threat environment and the legal and political realities within which Israeli counterterrorism and homeland security policies operate. Two categories of ongoing terrorist threats exist in Israel: conventional and mega-terror threats. Here, Dr. Nadav Morag provides a brief history of the Israeli death toll from terrorism over the decades of the country's existence. Acts of terror come in a variety of attack forms including firearms, rockets/mortars, anti-tanks, and suicide bombers. Depictions of Israel's system of government are also provided, along with information concerning the Israeli legal environment and counterterrorism strategy.
Introduction to Terrorism: Typology, Targets, and Organizations

According to Dr. Nadav Morag, "as with any other phenomenon, researchers and policy analysts who attempt to study terrorism are faced with the problem of defining the nature and boundaries of the phenomenon in question." In this introduction to terrorism, Dr. Morag emphasizes the typology, targets, and organizations associated therein. He suggests that there are four basic methods to defining terrorism: based on the act itself; on those who carry it out, on the root cause for the violence perpetrated by the terrorists; or, on the nature of the policy response to the terrorism. Some argue, even, that terrorism need not be violent. While countries offer national definitions of terrorism, each interpretation reflects the interests and mindsets of the governments that formulated them. Despite these typological discrepancies, Dr. Morag goes on to analyze the aims, targets, and incentives of various terrorist groups.

Nuclear Terrorist: Devil's own - Pakistan's Abdul Qadeer Khan

A Canadian production tracing the development of Pakistan's nuclear weapon in the early 1970s, through the exportation of the technology.

Social Identity Theory Module I - A Brief Overview of Terrorism Studies

The first module of this series provides a brief overview of the field of terrorism studies following the evolution of terrorism throughout the 20th century to today, and its increasing importance as a subject of academic study. Starting with typical academic approaches (chiefly, the "psychological" and "power-political" models), we discover how these models are alone insufficient for explaining the complex motivations behind terrorist group and individual actions. As a supplement or alternative to these traditional models, Social Identity Theory (SIT) is posited as a way of accounting for the seemingly inexplicable or "irrational" acts of terrorist and other violent subnational groups.

Terror in the Desert

British survivors of January 2013’s terrorist attack on a gas plant in Algeria tell their dramatic and harrowing stories. Thirty nine people died and dozens of foreign workers were taken hostage after Al Qaeda terrorists stormed the sprawling facility in the Sahara desert and the Algerian army responded with overwhelming force. For the first time, survivors tell the inside story of their miraculous escape playing cat and mouse with their captors, being forced to wear a necklace of explosives and coming under fire from Algerian army helicopter gunships. BBC2's award winning This World Strand asks why it seemingly was so easy for the terrorists to enter the plant and why the Algerians reacted in the way they did.
Title: Terrorism and Drug Trafficking  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wG-WgSyG7xg  
Time: 1:00:05  
Description: Explores the connection between terrorism, organized crime and drugs.

Title: Terrorism and Government: Between History and Criminology  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tg8dx6qJtZI  
Time: 41:03  
Description: The decade since 9/11 has been the pre-eminent age of terrorism; Or has it? This lecture considers the history of terrorism as an object of government and asks whether contemporary criminology has been able to describe or analyze adequately the attributes of this object. In doing so the lecturer reviews, briefly, the longer history of terrorism in its international context before asking what kinds of measures developed as 'counter-terrorism'. Then focusing attention on the emergence of terrorism as a focus of government policy and strategy in Australia, he argues that existing accounts have been dominated by a legacy of Cold War politics and ideology. They are preoccupied with the politics of policing and intelligence organizations, even though contemporary counter-terrorism instead is a concern of a wider range of government agencies. In tracing this development he considers whether the norms of criminal law that inform so many critiques of contemporary counter-terrorism are the primary standards by which we should judge its effects.

Title: Terrorism in Singapore  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XxNo9SnpmAU  
Time: 48:47  
Description: Delve into the dark, secretive world of Jemaah Islamiyah, one of Asia's most deadly and dangerous terrorist cells, which you'll see is far too close to home for comfort in Terrorist Target: Singapore. Discover how Ibrahim, Maidin recruited scores of willing zealots and planned to detonate ammonium nitrate across embassies in Singapore, and how he was stopped just in time. Find out why the threat of Jemaah Islamiyah was not known until just days before the planned attacks and how a tip-off from a Singaporean alerted the Internal Security Department to the existence of Jemaah Islamiyah in Singapore. (Malaysian subtitles)

Title: The Age of Terror: State Sponsored Terrorism  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AQ69V4BqhKs  
Time: 49:58  
Description: Discovery Channel production examining state sponsored terrorism. This is part 4 of a 4 part series.

Title: The Bali Bombing, 2002 - Zero Hour  
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kU9gdNInWl4  
Time: 46:50  
Description: A docu-drama, Discovery Channel (2005). As hundreds of revelers enjoyed a night out in a popular nightclub in Kuta Beach, Bali, members of a Malaysian Al-Qaeda cell were preparing to unleash a devastating attack. Dual explosions ripped through the Sari Club, killing more than 200 innocent holidaymakers and maimed many more. The existence of a truly global terrorist network instantly became a terrifying reality.
Title: The Dirty Bomb - BBC Documentary
URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=opTHVe8fzlg
Time: 49:19
Description: A dirty bomb is a radiological weapon but, unlike a nuclear bomb, its purpose is to contaminate rather than destroy. It uses normal explosives to disperse radioactive materials in the local environment creating a hazard to health that could last for years unless cleaned up.

Title: The Last Days of Osama Bin Laden
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9nF6cBfbZmk
Time: 44:51
Description: After the United States successfully mounted a covert mission to eliminate America's number one terrorist target, celebration turned to mounting questions. How did the terrorist mastermind elude capture for nearly a decade, only to be discovered hiding in plain sight just yards away from Pakistan's most prestigious military academy? Peter Bergen, the famed journalist and author on Islamist terrorism who also produced bin Laden's first television interview, obtains rare access to interview former CIA agents, Navy SEAL operatives and a Black Hawk pilot who reveal how the U.S. gathered the intelligence needed to pull off the surprise attack. He'll talk to White House and Pakistani intelligence officials as well as neighbors of the Pakistani compound and eyewitnesses to the raid.

Title: The Tesco Bomber
URL: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D9jfURanmg8
Time: 46:24
Description: The Tesco bomb campaign was an attempted extortion against British supermarket chain Tesco, which started in Bournemouth, Dorset, in August 2000 and led to one of the largest and most secretive operations ever undertaken by Dorset Police. During the campaign, a blackmailer identified by the pseudonym “Sally” sent letters to Tesco stores threatening to harm customers if his demands—for Clubcards, modified so that the holder could withdraw cash from automated teller machines—were not met.

Title: Timothy McVeigh: Biography of Terrorist and Mass Murderer
URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RmNH8hVRWnU
Time: 42:30
Description: Timothy James "Tim" McVeigh (April 23, 1968 – June 11, 2001) was an American terrorist who detonated a truck bomb in front of the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building in Oklahoma City on April 19, 1995. Commonly referred to as the Oklahoma City bombing, the attack killed 168 people and injured over 600. It was the deadliest act of terrorism within the United States prior to the September 11 attacks, and remains the most serious act of domestic terrorism in United States history.

Title: War Against Al Qaeda
URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uigJYUPigSk
Time: 44:38
Description: Takes Al Qaeda history up to London Train bombings in July 2005.